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•"i PREFACE
- The 1983 NASA/ASEE Stmner Faculty Fellowship Research Program was conducted
_. by Texas A&M University and the Lyudon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC). The
lO-week program was operated under the auspices of the American Society for
: Engineering Education (ASEE) These programs, conducted by JSC and other
"_ NASA Centers, began in 1964. They are sponsored and funded by the Office oi
-_ University Affairs, NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C. The objectives of
_ the programs are the followlng:
• •
: a. To further the professional knowledge of qualified
engineering and science faculty members
b. To st_nulate an exch_ge of ideas between participants and NASA
¢
c. To enrich and refresh the research and teaching activities of
participants' institutions
d. To contribute to the research objectives of the NASA Centers _,
.- The faculty fellows spent i0 weeks at JSC engaged in a research project
commensurate with their interests and background. They worked in co _
collaboration with a NASA/JSC colleague. This document is a compilation
of the final reports on their research during the summer of 1983. Texas
A&M Research Foundation Report No. 4194-83 is the Co-Directors' report on !
the administrative operations of the Summer Faculty Fellowship Program. 1
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_ I ESTIMATION OF FINITE MIXTURES USING THE
: EMPIRICAL CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION
N86- 1407
"_' Charles Anderson, Associate Professor
," Thomas Boullion, ProfessorDepartment of Mathematics and Statistics
:; University of Southwestern Louisiana
" ' Lafayette, Louisiana 70504
_' ABSTRACT
_ A problem which occurs in analyzing Landsat scenes is the problem of
separating the components of a finite mixture of several distinct
e probability distributions. A review of the literature indicates this is
a problem which occurs in many disciplines, such as engineering, biology, l
._ phy3iology and economics. Many approaches to this problem have appeared
- in the literature; however, most are very restrictive in their assump-
== tions or have met with only a limited degree of success when applied to
realistic situations. 1'
We have been investigating a procedure which combines the "k-L !
_ procedure" of [Feurverger and McDunnough, 1981] with the "MAICE" procedure i
of [Akaike, 1974]. The feasibility of this approach is being investigated I
numerically via the development of a computer software package enabling r!
a simulation study and comparison with other procedures.
k_
} Center Research Advisor: M. C. Trichel
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INTRODUCTION
!
A Problem which occurs in many disciplines is that of separating the
components of a probability distribution which is a finite mixture of
several distinct dist,,ibutions. See, for instance, [Yakowitz, 1970],
[Bhattacharya, 1976], and [Day, 1969]. This problem is encountered in
the Remote Sensing Research Branch of NASA Johnson Space Center in
analyzlng Landsat data. .
A number of different approaches have been taken to resolve this
problem, each enjoying a rather limited degree of success or being too i
restrictive to be widely applicable. Since the likelihood function
corresponding to finite mixtures of normal distributions is unbounded,
%
maximum likelihood estimation frequently breaks down in practice. The
estimator which minimizes the sum of squares of differences between the
I
: theoretical and sample moment generating functions, given by [Quandt and
J
Ramsey, 1978], seems to suffer from inefficiency and some arbitrariness
< 3
in the choice of weights given to the moments. Estimating the mixing i
proportions of a mixture of known distributions [Bryant and Paulson, i
1983], using the distance between characteristic functions is too
restrictive, since it assumes the parameters in the component distribu- _"4
tions are completely known. tL
• tA recent approach by [Heydorn and Basu, 1983] makes use of a
constructive proof of a theorem of Caratheodory on a trigonometric !
Q
moment problem, as discussed in [Grenander and Szego, 1958], to determine
identifiable mixtures for certain special cases of families of
distributions. When only sample da_a is available, this approach does
not seem to be immediately applicable.
I
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_' PROCEDURE AND JUSTIFICATION
_} The "k-L procedure" introduced by [Feurverger and McDunnough, 1981],
J_
_ refers generally to approximate maximum likelihood estimation based o_
_. the asymptotic distribution at k points of the empirical characteristic
_;, function (e.c.f.). Since the e.c.f, contains all the information in the
i_.. sample, and for other reasons given later, it _eems to be a promising
• technique. See Figure I.
N
Let _ be a column vector composed of the real and imaginary parts of
the e.c.f, at points d, 2d,..., kd. The probability distribution of _
\- /
_ is approximately multivariate normal, even for fairly small sample _.
L
- sizes, because of the smoothness and boundedness of the trigonometric
functions. The covariance matrix a E(_-E(_)) (_-E(_)) T is
by the values of the true characteristic function O(t) at t=d, 2d,...,
2kd and can be estimated from the values of the e.c.f, at these points.
Since this estimate _ is consistent, the following estimation criteria
are asymptotically equivalent: (I) maximize the likelihood given _, (2)
T ^
minimize (_-E(_))T_-E(_)), (3) minimize (_-E(_)) _-_-E(_)).
M
The hypothesis Ho: _(t)=_Pi _l(t) lSil ,''') with certain of the1
parameters Pi, @ij specified, _an be tested against an alternative '_ i
hypothesis specifying the same form of the model but with parameters not
all as specified by Ho, using the approximate chi-square distribution of
L=n_-E(_)}_-I(_-E_ )). The hypothesis H o is rejected if L is greater
than the (1.._) point of its null distribution, which is approximately
the chi-square with degrees of freedom equal to 2k minus the number of
i functionally independent unspecified parameters under Ho.
1-3 ,,
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When there are several competing models, the MAICE procedure, intT,oduced
by [Akaike, 1974], selects the model which gives the minimum value of
AIC = (-2) log (maximum likelihood) +
2(number of independently adjusted
parameters within the model).
This procedure has been investigated by [Redner, Kitagawa, and
_b
Coberly, 1981], working directly with the mixed distributions. Our
procedure applies the MAICE method to data reduced to a few carefully
selected points of the e.c.f. Also, maximum likelihood is computed J
approximately using the approximate normality of the e.c.f.
FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS
Although the above procedure is based on sound theoretical arguments,
no numerical results have appeared indicating its efficiency of implementa-
tion on a computer or its accuracy in determining the best model and
estimates of the parameters. Thus, a software package is being developed
which will enable us to implement and test the procedure. This work has
led to numerical and theoretical investigations on optimally selecting
the points ti where the e.c.f, is evaluated. Other numerical problems
are being investigated to determine efficient computational procedures _ 4
and to increase the acccuracy of the computed values. The package is
written in FORTRAN 77 and uses IMSL subroutines wheneve - possible.
Basic components are (I) a very flexible subroutine (MIXSIM) to simulate
data from any specified mixture of standard distributions, (2) an equally
flexible subroutine (THEOCF) which computes the theoretical characteristic
fUnction for any specified mixture distribution, and (3) a subroutine
(FITCF) which seeks parameter estimates, given a specified mixture
model, to minimize the chi-square criterion L given above.
., 1-4
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" "'- THE SCANNINGELECTRONMICROSCOPEAS g TOOLIN SPACEBIOLOGY#,
..... Roy A. Barrett
_ AssociateProfessor
_ ° Departmentof Biology
_ FayettevilleState University
_ FayettevilleNorth Carolina
I
:_ ABSTRACT
I Normalerythrocytesare disc-shapedand are referredto here descriptively
as discocytes. Several morphologically variant forms occur normally
but in rathersmallamounts,usuallyless than one percentof total. It
_ has been shownthough,that spiculedvariantforms re!ferredto as echinocytes
_ are generatedin significantamountsat zero g.
_-
: Normalred cells have been stressedin vitro in an effortto duplicate
L_
the observeddiscocyte-echinocyteransformationat zero g. The sign-
ificanceof this transformation to extended stay in space and some of the
plausiblereasonsfor this transformationare discussed.
L
CenterResearchAdvisor: Duane Pier:on
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INTRODUCTION
Most departures from the biological norm are accompanied by structural
and hence morphological changes at the molecular level or above.
. o
The ability of the scanning electron microscope to resolve ultra- *
microscopic details is viewed as capable of facilitating the visual-
Ization of minute morphological changes in the ultrastructure of ,
biological systems that might wel_ permit the monitoring of bio-
: chemical events, and these may be used as indices in predicting
_ functional changes. This could have significant applications both
diagnostically and therapeutically. Also, conceiv)bly, its predictive
: component could be invaluable in screening humans for stressful under-
: takingz as in selecting candidates for missions in zero g and above
one g environments, i
i
This study looks at the morphological aberrations of erythrocytes
brought about by zero g. stress and the consequences thereof. '_i
I
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\;_ MATERIALS AND METHODS
T,
;m
i: Blood samples (0.5 ml) were taken from the author. Some samples
_., were collected in standard fixative of 0.5% gluteraldehyde - pH 7.4
and held for 5 hrs at room temperature. Other samples were collecteda
in EDTAand heldat roomtemperaturefor48 hrsto subjectthe
erythrocytes to energetic and osmotic stress.
Erythrocytes from all samples were sedimented by centrifugation and
dehydrated by stepwise passage through a series of 20, 50, 75, 90 and
_£ I00 per cent ethyl alcohol. The cells were collected on SELAS Flotronics i
_ FM-25 silver membrane filters (0.8 micron pore size) and critical
: pointdried using liquid CO2 on a Denton critical point drying apparatus i
according to the method of Anderson (1). The membrane filters bearing !
the samples were cut to suitable sizes, mounted on standard aluminu_ i
specimen stubs with Scotch double stick tape and grounded to the stubs
with conductive silver paint. The samples were then coated with
0
ca. IOOA gold/palladium (60/40 per cent) in a Varian VE-IO vacuum
evaporator and examined in an ETEC Autoscan scanning electron microscope
' at 20 kV.
._' 2-3
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
L
Data from the Gemini and Apollo space flight missions have suggested
possible influences of the space environment on erythrocyte integrity
and mean count_a consequence of the stress brought about by the
• l-_ g or the l-O-I g shifts. Immunological changes have been observed "
also but this study is limited to hematological considerations only, and
specifically to erythrocyte competence as measured by morphological ,
= variations_all this as an index to biochemical changes.
-"
: Echinocytes account for less than I% of the erythrocytes at one g.
Kawever at zero g. the echinocyte population increases dramatically, i
For the Skylab missions, the average zero g. population reached srme i
!
7% or more than 700% increase. But the variation among crew members )
p
was significant with the pilot of Skylab 3 demonstrating a 16% _
echlnocyte population or ca. 2000% increase (2).
Since echinocytes are aberrant forms of erythrocytes considered to i
-
represent lower efficiency and reduced competence, such significant , )
increases might be cause for alarm. Furthermore, echinocytogenesis
seemed to increase with length of time at zero g. " I
i'
There are no data to indicate at what point (during an extended stay in !
: (
space) echinocytogenesiswould plateau or even if it would. If reduced
hematological competence is attendant to echinocytogenesis, then an
extrapolation of the existing data is quite disconcerting.
l
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_.
One very interesting observation however is the fact that discocyte---
_r
'_ echinocyte transformation as a function of zero g. is reversible and
__ dramatically so. All the data indicate a rapid reversal during the :
_ time of re-entry. Since the zero g. induced echinocytes monitored
T
to date failed to attain the final stage of development, it is not
,
_. known if fully developed echinocytes (Og. induced) are reversible,
t: although it is generally recognized that extrinsically induced mor-
°" P 1
_- phological changes may be reversed.
Figure 1 show normal erythro_ytes 5 hrs after collection (discocytes) _
while figures 2 and 3 show cells from the same subject, collected at 1i.
the same time, but stressed in vitro for 48 hrs. Several echinocytes !
,_, can be seen in early (stage l) middle (stage 2) and late (stage 3) stages 1
. of development. Although the stage 1 cells are identical to those J
:_ developed by astronauts in flight, it is significant that no stage 2 nor i
. stage 3 c_]Js were developed by those same astronauts even over an i
84 day mission. It is unfortunate that in-flight lipid and ATP levels
were not ascertained as it has been shown (3) that thes_ factors could ,_._:
well be causative agents.
J
• The simuitaneous monitoring of erythrocytic morphological changes and
lipld,;ATPlevels would be of extreme importance in future missions and
i
i_ therefore recommended.
_ L
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Figure1 Normalerythrocytes(discocytes)
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; ELECTRON _ICROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS OF HYDROGEN
J
I IMPLANTATION IN ILMENITES
°
t "
George E. Blanford
Associate Professor
- Programs in Science i
_ University of Houston - Clear Lake
._- Houston, Texas
ABSTgACT
Hydrogen ion beams were found to form submicrometer, bumpy }
textures on the surface of ilmenite grains. From this effect we
believe that similar bumpy textures seen on lunrr ilmenite, py-
roxene, and olivine grains are likely to be caused by solar wind
irradiation. As a consequence, the concentration of bumpy tex- _ _%
I
tured grains may be a useful index of surface maturity for lunar i
I
• i
soils. We believe it is worthwhile to search for grains with i
i
these bumpy textures in interplanetary dust and lunar and mete- I
I
•oritic regolith breccias in order to obtain information about the
duration of their exposure to the solar wind
Center Research Advisor: David S. McKay
r
i
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The interaction of solar wind and solar flare atomic par-
ticles with lunar minerals is known to cause several types of
damage to the minerals including the formation of particle tracks
(Crozaz, et al., 1970; Fleischer, et al., 1970), sputter
rounding, and the formation of amorphous rims on grain surfaces "
• (Borg, et al., 1970; Dran, et al., 1970). Here I describe
another effect which may involve not only structural damage
but also chemical alteration.
Blanford, et al. (1981) reported observing bumpy sur-
face texture on 0.5-1.0 _m grains from the lunar regolith from
: sample 15010,1130 (Fig. i). Because these soil grains are very
small, they most probably were exposed to the solar wind. Con-
sequently Blanford, et al. (1981) inferred that the bumpy
texture is some form of solar wind damage. This texture is con-
fined to ironbearing minerals: ilmenite, olivine, and pyroxene. I
Of these ilmenite grains have the best developed bumpy texture
' " i
J
i
Transmission electron micrographs (TEM) of the textured grains
show some relatively opaque spots indicating a relatively high A
density. Precise correlation of these spots with the surface
bumps was not always possible, although some of the bumps can be
identified in TEM but are not always completely opaque. Energy
dispersive X-ray (EDX) spot analyses indicate an enrichment in
iron relative to that of the background mineral. For these
3-2
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JT
rea_ens Dianford, et al. (1981 h. ;_esized that iron in
these m_nerals was reduced to me_. ,y the solar-wind implanted
hydrogen ions.
In order to test thi_ .cJthesis I have simulated solar
wind irradiation on natural; terrestrial ilmenite. Hydrogen ion
:beams were directed at small grains and polished sections which
were then examined by electron microscopy_
METHOD
Samples were prepared from ilmenite ground with an agate
mortar and pestle, ultrasonically stirred in a fluorocarbon sol-.
vent, and precipitated onto a coppe_ TEM grid covered with a
hol,y, carbon substrate. Ilmenite grains were identified by EDX
analysis. The sample was irradiated with a Denton model DB-I
ion-gun using hydrogen as the operating gas. This gun is a high
voltage gas discharge ion source which has an inherently large
energy spread, perhaps duplicating solar-wind velocity distri-
s
butions better than a sharply defined ion source. Irradiations
were made with the ion gun at an _ngle of 45o and the sample was ;4
%
continuously rotated. The sample was 2 cm from the cathode of
-the gun and the beam spread to an 1 c_ area. Ambient pressure
was i0 - 30 mTorr. Our averag, dose rate was 4.3 • 0.3 x 10_
oCm'K.s "J or I_ times that of the solar wind on the Moon (3,8
x l0B cm'&.s "l ; Feldman, eta!., 1977). The maximum accele-
rating potential for hydrogen was 4 kV resulting in a maximum ion
velocity of 550 km/s which is typical of the solar wind (Feldman,
et al., 1977).
:_ 3-3 _"
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RESULTS
Irradiation with 2 - 5 x i_ ? cm _ hydrogen ions forms
texturing on ilmenite grains (Fig. 2). Sputtering also occurs
and_ judging from rounding and erosion of small surface features,
is estimated to be as much as 50% of the texturing effect (Carter
e
4
and Colligon, 1968). Some sputtere_ droplets can be seen in our
micrographs, but sputtered droplets are rare on lun samples•
4
Our analogue grains remain sharp with only some thin features
* sputtered away; lunar ilmenite grains are sharp and do not form
_ amorphous coatir,gs as do plagioclase grains (Borg, et al.,
1980). The texttlring effect is definitely not the deposition of
sputtered droplets because irradiated grains of iron oxide do not
have this texture (Fig. 2). l
• I
Identification of the bumpy features continues to be an
: analytical problem. Microelectron diffraction and EDX analysis
have not been useful. Selected area (SA) electron diffraction
{
has given inconsistent results. On lunar ilmenites one can find
reflections from iron, but they seem to come from several, uni- _.'
dentified locations oh the sample. Freshly irradiated terres-
trial samples snow ringed SA diffraction patterns typical of
finely divided substances. These patterns appear to be those of
FeTi which has a CsCl cubic structure with lattice spacing ao =
2.976 _; the pattern is the same as for - ?e which has a lat-
tice spacing a0 = 2.8664 _. Although the difference of 0.i _ is
twice the estimated resolving power, I hestitate to identify the
bumps by this result. Samples are being prepared for M_ssbauer
%
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spectroscopy. Another NASA/ASEE summer faculty fellow, Paul
_ Schulze, is using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to study il-
_ menites before and after hydrogen implantation. Hopefully, one
of these techniques will produce a definitive identification of
the irradiation effects.
" In comparing irradiated samples to lunar samples we have
found that the simulated samples have finer texturing (Figs. 1
_, and 2). There is a factor of 2 to 3 difference in the size of
"_ the bumps. This effect may relate either to differences in dose
_: rate or to differences in total dose. However, experiments done
_j
at a 6 times lower dose rate showed the s_me effect, but seemed
to require a greater total dose by about a factor of 2.
Even though there may be a textural size difference be-
tween the simulated samples and lunar samples, we propose that
t
this texturing on lunar samples is caused by the solar wind.
This effect has implications which concern lunar reworking rates
and maturity indices and it may be useful in studying the space
exposure of interplanetary dust grains and grains in meteoritic _
breccias. We do not have space in this report to discuss these tL
• implications. I
!
4
In conclusion, we have found by simulating solar wind ir-
radiations that Dumpy-textures can be formed on i]menite grains. I
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Figure i: Scanning electron micrographs taken with a JEOL 100CX
,°
_ microscope of a) an ilmenJ_e, and b) an olivine grain
showing bumpy texture from lunar soil (core) sample
15010,1130. The marker represents a length of 0.i _m
_ on all micrographs. %I
• t
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Figure 2: Scanning and transmission electron micrographs of an
ilmenite-iron oxide grain before (a and b) and after A
• (c and d) irradiation with 2.5 x 1017 cm"_ hydrogen
ions. The bumpy-texturing uniquely forms on the il-
menite crystal.
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" A PYROLYSIS TECHNIQUE
"b
-I: FOR DETERMINING MICROAMOUNTS OF HYDROGEN IN LUNAR SOIL .c,
'_'_ USING THE HELIUM IONITZATION DETECTOR
,,_ Robe rt_ Bustin
_ ' Professor of Chemistry
{ Arkansas College
,_ Batesville, Arkansas i;
.__
ii ABSTRACT • {A method has been developed which will determine hydPogen in ',
,_'_ sub-milligram samples of lunar soil. It consists of heating the sample }.
,_ i._ a pyroprobe followed by the gas chromate)graphic determination of
!
!
" hydrogen using the helium ionization detector. Using a 7 foot, 1/8" OD
!
_ stainless steel column packed with Carbosieve S, 120/140 mesh, hydrogen ,.
i
was well-separated from the other gases rele&.sed from lunar soil. i
Stat_ards of hydrogen in helium were used for calibration. The
limit of detection under the conditions used was about 2 ng. The method
_,- i'
was linear from 2 ng to 270 ng.
t
• The method was checked using some actual lunar samples. Results I
t
were typical of bhose obtained for lunar soils using other methods, i
Center Research Advisor: Dr. Everett G_oson
•} ,
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INTRODUCTION
Many times chemical analyses must be Pun on samples which are
limited in amount or which cannot be destroyed. In most instances, a
few tenths of a milligram can be spared for analysis. With increaLsing
4
information about a future lunar base, there is a renewed interest in the
soils returned from the moon. Hydrogen is a solar wind species whose
d w
_ concentration in lunar soil is very small. In order to predict the potential . :
,. usefulness of this lunar hydrogen for propellants and consumables, it is
_ desirable to determine the hydrogen content not only of bulk soil but of
L- 1
various size fractions and of different particl _. types within a given size
(
fraction. This necessarily limits the amount of sample available for (
: !
analysis.
-X
!
A method has been developed which will determine hydrogen in )
- sub-milligram samples. It consists of heating the sample in a pyroprobe
followed by t2_egas chromatographic determination of hydrogen using the
helium ionization detector.
EXPERIMENTAL
An Antek 300 gas chromatograph fitted with a helium ionization
detector was used in this study. The detector was operated at room
temperature and at an applied potential of 150 volts. The column was a
7 foot, 1/8" OD stainless steel tube packed with Carbosieve S, 120/140
mesh. The column was conditioned at 220=C overnight with a helium
4-2
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flow of 25 ml/min. A schematic diagram of the system is shown ini,
Figure I. Experimental conditions are given tn Figure 2.
i, A Chemical Data System 122 Micro-extended Pyroprobe was used.
The coil was heated to 900°C for I minute immediately prior to introducing3
3
, bhe weighed sample. The sample was contained in a quartz tube sealed
on one end. The tube was placed directly into the pyroprobe coil. The+
coil served as both the sample holder and the heating element. After
: ;- reassembling the pyroprobe, the sample was heated to 150°C to eliminate
any adsorbed surface moisture. When a stead>, ba_se-line was obtained,
. valves were closed, isolating the pyroprobe. The sample was then i
heated for 1 minute, after which the released gases were introciuced i
i
onto the column where hydrogen was separated from the other, components. !
t
F_rior to use, the quartz tubes were heated at 900°C for several hours and 1
I
I
then stored in a desiccator. A blank was run on each quartz tube prior to
sample determination. BlanKs typically showed no hydrogen peak or a
peak too small to be integrated by the central processor.
%,- I
The carrier gas was helium which contained 104 ppm nitrogen. Standar0s
" I
of hydrogen in helium were used to calibrate the system. They were injected
J
by means of a Valco gas sampling valve with a 100jut sampling loop.
. )
Chromatographic signals were recor0ed on an OmniScribe recorder, using
: 0.001 Volt full scale, and were integrated on a Spectra-Physics 4000
,./
_. central processor. The smallest peak which could be integrated corresponded
y
""i to about I ppm of hydrogen.. 4-3 "
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After preliminary evaluations were made of Carbosieve S, Carbosieve B,
/VIolecular Sieve _.. Molecular Sieve 13X, and Porapak Q; Cambosieve S was
chosen for the column packing material because it gave the best separation of
.e
hydrogen from the other gases rete&s_d from lunar soil. Figure 3 shows a
chromatogram of a typical pyrolysLs of a lunar soil sample. The h?tium
ionization detector gives the best response when ultrapure helium is used • (
|
as the carrier gas (A/'ldrawes et al., 1981a). However, under these
_=: conditions, hydrogen sometimes gives a negative peak and sometimesJ
a W-shaped peak. Andrawes et al. (1981b) discussed the relationship i
f
between purity of the carrier gas and peak shape. In order to always J!
* t
obtain hydrogen peaks with the same polarity which could be integrated
t
by the data system, helium containing 104 ppm nitrogen was chosen as
the carrier gas. To eliminate the detector insl;ability problems caused '!
primarily by water in the carrier gas line, a liquid nitrogen trap for
condensibles was placed in the line.
Preliminary runs showed that hydrogen began to be evolved around
Q
700"C. The amount of evolved hydrogen increased with temperature until
around go0=C but showed a marked decrease at I000°C. Thus, the
,
temperature for l:_rolysis ._as chosen as 900¢C.
The valves in the carrier gas line served a two--fold purpose. Closing
the by-pass valves made it possible to isolate the pyroprobe during sample
= change so that a minimum amount of air entered the carrier gas line. This
I 4-4
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(
effected a considerable time savings because the helium ionization detector
_t
is very sensitive to air and requires a long time to stablize itftera "'
u(
." sionificeu_tamount of air hlts the detector. Isolating the pyroprobe from
t
the rest of the system also made it possible to heat the sample and
, subsequently to introduce the released volatiles onto the column as a
# plug when the valves were opened The pyroprobe controller is a versatile
.
_-: , one, allowing heating intervals from 20 milliseconds to 4 hours. A pyrolysis
•_ time of I minute was found to be optimum for this study because I) most of
I the hydrogen was released during the first minute of pyrolysis, and2) not enough air diffused into the pyroprobe in 1 minute to result in
interference. Longer heating times showed this interference. One-minute '
pyrolyses were continued on the same sample until no more hydrogen was
!
released. This usually required from 2 to 4 pyrolyses,
t
When standards are introduced onto the column by a gas sampling ,'.
valve, the retention time for a particular species is different from that
obtained by using a pyroprobe to release the species into the carrier gas " 4
line. F_Polysis of an actual sample usually releases many more components I,
* I
than the star_ar_s contain; thus, the peak for the species in question may
not be obvious. To establish retention times using the pyroprobe system, L
4
individual pyrolyses were run using calcium h_dride, potassium chlorate,
and ammonium dichromate to get retention times of hydrogen, oxygen, and
nitrogen, respectively. This method was not used for standardization of
the hydrogen because reagent grade calcium hydride was not available for
this study. .
4-5
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Standards of hydrogen in helium were used for calibration. The limit
r
of detection under the conditions used was about 2 rig. The method was
tinear from 2 ng to 270 rv:j.
The method was checked using some actual lunar _amples. Results
t
ape shown in Table ! for 12 bulk lunar soils. Values are typical of
those obtained for lunar soils (Chang etal._._c , 1974; DesMarais et at._.___.,1 974;
Epstein and Taylor, 1970, 1973, 1975; Friedman et al., 1970; and Merlivat ,
et at., 1974). Hydrugen was determined in different particle size fractions
-
--" for two lunar soils. Figures 4 aJ'd 5 show that hydrogen concentration
decreases with increasing particle size. This is predictable because more
solar wind hydrogen could be implanted in the large surface area provided
by small particles. DesMarais et al. (1974) obtained similar trends for
other lunar soils.
T .
The pyrolysis technique is simple, fairly rapid, and very sensitive.
Itcan be adapted for the determination of volatiles tn a,variety/ of materials.
i
i
I
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EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS "
Column .............. 7 ft. Carbosieve S, 120/140 mesh
: : Column Temperature ...... 60eC
Detector ............. Helium Ionization Detector
• Carrier Gas ........... Helium doped with 104 ppm nitrogen !
.: Flow Rate ............ 20 mr/rain _i,
F_rolysis Temperature ..... 900°C
!
I
F_yrolysis Time ......... 1 minute
• !
Trap for Condensibtes ..... Liquid nitrogen ,•
" Figure 2
t
• i
!
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CHROMATOGRAM OF A TYPICAL LUNAR SOIL PYROLYSis
Ffgure 3
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}: Table 1. CONCENTRATIONS OF HYDROGEN IN LUNAR SOILS
• _
Sample Number Hydrogen Concentr'ation
ppm
;_ 1 0084 59
, _. 14003 106
.!--_.,. 14163 67
( 1 4259 61 !
;" t
15021 70
m
I
15271 38 i
15601 5_ ,
i
61221 19
t
64421 60
66041 76 :
, 731 41 50
7511 "i 47
,{
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:\
'_ FINITE ELEMENT OR GALERKIN TYPE SBMIDISCRETE SCHE_IES_ri
_: Kanat Durgun
r
, ABSTRACT
'A finite element or Galerkin type semidiscrete method is proposed for numerical
solution of a linear hyperbolic partial differential equation. The question of
stability is reduced to the stability of a system of ordinary differential
_ equations for which Dahlquist theory applies.
_-. We also present some results of separating the part of numerical solution which
- causes the spurious oscillation near shock-like response of semidiscrete scheme
to a step function initial condition. In general all methods produce such
Z
oscillatory overshoots on either side of shocks. This overshoot pathology,
• !
=
which displays a behaviour similar to Gibb's ?henomena of Fourier series, is !
!
explained on the basis of dispersion of separated Fourier components which
I
relies on linearized theory to be satisfactory. We present expository results,
polished formal proofs will appear elsewhere.
i
INTRODUCTION _' 4
Our model of one and two dimensional linear hyperbolic equations are
•(I) _-_+c_--v-_=o
_, (2) _--9-u+ a%V.u+ _-u: o
,_ _" NASA Summer Faculty Fellew
_ Associate Professor of _.lathematics,University of Arkansas at Little Rock.
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2 I.
Introducing c= oz_-_&=,C-Cf.QsoC and Cd=cS,_oL equation (2) can be written as
(2') _U_t c_ _aU c_-_ o--;-+G ._ + =
Galerkin or finite element semidiscretization [1], [2] , [3] , [4] ,seeks an
approximate solution for equation (2') in the form
"" where
(4) _)_= {0 0therwise.
4
We obtain a system of ordinary differential equations by requiring that the
-. residual _,,_--_tcC_._._.cS.,_]__,beorthogonal to the basis functions _O i.e
_? <_L_ , R,>=O. Candidates for L_m are too many producing algorithms with
increasing complexity proportional with their smoothness. We only present bilinear
finite elements on squares. The orthogonality requirement y;elds, say in one
dimensional case.
where _¢and L kare discrete Toeplitz operators with eigenvectors _).
If _is an identity operator then scheme is explicit, otherwise implicit. If
the real part of the corresponding eigenvalue _0_) is zero then the scheme is _
conservative [6] , [7] . The quantity
( _) _ (.c_ :. _ ,1._':),__
u)
is the velocity of propagation of numerical solutions in comparison with exact
propagation velocity C in (l). The quotient _'_);c_or difference C_}-C in
an appropriate northis the measure of spurious oscillations and dispersions in
numerical solutions. Purely mathematical treatment without the effects of
discretization i.e nonnumerical can be fecundin [8].
In the next sections, to study the response of semidiscrete scher_eto sharp
¢
5-2
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;;gradientchangeswe simulatea shockby a step functioninitialconditionin (I)
herewe presentan heuristicargumentfor the cause of parasiticoscillations
A
' arounda pointof discontinuity.
_, Considerthe weightedGalerkinsemidiscretization
_ (7) ._. 4.(,- +_ =
i of our model equation(l), where _e[o, 1]is a parameter.Note thatoc-ocorresponds
i :to the equation
(8) _w---_=centereddifferenceapproximationto C-C'_LL_• _L- . _ ,,' '
il Since for any n , in equation(7), indicestake three successiveinteger
4
-_ valueswe may relabelthem for n even as LL_and for n odd as t_ we then
-
_ obtainrespectivelythe followingsystems
(9)
d,,, c u.,2) i.
;'t;for=.o,and ))
•_ zh.. -
,- (lO) _T +  :-
'* (_-_') +'_" + _t; / u.,,,,
; These equationsare consistentapproximationsfor the followingsystems
1
" I
I
., I,. _ "a,(
Eliminatingu or I/In (Illwe obtainrespectively
(13) _'L" "__._
; .--- C7-r_'z'w,
_t_ _
5-3
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Showing that in a doubly spaced grid wave equation is satisfied. This indicates
that finite differencing is consistent with (13) rather than (1). Also adding
' the equations in (ll}
; we see that discretization is consistent for the avarage of the solutions at
two successive grid points• However _ubtracting equations in (ll) we obtain
This shows that due to discretlzation difference, however small, of two successive
C solutions propagates as an error wave in tilediscrete medium in the opposite
direction.
" For (12), adding we obtain
and subtracting we find
which is the cause of oscillations in general.
t
GALERKIN S_IDISCRETIZATION FOR EQUATION (2') !
On the square with vertices (_,_.,__ n_,), (_r_+l,_1)' (_m+l,%n-i) and
(_-l_ _-_ ) we take basis functions to be {
, I
%-
i 0 otherwise
] 986004609-046
i. These are pyramids whose basc.is a square with vertices are given above, centered
: at (_, u ) with unit height.Forming the inner products with the residual we
obtainh
,4
Only nonvanishing terms come for the values of indices I-_=n_..t_m.,fr_4and L, n-_,_.,_'_t.
" l',husequation (19) reduces to
_.._-_ --_ .'_'_,,_ _%.,.._>:o
Computation of inner products as double integrals are straightforward but
" tedious. Replacing the values of various integrals in equation (20), we obtain
_. (21) _-__ u_p.,-l-_m.,,n-_ . .
where B=c_-'T-_G_h'=C_-c_'_G '3 _ and e_3= :ZC_._.
i: oystem of equations (21) can be written in matrix notation on a rectangle [ O,(M+l)h_
T
_. X[O,(N+l)h in various ways. Let LJl:_,lal6 .... _I] ' _.:_,:L,..N , IN be the_
NxN identity matrix, and LN=[_U_Nx N where
_.i_{I j-L-t0 otherwise,
_4.Q
superscript T indicates transposition. Then
_ _E.t4 (.L,_+ _i _.LI) U, + ( L,_+ 4::i., + L_) U_1 , ,n',
(,c*_-,+_-_.I,  oLI)U,1- k t'_°*'_'+_'-('_L, $ˆ].,,,-eLi)_Jo_-
4-
.\
] 986004609-047
3_ _t
wherewe introducedvectorsin IR,14
4
: " "_T •
:e _%-- - .lu'_O_'"., ' t , _= %_Z,...,
_k= [_a , ,.... aE,_+_ , ...,
. "T
. _=[ o .. o _.. 1 ,_-o,_...,_*_
-_.
We 1et
"4 l o _
_, 4., 0 -_o 0
"i-N=LH+4Z,+L,= , _= ',.
1,I (:_-- N
--(') "'., 0 -% .V
I 4-. _ -,_o
5-6
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" ,¢. Thenthe system (22)in vectorand block tridiaganalmatrixnotationbecomes
• w .
36 at _-_ I
• 1
"-" % " 0 .e. i '
. t.,_.., - 4T_I.U. .{_,,% i .+;,. I I1i ,
(23) . .
-e_ "Uo: '.,o+,,+_<. _-r. u<>i
o 0, t + o °: t" -_ i-t- I1 I._ • '
. i,I 3G 44: " i+J, . i
" O " " ] 0 .i"d 0 o o ;
1
1
where -_ i
" = I , _r t "i "L'A,*_,":++.>_, <_-"_" ' _>""_" %_+"_ iiwl
Hereentriesof matricesare NXN matricesand entriesof vectorsare N vectors.
Note thatfor time independentboundaryconditionsthe last term in this equation
vanishes,Furthersimplificationis obtainedby introducingNM dimensionalvectors
or M dimensionalcompoundvectorsi.e wctors whose componentsare N dimensional
vectors,
u= , ,_}= ,_: J,N=. ,_=• k[z :+x]. . , Z:- .44,
and the squarematricesof order NM,_ for the matrixon the left and(_ for
_+the matrixon the right hand side of equation(23),
_ The linearsystem (22)or equivalently(23)can be writtenas
;_, (24) _ :-]=_ "i-
#,#
+ _ 5-7
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._ withthe initialcondition_L:_-_o whent:0.
' Thissystemhasa uniquesolutionforJ.--_. Letting_= A_+_K:,wlth
-TN ckl, .o T.
-r.0 T.o 0
,b
0 o ,".
. -r. T.o.
directmultiplication_howsthat A1 and A2 co,,,,,ute,thisis a directcon-
.., sequenceof bothbeingT_eplltzmatrices,thereforetheyhavethe sameelgenvectors. '
Elgenvaluesof Al, as easilyverified,are
_._.=_Cz_-_ _.L__ , k. _+z,...,_.NM+rl ..
with correspondingeigenvectors
k
_+ -- Ib • " It _ '
': Nhk+X N_rX
"_ J t
T- f
+ Let(_kbeanelgenvalueof A2 associat+d.it, t,e e,genvector_<k'sinceA,: A_ )
.+
we have
!
"T
t
_kL)O , hence_ Is nonslngular[g].It Is knownthatJ)kis unltarlly
similarto a dlagoml matrix_) wlthelgenvaluesof_ , whicharethesumof the
etgenvalues of A1 and A2, are thedlagona_entries.This slmllarltjtransfor-
•"_.._,,_ ] l.e columns of S arematlonis performedby taking_ .... "_N_
-I
. ,5"_elgenvectorsof,_ LettingS I_L=_.)andmultiplying(24) by theInitial )
value problemreducesto +
(2s)
5" IJL.-L1
dl *oNotethatonedoesnotne:_to compute , since S -._
Forthesolutionof (25)one stepmethodssuchas Runge-Kuttamethodcanbe used.
+ Alsoa largenumberof multlstepmethods,implicitor explicitin time(predictor- ',
J 5-8 , '.
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corrector),o.ce a starting procedure is realized by a one step method, are
available,and their stability theory is well understood and detailed treatment
ca_ be found in [lO] , [Ill .
._ To show that the finite differencing scheme is conservative, we must show that
the eigenvalues_(_J,_)ofGalerkin difference operators in (21) belonging to
eigenvectors expI.[_c_t_'ru_<l_rL_,are purely imaginary where _-u._c_, and
cz ,_c_ L
_<_=u_S;_cx.Substituting _L _CE_=L(t)cX_._ x. _u_,_n_ in (21) after some
manipulationyields for the left hand side
_ and for the right hand side
_-_ R.H.S=-_-_._¢ " " L _ --
I
"_. ,.:
Hence !
. where
which is imag,nary. Setting u_r(_,_L_,_J_n._L(.%oc)wefind the numerical solution I_
The discrepancy between C(_,d,} ar,d C or more precisely the order of zero of
C_c_,o(_-C about cu,_-.C)is the the order of accuracy of the semidiscrete method.
To show that this method is of order four, K'eexpand _(_o,eL) in a Taylor series
L and a straightforwardcomputation shows that
;_ 5-9
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C ERROR ESTIMATES FOR PRE A_IDPOST 03CILLATIONS ABOUT DISCONTINUITIES
To justify the heuristic argument _reser.tedearlier we may assume that this
spurious oscillations are rapresented by small perturbations in _0 , and rep]ace
_) by u_ Œtrial solutions
(28) _L¢o%£)= 0.__ ,
Expanding ¢'_u_-r_) in a Taylor series about g_:O and retaining only the
linear terms we obtain
L Sincecu>>F.., terms of order L_can be neglected and introducing group velocity
". (29)_c_): _ C__c_)
= (28) can be written as
Straightforward computation shows that eigenvalues of (7) corresponding to
eigenvectors { _'L_A_ , are
%
ar.dtherefore
Using (29),_u_) is easil_ computed as
',_l)_= c _+(_-,_),Co_o_
Due to the discretization of the domain of the equation, the group velocity
corresponding to 2h wavelenght, from equation (31) is
which is the same as depicted in (17) and for _=_ in (15).
To obtain estimates on loca_ and global error of numerical solution we recall
the definitions. [5] p.43, [13_. We say an infinite series __._k_is (C,1)
5-I0
• ®
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11plp_j iI_% . • "t •
:S,. E
su_.anableif lim O'_-_lim£°+S'+-'_'=S existswhere Sk_'KT-z_u_. in this case
C
.i we write ____t_--.S (C,l)sense.
An infiniteseries ZtL_. is said robesummableby Abel'smethod ( some say,.
. Poisson's)or simplyA-summableto s, if _-_tEr_ is convergentfor_r_<:'land
lim_-tt F_ . k
=11,_(l-r)___skr=Swhere Skis definedabove.
We need two results,the firstis that the series
I
is (C,l)and also A-summableto zero.
It is known that, [5] p.20
L and from the t.-igonometricdentity
it followsthat
2_
: Thus _ C
Stn.Ck+ -.r..= .... ac z ,vr
le.--_
and lim(l'_O_.-{oshowA-summability,recallthe Poisson'sformula[5], p.6l;
_r_ -_(xa
- e_
I r_ _- r_
Lettingr._,(we see that the assertionis true.
The secondresultis that
is (C,l)and also A-summableto 4"(aa_
It is knownthat [5], p.21;
! O.A;_.x - _
R.
Using the trigonometricidentity
-z
m 2.
we find
_ = ..... = _co_c_C ....
and the result followsby letting r_.-_
: 5-11
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To showA-summabilitywe use Poisson'sformula
F
• n=_ 4 - _LFF'-cL_JC+r Z
and let r-_l.
We now estimatetheJ_znormof the globalerror.As a directconsequenceof
Parseval'sidentity,it is knownthat Fouriertransformis an isometricisomorphism
betweenthe Hilbertspacesinvolved[16] p.51°52,[15] p.25.Thereforeit
sufficesto co:,_putehe &norm of the Fouriertransformof the error.To simulate
the shock,we let the initialconditionto be the step function
: Withoutlossof generalitywe may assumethat the discreteFouriertransformof
E
-; the net initialcondition_L_(o)is equal to the Fouriertransformof (35) , and
: )
i
we obtain
(36) U(.uJo_--_r_C_u,o_-- ,,
.eo 13.=0 t t '
• It followsfrom the proofsof statementsconcerning equations(33)and (34)that I
f
l
serieson the Hght of equation(36) is (C,l)and henceA-sunTnableto
: (37)U(_o)= _(_,o)=
_L 5L_
Fromequation(1),Fouriertransform,of the exact solutionis easilycomputed
^ ', -_.c_l:
uc_o,_)=U(_,o)e "4
LL_(_)is the solutionof semidiscreteequation,for simplicitywe assume Kh
to be the identityoperator,takingthe discreteFouriertransformof the
semidiscreteequationand solvingthe resultingdiffer._ntialequationone
obtains
^ ^ %£_")_:
For conservativeschemes _k(uo3=-_._C'{._), thereforethe_. norm of the global
error is __
I 1
'-, tlEIi -
'Ell _'
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• • ' i'_I " _. . . + . . - . .4
• 4
i'_ Introducing dimensionless variables _._tc and _=_)_ , a straightforward
computation shows that
--  Ce+( -c)
_ • r_ _._2__ ay.
.'_ o 2.II
: CONCLUSION
The semidiscrete method proposed here has a reasonable Courant number and a fourth
t
: order accuracy. Results are theoretically conclusive. Computational evidence for
detailed comparison of this method with conventional methods will await our
: numerical experiments.
The measure of oscillations in the numerical solution, in a neighborhood of sharp
+
"S changes is the pointwise error. We were able to show with a lenghty argument,
• although there are some gaps in details of proofs, that maxima of the difference
between the exact and the numerical solutions continually diminish and minima
]
: continually increase in an interval of lenght 4h on each side of the sharp i
_ gradient change. Numerical solution is approximately 0.28h larger in the
I
upstream direction.
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DETERMINATIONOF NEUTRONFLUX DISTRIBUTION BY USING ANISN, A ONE-DIMENSIONAL
., DISCRETE Sn ORDINATESTRANSPORTCODEWITH ANISOTROPICSCATTERING
, by
, Susanta K. Ghorai
Associate Professor of Physics
Alab'amaState University
_ " Montgomery, Alabama 36195
1
. : ABSTRACT
The purpose of this project was to use a one-dimensional discrete
- ordinates transport code called ANISN in order to determine the energy-angle-
. spatial distribution of neutrons in a 6-feet cube ruck box which houses a D-T
neutron generator at its center. The project was two-fold. The first phase
of the project involved adaptation of the ANISN code written for an IBM
360/75/91 computer to the UNIVAC system at JSC. The second phase of the I
project was to use the code,with proper geometry, source function and rock
material composition in order to determine the neutron flux distribution
s
around the rock box when a 14.1 MeV neutron generator placed at its center is
activated.
J
Advisor: Dr. James E Keith
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INTRODUCTION
i
Accurate determination of neutron flux distribution as a func_cionof
energy, angle and space is highly important in situations such as neutron
dosimetry work, shielding problems, and in situations which involve neutron
exposure. Analytical method of determining energy-angle-spatial distribution ,
of neutrons or photons involves solving the conservation eaf'ationknown as the
Boltzmann transport equation. Much of the stimulus fr,r the development of
i transport theory came from problems connected with the design and operation of "
_ nuclear reactors. However, actual problems are usually highly complex which
_: can be best handled through high speed computing machinges by using
_ approximate numerical solution of the transport equation. The method of
discrete ordinates has become a powerful tool for the numerical solution of
the Boltzmann transport equation. Oak Ridge National Laboratory transport
program called ANISN-ORNL (1) is a one dimensional discrete ordinates S
_ n
transport code with general anisotropic scatterino In this project ANISN has
been successfully adapted to the UNIVAC system of JSC ant some progress has
been made in analyzing the rock box problem. ,_,.4
ANISN AND ITS ADAPTATION
ANISN is a FORTRAN IV, version 13 program which uses the discrete
ordinates or Sn method in solving one dimensional Bolt_mann transport equation
for slab, cylinder and spherical geometry. As a secondary calculation, the
detailed flux generated as the solution may be used to perform group reduction
of the cross sections. The discrete ordinates method has been reviewed by
Carlson (2), Lee (3), Mynatt (4) and Lathrop (5). It is not the prupose of
this report to discuss the discrete ordinates method or to describe the ANISN
_I code. However, for facilitating the process of running the ANISN program,
.; 6-2 _._
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some observations will be made here regarding the approximation features used
in ANISN. Although the discrete ordinates method should solve the transport
J equation exactly in the limit of infinite computation time and infinitesimally
fine mesh in all variables, in practice a number of approximations are
' essential. These include the approximation of continuous functions by
discontinuous sets of approximations in ener_, spatial and angular meshes and
representation of the angular dependence of scattering by a small set of
truncated Legendre polynomials.
:.. a. Selection of Groups and
ANISN allows general anisotropic scattering through an _-th order (_)
.t "T
Legendre polynomial expansion of the scattering cross section. There are
really two types of anisotropic scattering, first is the heavy nuclide elastic
scattering of neutrons which at high energies is extremely anisotropic but the
P
• angle-ener_ correlation is unimportant; second is the elastic scattering of
neutrons by hydrogen or the Compton scattering of gammas which has an
important angle-ener_ correlation which becomes an angle-group correlation.
The method used for anisotropic scattering in the discrete ordinates equations
appears to work very well for both types of scattering (4). Low order
approximations such as P2 ur P3 are adequate for most practical problems (4).
- I
The multigroup Legendre polynomial expansion method is used to prepare I(
cross sections. A _pical discrete ordinates transport calculation may use
from 30 to I00 groups and a P3 expansion (6). One group-to-group transfer (
table is required for each Legendre term, hence 4 for _ (Po' PI' P2' P3)"
Computer storage increases rapidly with the number of energy groups and
tables. Bugle-80 which has been used in Lhis project to provide cross
sections for ANISN, provides 47 neutron and 20 gamma P3 cross sections for
ANISN. An example of neutron group cross section is given in Table i. This ;
6-3 }
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table gives the Po through P3 cross section tables for the first three neutron
groups in iron. The format corresponds to the positions used in ANISN.
Position 1 contains the absorption cross section. Position 2 contains _(it
is 0 in case of iron since there is no fission in iron). The total cross
•_, section appears in position 3. Position 4 contains the within-group ,
scattering cross section O__ where_ is the group number. Position 5 contains
the cross section for scattering from _roup (g-l) into group g. Position 6
@
contains the cross section for scattering from group (g-2) into group g, and
so forth.
b. Selection of Angular Quadrature
The flux is anisotropic, and a reasonably large order of angular
quadrature set (quadrature direction_(m and ouadrature weights w _is necessary
. ml
(7). The most accurate quadrature set for integrating the Legendre
p
" polynomials for a given n is the Gauss-Legendre quadratures (/t{mat zeros of '
Legendre polynumials, m = I, 2, 3,..., n+1). A relatively low-order
quadrature, such as SB for P3 cross sections, would be sufficient as far as
inscattering source is concerned (6). However, in radiation transport, the
angular flux density is usually very anisotropic and a high-order set may be _ 4
needed to properly represent the angular distribution in the output (6).
TABLEI "
IRON NEUTRON GROUP CROSS SECTION FOR FIRST THREE NEUTRON GROUPS (BARNS)
Position Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
P 1 _ 2.022-1 1.608-I 1.12!-i
0
2 _)_ 0.0 O.n 0.0
6-4
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.'t
3 _;ot 2. 620 2. 939 3. 259
; 5 0.0 O_:L-,Z 1.097-1 6"_....,.3 1.155-I
-_ 6 0.0 0.0 (_{_-,3 2.100-2
P1 I 0.0 0.0 0.0
.' 2 0,0 0,0 0,0
3 0.0 0.0 0.0
4 _., 3.ooz_._ 3.881_-3 4.522
: 5 0.0 _'I--2 1,356-2 (_z--32.748-2
: 6 o.o o.o _3 o.o
" P2 i 0.0 0,0 0.0
2 0,0 0.0 0.0
3 0.0 0.0 0.0
4 4.250 5,550 6.531
5 0.0 4.013 7,055-2
6 0.0 0.0 0,0
P3 1 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 0.0 0,0 0.0 '"4
3 0.0 0,0 0,0
4 4.968 6.252 6,858
5 0,0 3.535-2 3,979-2
6 0.0 0.0 0.0
_ c. Selectionof SpatialMesh
Nested sphericalshellsor layersof differentmaterialscan be h-_ndled ,6-5
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by specifying a radius at the interface, and specifying the material in each
J _yer or zone. The spacing Ar shou1_ be small in regions of large attenuation
or curvature, such as near the origin in spherical and cylindrical geometry
(6). On the other hand, small Ar implies very many space poinZs in a thick
shield, and some compromise may be necessary. Typica_ shielding problem in
q
one dimension may use 100 to 300 radii. One rule of thumb is _r_2_min/Z_m:
where/<,_ is the smallest discrete cosine and Z_m_is the largest total cor._
section in the multigroup set (6). Near the origin in curved geometry the
_ angular flux density changes rapidly even without collisions, and a smaller_r
may be required.
._ Following comments in addition to the use of ANISN manual would b_
helpful in running ANISN cod_.
i. A better definition of some of the parameters and terms used in ANISN
can be found in reference 8. However, one must be careful in using this
reference, since it does not use the same array number as ANISN.
2. The ANISN manual (I) does not include an output. Reference 9
includes a sample output for a three-group ANISN problem.
3. Before using any cross section file from Bugle-80 tape, it is
necessary to convert this file to binary form. Four B_gle files (nos. 4-7)
are needed for this conversion. File 4 contains the IBM JrL cards for
conversion, and file 6 contains the IBM DD cards. File 7 contains an input
data Gard for the conversion program contained in fi_e 5. Before a cross "
section file is converted to binary form, it must first be converted to field
data, and all "&" signs must be changed to "+" signs. The conversion program
can now be applied to make a binary cross section tape whi can be used with
i,
-p
ANISN.
4. The output should always be examined for possible lack of convergence
6-6
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and for negative or oscillatory angular flux delisities(6). The total flux
J,
,: should not contain any negative value. If there are any at all, they must be
_! very few in numbers.
5. There are four ID numbers for cross section of e_ch element or
_ , physical material in bugle-80. The first ID number refers to PO cross section
set, the second one to PI set, the third one to P2 set, and the fourth one to
P3 set. Each of these sets is;counted as one material in the parameters MTP,
MCR or MT in the 155 array. However, in the 95 array (material number by i
. _,
zone) only the PO material ID number of each element or physical material in a
. r given zone is requiredw,J _:
l
ROCK BOX PROBLEM
i
The second phase of the project was to determine the neutron flux I
distribution around a 6-ft cube solid rock box which houses a D-T neutron ,
- !
generator at its center, This experimental arrangement was designed to
conduct a combined pulsed neutron experiment and to study its application to
nuclear waste disposal tes.ing. When the generator is activated, it produces
5 microsecond pulses (1 to 10 pulses/s) of 14.1 MeV neutrons. The strength of
,
the neutron source is less than 109 n/s. The rock has a bulk density of about
2 g/cm3 and the composition shown in Table 2.
In order to use ANISN code to determine the energy-angle-spatial flux
" distr$bution around the rock box, the neutron source can be treated as a point
source which can be approximated for ANISN by a small shell source at the
center of a sphere of radius 90 cm. The problem of selecting a suitable set
** of -_pproximation parameters to be used in ANISN code is _cute in th_
calculation nf fast neutron penetration to large depths (7). Follo_ving
, parameters have been worked out in the rock box analysis. •
6-7
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1. The finite-difference equations are solved subject to boundary
conditions. The vacuum condition is usually specified at the outer boundary.
The reflective condition is required at the "left" boundary (r = O) in the
sphere (6). Hence !BR = 0 and IBL = 1.
• 2. As discussed earlier, near the urigin in spherical geometry, the a
angular flux changes rapidly even without collisions, and hence a smaller_r
is required. The intervals used in this problem for 4* array input are given
Q
: as fol1ows: "_
--_ 4"*_C31160.0_4I_0. 001_4 I_0.01)64 I)60. i16841j61.0_39 !J650.0J690.0
J<" *_
f
There are 144 intervals, and_r is very small near the origin and it increases
tI
_" outwards, z
r
*. 3. An S8-P3 analysis is being applied. The neutrons are generated in i'1
the energy group 2. Because of the discretization cf ANISN code in angle and
" space, with an isotropic ;ource in spherical geometry, the source has to be
placed in the last angle which, in this case, is the 9th angle. The shell
source used in this analysis is given below in ANISN format. _'4
I
col i i
I
18" !
9RbO.O coi16 "
8RbO.O 1.5734+07
FbO.O
T
The total shell source given in 18" array was derived as follows.
_ 6-8
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j Total shell source must be 1 neutron/s.
; Since the source is in the first interval, 9th angle and group 2,
£
i = 1, j = 9 and k = 2
- Hence total shell source ¢_192"_J9 J_ql'AZ = 1 _I/_=
._ From the output using the above 144 intervals we find that
&
"_ A2 = 7.85398 x 10-7cm 2Also from the output we find from the Angular quadrature constants _'
_ _ _
,_- GJ9 l/4"ql = 8.09256xi0 -2
: Hence i
C_l -- = 1.57335 x 107 n/cm2/s
_ q2 _91_ql A2
?
If the shell source 1.57335xi07 n/cm2/s is used, it will give a total source " 4 r= _,
strength of 1 n/s.
4. The composition of the rock box and the number densities (12") in
cross section mixing table are given in tab'Je 2. Note that the number
densities are in units of 1024 atoms/cm 3.
o,_
6-9 "
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: 4
_", TABLE 2• t
: ROCK COMPOSII'IONAND NUMBER DENSITIES (12")
(in lO24 atoms/cm 2)
, Bugle-80 Element % by wt. Number density (12")
ID
q
1-4 H 0.63 0.0075884
9-12 0 48.39 0.0364286 "
13-16 Cr 0.000003 0.069477x10 -8 !l
21-24 Fe 2.46 0.0005305
_ 45-48 Si 28.01 0.0120107 !:
53-56 Na 1.35 0.0007073
57-60 Mg 0.54 0.0002674 i
• _
t
: 61-64 A 5.08 0.0022673 _
69-72 K 2.62 0._008071 I
73-76 Ca 10.87 0.0032667
129-!32 Ti 0.II 0.0000277
137-140 Co 0.00000059 0.0120573 ,
%
153-156 Ba 0.000282 2.4728378x10 -8 _.
: The first ten elements (H through Ca) are in bu ,e file 1 and the last three
elements (Ti, Co and Ba) are in bugle file 2.
5. Cross section mixing table (105, 115, 12") for the rock box
composition with thirteen elements has been prepared as shown in table 3. In
this table the first 10 elements are in Bugle file I and the last three are in
i
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. . Bugle file 2. Table 3 shows how the cross sections of the thirteen elements
could be combined to form those of the mixture (the rock). When the cross
• sections are read from Bugle binary tape, the materials are identified by
integers 1,2,3,....,52 (52 materials read in 155 array) according to the order
in which they were read from the tape. Positions I through 4 in table 3 causep
the block of locations reserved for materials 1,2,3 and 4 to be replaced by
zeros. Position 5 through 52 cause materials 5 through 52 to be multiplied by
._ their respective number densities in column 12" and combined to form four new ,"
^
i macroscopic materials, material numbers I through 4.
J
__ TABLE 3
CROSSSECTION MIXING TABLE FOR ROCKBOX '_
- i
,J" _
i
•_ Position Element 105 ii$ 12"
_'-, ID
f
1 1 0 0.0075884 I
2 H-I 2 0 " t
3 '-4 3 0 " '
,i _ 4 0 "
5 I 5 0.0364286
6 0-16 2 6 " ,
7 9-12 3 7 " .
6-11
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8 4 8 "
9 1 9 6.9477-10
10 Cr 2 10 " °
11 13-I6 3 11 "
12 4 12 "
--_ 13 i 13 O.0005305
14 Fe 2 14 "
i5 21-24 3 15 "
- 16 4 16 "
c
• 17 1 17 0.0120107
18 Si 2 18 "
"t
19 45-48 3 19 " _4
20 4 20 "
21 Na I 21 0.0007073
22 53-56 2 22 "
23 3 23 "
24 4 24 "
, 25 1 25 0.0002674 .
6-12
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26 MG 2 26 "
27 57-60 3 27 "
28 4 28 "
29 i 29 0.0022673
30 A1 - 2 30 "
31 61-64 3 31 "
32 4 32 "
33 I 33 O. 0008071
34 K 2 34 "
35 69-72 3 35 "
36 4 36 "
i
37 . 1 37 0.0032667 ,.
38 Ca 2 38 "
39 73-76 3 39 "
40 4 40 "
41 I 41 0.0000277
42 Ti 2 42 "
43 129-132 3 43 "
44 4 44 "
6.13
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45 1 45 1.2057-10
46 Co 2 46
47 137-140 3 47 , '
48 4 48
Q
- 49 1 49 2.4728-8 .
£
-. 50 Ba 2 50 " ',
51 153-156 3 51 "
52 4 52 "
!
!
In this case
'. MS = 52
MCR: 0
MTP : 52
l
MT : 52 _. l
JI
i.
and material number I is entered into 95 array.
There are different possible ways a mixing table can be prepared. Some
are more efficient than others. For example, reference 8 gives an
illustration of a mixing table which is composed differently than table 3.
CONCLUSIONS
At the time of wrting, all the input data for the rock box problem have
6-14
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i\
_, been worked out, and the binary tapes for Bugle files 1 and 2 have been
_'_ prepared. Computer runs have been made with all the input data as
_' discussed above, except that in spheric l geometry the concrete problem has
_. been executed instead of the mixture. A stepwise approach will _e taken to
'i I
, use the mixture. At first, runs will be made with first two elements of the
_. mixture, next with five elements, next with ten elements, and lastly with all i
the thirteen elements. In this approach it will be easier to apply
_' corrections if needed, to the program input. There is also a possibility of
reaching the storage limit of the computer.
q
Before t_ing all the thirteen elements, some "runstream" cards need to be
changed and some added in order that ANISN can read the binary tapes of Bugle _i
m i
files 1 and 2 in one run Another approach would be to combine these two
binary tapes into one. !
FUTURE PROJECT :.
ii iExperience in other places working with ANISN has shown that when as few
as 2 or 3 elements are used in a mixture, it is possible that the resulting
- input cross-section matrix will exceed the storage capacity of the computer
(I0). When this occurs, two approaches may be attempted (10).
e
I. First, attempt may be made to increase the dimension in the state,_ent
COMMON/BULKBU/I, J. A(45000) in the main routine from 45000 to the maximum
permissible number. It will also be necessa_ to change the statement J =
45000 in the main routine (10). _'
i '
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2. Secondly, use can be made of the routine LIMI (given in ANISN manual)
to prepare a group independent cross section tape for ANISN. When this tape
is used, rather than storing the entire matrix for the mixture, only the
cross-section data for a single group are stored in the memory wi_ile the
calculations for this group is performed. Data for the next group are then I
read from the group independent tape replacing the data of the previous group,
and the calculations for this group are performed. The process continues for
t
all groups.
_ Acknowledgement:
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; LIST OF TAPES
ANISN ..... X08628 (6-22-83)
Bugle ..... X23300 (7-21-83, created from a new tape from Oak Ridge) _ "
Binary Tapes Created
i
Bugle file 1....X19289 (7-26-83)
E
Bugle file 2....X2D761 (7-29-83)
Bugle file 3....X07033 (7-29-83)
Bugle files 1, 2, & 3....X21958 (7-29-83)
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rADDENDUM
After the report was completed, a successful ANISN run was made
with a two-components mixture using the first two elements, H and 0
of the mixing table 3. But when the third element, Cr of table 3
_ was added, ANISN would not run because the resulting cross section
" matrix for a three-elements mixture exceeded the allowed computer •
storage space.
r
i
; t
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%
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A STUDY OF SOME FEATURES OF AC _ND DC
_' E[_21_IC POWER SYSTemS FOR A SPACE STATION
Jack I. Hanania, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
American University of Beirut
Beirut, Lebanon
" ABSTRACT
This study analyzes certain selected topics in rival DC and high frequency
, AC electric power systems for a Space Staticn. The topics are c_hosen either
because they a£e potential pzoblem areas or becmuse t]_ere seems to De the need
"_ for further study and development work.
The interaction between the Space Station and the plasma environment is
analyzed, lead_: _ a limit on the voltage of the solar array &nd a potential
problem with ....or. _-; coupling at high frequencies. Certain problems are
!
; pointed out in the conoept of a rotary transformer, and further development
_rk is indicated in connection with DC circuit switching, special design _f a
tran_niss1_n conductor for the AC system, and electric motors. The question,
of electric shock hazards, partzcularly at high frequency, is also explored, ",-.. i
and a problem wieh reduced skin resistance and therefore increased hazard with
a
high frequency AC is pointed out.
The study concludes with a cc_rison of the maih advantages and
disadvantages of the two rival syste.msr and it is suggested that the choice
_et_een the two should be made after further studies and development worP are
completed.
Center Research Advisor: William A. Chandler
i
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RINTRODUCTION
- The design of the electric power system for a Space Station in low earth
orbit has received cor.siderable attention over many years. A number of
• studies (I-6) have been carried out based upon different alternative systems,
. some primarily DC, some primarily AC, and sczre a hybrid of the two, but it was ,
clear frcm the start t_hat the old 28 volt DC system used in previous space
missions would no longer De adequate for the Space Station powers envisaged, _
while the familial 60 Hz and 400 Hz AC systems _ould lead to excessive weight
• of electromagnetic equipment.
--i The choice of system tl_erefc_ essentially rests between a relatively high
voltage DC and a r_atively high voltage, high frequency AC, with same
• variations based upon these two. The voltages are referred to as relatively ;
• high since there are factors that tend to limit these voltages to a few _i
hundred volts, as will be shown below. Too low a voltage, however, would lead i
to excessi._ tran._ni "ion conductor size and losses. The optimum voltage
level, a_ _el _ as optimum frequency if AC, will have to be determined subject
_ to sc_e constraints, in view of the effect that these factors have on the _
-iI•
mR overall station weight and cost. I
A study of the two rival systems shows that they are both essentially
feasible, sub]ect to some constraints and problems which are discussed below.
There are strengths anu weaknesses in )oth systems; and a good case can be
_ made for one or the other. No attempt will be made _o choose between the two
• systems. However, certain specific topics are selected for study, either
. because they seem to be potentlal problem creas in one system or the other, or
because there may be inadequate data or insufficient past development work.
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THEORY AND RESULTS
Pla-__naInteractions
The voltage of the solar array is limited by the level of discharge from
the array to the s:_rrounding plasma and the resulting power lots (7'8). This
discharge is a function of the plasma density, which depends upon the altitude
" , of the Spaoe Station. The optimua station altitude, taking into account
correction for aerodynamic drag and the launching of resupply missions from
_ earth, is in the region of 400 km (215 NMi). Unfortunately, this is an
_ altitude at which plasma density is close to a peak (8), Figure i. At 400 _n,
the plasma density is of the order of Ix106/(ml3, and the voltage breakdown
- threshold, Figure 2, is roughly 400 volts. The positive/negative solar array
potentials are not symmetrical with respect to the surrounding pla_na because
of the ease of collection of electrons, resulting in approximately +20V/-380V
• potential distribution for a 400-volt array. Other factors to be considered
are: the additional ionized material introduced through the action of the ion
thrusters, the sharp rise in array voltage as the array emerges at the end of
the eclipse period into sunlight, and the apparent ineffectiveness of
attempting to insulate exposed areas of the array in order to operate at
q
higher voltages. Pending additional plasma data in low earth orbit, it would
be prudent to it the solar array voltage to between 250V and 275V or below.
There is a possibility of resonance between the AC transmission syst_
frequency, if an AC system is used, and some natural plasma frequencies (9),
particularly the ion plasma frequency _i and the lower hybrid frequency _LH"
These are given by:
wi _ Q i----f- WLn = leM----f=.
_' 8-:3
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, where Q Js ion charge, Mi ion mass, Ni ion density, e electron charge, Me Ji
{
electron mass and B the earth's magnetic field. Estimates of _i and _LH have
i been made by General Dynamics (3) for a range of altitudes around low earthi
!
orbit, giving coi as varying from 23 to 74 kHz at 300 km, and from 7 to 43 kHz
at 600 kin, and _LH varying from 5 to 10 kHz over the range 300 to 600 km. If
resonance coupling were to take plaoe unchecked, large power losses would
result. This points to the need for avoiding parallel c_nductors with an AC
system and for proper shieldirz/ of electra, agnetic equipment. Meanwhile, more
work should be done to verify the plasma density data presently available and
then to recompute the pla_ma frequencies. f
" Rotary Transformer
As part of an AC system, a rotary transforme.r has been proposed to provide
power transfer electr(magneticall F from the solar array side to the rest of _'
the Space Station, thus avoiding the need for sliding contacts. A General
: Electric (I0'II) design uses four 25-kW modules with a ferrite core and a 0.01" .
airgap, w{th a frequency of 20 kHz and a flux density of 0.25 T. The airgap
leads to questions about leakage inductance, and the _ctness of the
transformer achieved through the use of high frequency makes heat dissipation
more difficult. Unless proper dissipation is achieved, winding failures could
_ i_
occur leading to a total shut down of power to the Space Station, unless
- %
redundancy is introduced by usilg more than one transforme_. Because of the I
_ed for an electrical link b_tween the solar array and enerc/] storage i
equipment (fuel cells or batteries), the use of the rotary transformer gives
t_ options: either energy storage is on the station side of the rotary joint
which needs additional conversion equipment, or it is on the array side,
adding to the mass of the array and preventing a decentralized storage and
(x)nversion system.
, |
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Circuit Switching%
Although AC circuit interruption has always been easier to achie,e than I_
becaus_ of the availability of current zeros, recent developments (I2'13'I4)
with solid state devices are making DC circuit interruption easier than it has
been. The following techniques can be.used:
, (i) GIX)s (gate turn-off thyristors) can switch a circuit very rapidly,
from 2 to I0 microseconds. Units have been developed and tested up to 65A,
800V, and GTOs with substantially higher ratings are presently available.
t
(ii) Power MOSFETs have been tested in units up to 100A, 150V. Because of _.
)
current rating limits, parallel oDe.ration of MOSFETs is needed, unlike the
g
(iii) GTO/SCR systems are used with the GID driving an SCR bridqe circuit, I_
either by controlling the on/off function of the SCRs or by diverting current
° array from the SCRs. This eliminates bulky conmutation circuits from the {
usual SCR system.
Although there is an obvious need for further development work and there are ]
some problems to be resolved, it is expected that M_FETs will replace SCR
systems up to 30 to 40 kW, and GTOs or hybrid GTO systems will take over at
higher power levels. _"-I_
%
Transmission line Parameters
Q
With a 1)2 system, designing a transmission line conductor and cxlr_ting
line parameters present no problem. With an AC system at high frequency,
several points shculd be considered. Skin effect is pr_inent, leading to a
thi:_ hollow tube construction. Reactive voltage drop can be very high unless
a coaxial conductor design is used. This can be seen in Figure 3 and Figure 4
which are taken from the work of Renz (8) and his associates. The computation
• _ of line parameters at high frequency and with unsymmetrical conductor sections
• ¢
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needs fur%her study and experimental verification.
Electric Motors
The traditional DC motor with commutator and brushgear cannot be used
because of the plasma environment, and the "brushless DC motor" is in fact an
AC motor supplied through a DC/AC converter. With a high frequency AC system,
frequency conversion will be needed to avoid excessivel_ high motor speeds. ,
The choice is between the 3-phase synchronous samarium cobalt permanent magnet
motor and the 3-phase squirrel-cage induction motor. The latter has the
advantages of simplicity, ruggedness and greater long-term reliability. The
: compactness of the high frequency motor results in the need for proper heat _,
• dissipation, since core losses rise substantially with frequency. Additional
rotor losses arise with non-uniform rotating magnetic fields (15)
Electric Shock Hazards
: In view of the widely varying body resistance, current rather than voltage !
is used as a measure of electric shock hazard. The let-go current, which is _;
the level at which a person just fails to release an electrode, is a danger
threshold. With such a current, prolorged contact with the electrode can lead
to respiratory difficulties and to skin changes that greatly reduce skin
resistance thereby allowing larger currents to flow, With these higher _"
currents, ventricular fibrillation can set in. Table 1(16) gives typical . I
figures for DC, 60 Hz and i0 kHz AC, and the median let-go currents at 60 Hz
are seen to be.about one-fifth those with DC. That is why 60 Hz AC is
sametimes said to be five times as dangerous as DC (17). Since skin resistance
is _t far the largest component of the overall body resistance, skin condition
greatly affects the severity of shocks. Voltage also affects skin resistance,
high voltage causing a sudden drop of resistance.
_ Table 1 also sh(_._ the let-go currents at I0 kHz to be about equal to
8-6
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those with DC. This is confirmed by the work of Daziel (18'19) and is shownl
in Figure 5, although the curves of Figure 5 go as far as 7 kHz only. But the
skin resistance at high frequency may present a problem. The curves of Figure
6 were taken from the work of Stacy (20) and Burns (21), and show dry skin
resistance at 10 to 20 kHz to be about one-hundredth that with DC. If this is
confirmed by other studies, it would mean that high frequency AC voltages
w_uld have to be much lower than DC voltages for the same degree of safety.
Other factors that add to the uncertainties (22) are the effect of the varying
t
time element, the wide range of let-go currents for the different percentiles,
and the extrapolation, for obvious reasons, of the ventricular fibrillation
_._, threshold currents fram the results of animal studies to humans. _
Comparison of AC and DC Systems
The main advantages of the AC system are:
_. i. The system is inherently flexible because of ease of voltage
transformat ions. !i
• i
2. Circuit switching and fault interruption are inherently easier because of
current zeros.
3. With a rotary transformer, sliding contact across the rotary joint is
eliminated.
!
The main disadvantages of the AC system are: 1.
I. More development work is needed for the rotary transformer and other
(x_nponents for high frequency operation.
2. More work is needed in the study and design of a suitable transmission
]ine.
3. There is the possibility of L_sonance coupling with plasma natural
frequencies.
4. There is a possibility of high electric shock hazard through reduced skin
c
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resistance.
5. There are potential problems with synchronizing separate AC buses if
: needed.
6. There is a need to balance single-phase loads -n the 3-phase system in
order to minimize the neutral current.
The main advantages of the DC system are:
I. The system is basically simpler and therefore potentially more reliable.
2. With the exception of circuit interruption, system design and ccmponents
are generally at a higher stage of development than with high frequency " ;
AC,
3. The DC.system is inherently free of potential problems peculiar to all
polyphase AC systems, such as reactive voltage drop, load balancing across
phases, synchronization.
f
The main disadvantages of the DC system are:
I. Absence of current zeros makes circuit interruption more difficult.
2. Circu{t switching techniues using GTOs or MOSFETs are still in an early
•_ stage of development.
3. DC systems are inflexible in matching a suitable voltage to the load.
: 4. A sliding contact, as in a slip ring, will be needed for the rotary joint, _,
!
or the roll-ring if that proves to be reliable. . !
j
}
CONCLUSIONS
,p
Some special features of AC and DC system designs have been studied, and
certain potential problems have been pointed out, leading to a comparison
b_t_en the principal strengths and weaknesses of the two systems.
: Interaction of the solar array with _he surrounding plasma sets an upper
-,'J 8-8
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limit to the array voltage at between 250 and 275V or below. The use of a I0
to 20 kHz AC system could lead to resonance coupling with pla_na frequencies
under certain conditions. ':
Specific problems with the rotary transformer, DC circuit switching, AC
_ transmission line design and electric motors have been pointed out. The
possibility of a nigher electric shock hazard at high frequency was referred
to.
The cQ,parison between the AC and DC systems shows problem areas on both
sides, and it would be advisable to defer making a choice between the two
until further development work is done and some of those problems are
zesolved.
7
I
!
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Figure I. Plasma Number Density as a Function of Altitude
in Equatorial Orbit (_fter Sevens, Reference 8) !
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Figure 2. Voltage Threshold for Discharges
(After Stevens, Reference 8)
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Table I
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(Taken from Reference 16) _
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eFigure 5. Sine Wave Let-Go Current for M_n Versus Frequency
(After Dalziel, Reference 18)
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Figure 6. An Example of the Variation of Skin Impeda..,= with Frequency J
and Condition of Electrode-Skin Contact
(After Stacy and Burrs, Refecence I_)
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APSTRACT
f_pproximately _6_ of the lunar sample (I0084,151), 125.42 _g, was
s01ubilize_ in 680 ml 0.01 _ salicylic seid. _tomic sbsorption spectroscopic a
"_ analysis of the solubilized lunsr sample showed the following amount of metsl i
ions: Cs, _.I; Mg, 4.0; K, 0.09; Ns, 0.67; Fe, 7.3; Mn, 1.6; Cu, Ni, Cr, less I
than O.I each. All s.re in ppm.
-- Salicylic scid use_ to solubilize the lunar ssmple wss highly inhibitory to
_-_ the growth of mixed soil _icrobes. However, the _ineral psrt of the luns_
extract stimulated the growth. For optimsl growth of the soil microbes the I'
J following nutrients must be addeS to the moon extrset: sources of csrbon, !
nitrogen, sulfur, phosphorus, snd magnestu_ in _dition to water.
Center Resesrch Advisors: Wendell Mendell, Miehsel Duke i i
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z" I_ODtY_I_
Although there are many studies on chemical composition of lunar rocks and
dust (Laul and Paplke, 1980; Morris et al., 1983; Abelson, 1970), relatively
little work has been reported on effects of the lunar dust on growth of living
_:'t ]b
organisms. Taylor et al. (1971) observed a toxic effect of an Apollo Ii lunar
core sample on growth of Pseudomonas aeruglnosa (ATCC 15442). Later, Taylor and
his associates (1973) described failure to observe toxicity under a somewhat
different condition. Silverman et al. (1971) found no inhibition of the growth
:?
of any of the organisms tested in growth media containing Apollo ii samples.
Examination of available chemical data on the moon dust makes it clear that
the moon dust is nutritionally deficient in C, H, O, N, P, S, and perhaps Mg as
" well for the normal growth of living organisms. Other micronutrients required
-_- for the organisms, such as Fe, Cu, Zn, Co, Mn, Mo, are probably sufficient in
:. the moon dust provided they become available for the microorganisms during an
extraction process of the moon dust. The purpose of the present study is to
flnd what nutrients are available (and unavailable) and whether toxins are
"%
present In the moon dust for the optimal growth of soll microorganisms.
\
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Moon Extract In 0.@1 M Sallcyllc Acld
The lunar sample (10084,151) weighing 0.12542 g was stirred in 680 ml of
0.01 M salicylic acld at near boiling temperatl1_'efor about flve hours. The
>;
mixture _as filtered through Whatman No. 42 filter paper (ashless). The final
,,i 9-z
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.. volume of the filtrate was adjusted to 680 ml with 0.01 M salicylic acid. A
portion of this extract was neutralized with a sodium hydroxide solution to pH
near 7.0, and used as need_ed.
t
Composition of Growth Media
- Growth medium I consisted of 4.5 ml moon extract, 0.1 ml 0.8 M sodium
=
glutamate, 0.1 ml 0.04 M magnesium sulfate, and 0.1 ml 0.4 M sodium potass'an
; phosphate buffer pH 7.0.
,!
, Growth medium II consisted of 4.5 ml moon extract 0.1 ml 0.6 M sodium
:_ nitrate, 0.1 ml 0.1 M magnesium chloride, 0.1 ml 0.07 M sodium sulfate, 0.1 ml
aJ
_ 0.4 M sodium potassium phosphate buffer pH 7.0, and 0.1 ml 0.56 M D-glucose.
Other growth media included those in which one or more of the constituents
: of the above med._awas (_,,ittedand replaced by water and those in which the moon
extract was replaced by 4.5 ml 0.01 M salicylate in distilled water pH 7.0, or
replaced by 4.5 ml 0.01 M salicylate in tap water pH 7.0. Nutrient broth was
used as a positive control to test whether an inoculum contained any living
cells. In some experiments, nutrient broth was prepared in 0.01 M sallcylate [oH
7.0 instead of in water.
The growth media _re dispensed to culture tubes (12x100mm) with screw caps
,?
• and not sterilized since the Inoculum was a mixed population of soil
microorganisms. Since they were not sterilized, they were inoculated
immediately after the preparation.
B
i Inoculum
_ _ The inocul_n was prepared by filtering a mixture of 10 g wet garden soll and
50 ml 0.85 percent sodium chloride (isotonic saline), centrifuging the filtrate
at full speed (2500 NPM) with a I_-S International centrifuge for 15 minutes,
,°
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washing twice with isotonic saline, and suspending the sediment in a 50 ml
-" isotonic saline. One drop of _he inoculum was added to each culture tube ._
containing a culture medium.
- Determination of Growth
The culture tubes to which the growth media were dispensed were directly
used as cuvettes to determine the absorbance at 700 nm. The selection of this
particular wavelength was based on a finding that the moon extract especially at •
pH near 7 was hlghly :olored (wine color) with an absorption peak at 470 nm. At
_ 700 nm absorption was negligible.
_J
_- Determination of Extracted Matters from th___eeLunar Sample
,* A 10{_ml of the moon extract (unneutralized) was evaporated to dryness in a
platinum crucible on a hotplate and placed in a 600°C oven for three days. and
: the weight of the dry matter was determined.
Determination o__ffUndissolved Matters from the Lunar Sam__e after Extraction Jn
the Salicylic Acid Solution _
The undissolved materials filtered on the filter paper in the process of the
moon extract preparation ware added in a platinum czucible and placed in a 600°C
oven for three days, and the weight of the residue was determined.
Analysis of the Moon Extract
The following metal ions in the moon extract (unneutralized) _re analyzed
by atomic absorption spectroscopy: Ca, Mg, K, Na, Fe, Ma, Cu, Ni, Cr.
_.
1
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t"" RESULTSI
if
e,
i Extent of Extraction of the Lunar Sample by Salicylic Aci____dd "_"
i'_ The trea_mlent of 125.42 mg of the lunar sample (10084,151) in 680 ml aqueous
i •
_ salicylic acid solution resulted in 58.14 mg into the solution and 59.96 mg
undissolved. The correction due to the oxygen addition to the minerals during
{ t
_ the combustion at 600°C was not made.
Chemical Analysis of the Moon Extract i
_ The moon extract in 0_01 M salicylic acid contained the following amount of '
" metal ions: Ca, 3.1; Mg, 4.0; K, 0.09; Na, 0.67; Fe, 7.3; Mn, 1.6; Cu, Ni, Cr,
less than _.I each. All are in ppm (part per million).
Effect of the Moon Extract on the Growth of Soil Microorganisms
Removal of either phosphate or magnesium sulfate from the complete growth
medium that contained the moon extract, glutamate, magnesium sulfate, and
phosphate buffer decreased the growth of the soil microbes. The removal of the
moon extract greatly increased the growth. The replacement of the moon extract
with unboiled tap water completely inhibited the growth (Fig. i). _i
• In order to determine whether t/_e inhibitor] effect of the moon extract was
due to a possible toxic effect of the moon minerals or to an effect of the
salicylic acid, 0.01 M salicylate in distilled water pH 7.0 was used in place of
the moon extract in a growth medium. The sallcylate decreased the microbial
growth considerably, and the moon minerals stimulated the growth (Fig. 2). The
_ replacement of the distilled water with boiled tap water slightly inhibited the
growth (Fig. 2), although not as moah as found in the previous experiment (Fig.
_ i).
i,0 9-5 "
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In order to determine what nutrients must be added to the moon extract for
optimal growth of the soll microbes, various growth media were tested. As can
be seen in Fig. 3, the removal of the moon extract (i.e., sallcylate) again
showed a dramatic increase in growth. The considerable inhibition of the
microbial growth by sallcylate w_s quite evident. The addition of salicylate in
the nutrient broth (Fig. 3) increased the lag. period conslderably over the
nutrient broth alone (Fig. 1).
i Although not shown in the graph, in the absence of any one of the nutrients -
sulfate, magnesium, nitrate, and phosphate buffer, the highest absorbance
" reading of the triplicate samples of each growth medium lacking one of these
" nutrients was lower than the lowest absorbance reading of the triplicate samples
of the complete growth medium (i.e., growth medium II). The average growth of
the triplicate samples containing no glucose as a carbon source _s lower than
the one containing the complete medium. However, t_ of the absorbance readings
: were higher than the lowest reading of the triplicate samples of the complete
medium.
i
i
J
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'I CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
One can conclude that the moon would form excellent trace mineral nutrients
for soil microbes, since nearly one-half of the lunar sample used went into the
salicylic acid solution and since the moon extract prepared in this study was
!
probably even a saturated solution of the lunar sample according to Keller and
Huang (1971), whose data on an Apollo 12 sample indicated that twice as much
solids could go into the salicylic acid solution. Another reason for this
conclusion is that the moon minerals did stimulate the growth of the soil] !
microbes (Figs. 2, 3).
:- The weights of the soluble and the insoluble materials, 58.14 mg and 59.96 _
?
mg respectively from the total of the 125.42 mg lunar sample, were obviously a
little overestimated since the combusion at 60Z°C would oxidize some mineral !
•" components of the lunar materials, particularly ferrous oxide. Assuming that ,
_ all ferrous oxide was converted to ferric oxide during the combustion and that i
16 percent of the total lunar sample used, was ferrous oxide (Laul and Papike,
1980), the correction would be approximately 0.9 mg. From the atomic absorption
data given in Results, it can be calculated that the moon extract in the
salicylic acid solution contained ii percent (16.2 percent) ferrous oxide, 9.8
, percent (9.2 percent) magnesium oxide, 6.4 percent (12.4 percent) calcium oxide,
and 1.8 percent (0.38 percent) sodium oxide in the total solid _Issolved. The
• percentage in the parentheses was from the data of Laul and Papike (1980),
indicating the content in this particular lunar sample. Compared with their
data, one can see that magnesium oxide and ferrous oxide but not calcium oxide
went proportionately into he salicylic acid solution. The high concentration of
_. _ sodium may have been due to a possible presence of sodium in the salicylic acid
: used. This could not be ascertained, since the salicylic acid control was not
-'-" 1
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analyzed.
The complete inhibition of the microbial growth (Fig. i) in the medium
containing unboiled tap _ater in the place of the moon extract was probably in
major part due to the chlorine in the tap water. However, even when boiled tap%
water containing salcyiate replaced the moon extract, there was a slight
' inhibition of growth compared with a similar growth mediu,r. in which distilled
water instead of the tap water was used. It ts possible that some minerals in
the tap water were inhibitory to the growth of some microbes but perhaps not r:
others in the mixed population of soil organisms. This was probably why the
"_. absorbance readings of the triplicate samples were widely different.
¢ (Individual readings were not sho%m.) It can be speculated that calcium ions, a
component of hard water, in the tap water may be inhibitory to the growth of
some microbes since it is not required for microorganisms In as large a quantity
as vertebrates.
< The considerable inhibition of the growth of the soil microbes by salicylate
was quite evident in this study (Figs. i, 2, 3). The use of pure culture of a
salicylate-utilizing soil Pseudomonad instead of the mixed soil microbes as an
inoculum would remove the complication created by the inhibitlton of the _
microbial growth by sallcylate.
The finding that even without glucose two of the tb:ee culture tubes gave
higher absorbance readings than with glucose needs explanation. Without
glucose, there was still salicylate as a carbon source In the growth medium and
perhaps the rate of the growth of sallcylate-utillzing bacteria, which were
obviously expected in the inoculum, in these two t,_)eswas high. This result
was another example of the complications created by the use of the mixed soil
microbes as an inoculum in this study. In any case, a carbon source must be
_ added to a growth medium for optimal growth of the microbes because available
* i
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_ chemical data show that very little carbon is present in the lunar sample (Laul
and Paplke).
b
It appeared that sulfate, nitrate, magnesium, and phosphate, in addition to
a source of carbon, were required for the growth of the sol1 microbes.
i' The finding that without the moon minerals there was an optimal growth
A
. (Figs. i, 2, 3) of the soil microbes indicated that the lunar sample was a poor
source of nutrients and that the mineral requirements for the optimal growth
•were evidently met by contaminants coming frown the chemicals and the laboratory
wares used in the experiments. The lunar dust, however, did obviously supply :
the trace nutrients required for the growth, for the growth was stimulated by
._ the presence of the moon extract (Fig. 2). _i
In conclusion, the lunar dust was a poor source of nutrients for the soil !
microbes to grow, although it appeared that it contained enough trace mineral
nutrients and could be solubilized to support the growth of the soil microbes
provided other macronutrients, _ncluding sources of carbon, nitrogen, sulfur, i
magnesium, and phosphate in addition to water, were available to ti:em. It
showed no toxicity for the microbial growth. The ready solubilization into the
salcylic acid solution, which is a normal component of humus in earth soil, the
growth stimulation by the solubillzed moon minerals, and the lack of toxicity %
• obviously mean that the lunar dust (although it is a poor source of nutrients)
will certainly become a productive soil to support growth of microbes and higher
, plants if supplemented with organic, inorganic macronutrients and an atmosphere
similar to air.
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\Fig. 1 Effects of Moon h_xtract and other Nutzients on Growth of Soil Microbes.
: Growth medium I minus moon extract.
[] : G_owth medium I.
• : Growth medium I minus phosphate buffer.
A : Growth medium I minus magnesium sulfate.
O : Nutrient broth.
See the text for the composition of the growth medium I.
Each point represents the average:of three absorbence readings, i
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Fig. 2 Zffects of Salicylate and Moon Minerals on Growth of Soil Microbes.
• : Growth medium I minus moon extract.
O : Growth medium I.
O : Growth meditml I minus moon extract plus salicylate in distilled water pH
7.0.
/k : Growth medium I minus moon extract plus sallcylate in tap water pH 7.0. •
See the text for the composition of the growth medium I.
Each point represents t_he average of three absorbance readings.
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iFig. 3 Effects of Salicylate, Moon Minerals, and Other Nutrients on Growth of
Soil Microbes.
• : Growth n_dium II.
O : Growth medldm II minus moon extract.
a
Zi : Growth medium. II mlnus glucose.
. m : Growth medium II mlnus sodidum sulfate.
O : Growth mediu_n II mlnus magnesium chloride.
[3 : Growth medium II mlnus sodium nitrate.
• ._
X7 : Growth medium II mlnus phosphate buffer.
: X : Growth medium II mlnus moon extract plus _._i M salicylate pH 7.@.
c.
_ N : Nutrient broth in _.01 M salicylate pH 7._.
See the text for the composition of growth medium II.
Each point represents the _verage of three absorbance readings.
¢
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ABSTRACT
Differential equations that arise in astrodynamics are examined
from the standpoint of Lie group theory. A summary of the Lie
method is given for first degree differential equations. The ,Xepler
problem in Hamiltonian form is treated by this method. Extension of
the Lie method to optimal trajectories is outlined.
10-2
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: Introduction
_i The study of problems in astrodynamics, as well as applied
mathematics in general, leads to differential equations. When the
-.
2 dynamic of a problem leads to non-linear differential equations
there is usually no systematic method of attack for their solution.
The use of continuous transformation groups, in particular Lie
groups, provides a general method to approach to global
integration.
A study was made of some elementrary problems in astrodynamics :
l the one and three dimensional Kepler problems. These problems are
important because they have a formulation by the variational
methods of mechanics and the resulting invariants of the Lie groups
are constants of the motion. It is thus tempting to use Lie theory
to study optimal control theory in astrodynamics since the this
variational theory may be cast into a form that is an analog of
Hamiltonian theory in particle dynamics.
Theory:The Lie method of extended groups _-.
The practical application of Lie groups to the solution of
differential equations(Bluman and Cole,1974) stems from the fact
' that if the differential equation
r(,, Oax
!
remains invariant under certain transformations, given by
10-3
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I, then the equations can be arranged in such a way that the
independent variables do not occur explicitly. The re-arrangement
involves a change of variable which are well defined by the
invarance property. That is the invariance implies a change of
variable
= ; v=
such that the differential equation becomes
d_ _ ;_ (_)
The kind of transformation required defines a continuous
:- one-parameter group. That is a mathematical entity with the
_- properties:(1) the the product of two elements is uniquely defi.ed
and iS an elument of the group,(2) the associative law holds for
: elements of the group, (3) there is a unit element,(4) an_ there _s
an inverse element.
The basic proceedure for solving ordinary differintial equations
starts from the infinitesmal parametric transformation
and
where _ is a parameter and _ and _ are the generators of the
transformation. Demanding invariance of the differential equation
and the integral invariants (that is constants of motion) %t and V
leads to the operational equations
i =0 _l)
_- _L I.c :0 cz)
-. where _ is the Lie operator defined by
J 10-44
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and '_) is its extension
"_ The generators are determined from (I) and the invariants u and v
(in dynamics called canonical coordinates a;e calculated from the
$
first order partial differential equations given by (2) and (3).
The calculation process can be summerized as, given the
differential eqcation Jr]_ apply the Lie operators and _ to get
• =°
linear partial differential equatior, s in the generators. Use
and solve the resulting characterstic equations to get the
invariants u and v. Form the equation
dV
gaining a reduction in order and a fJnal quadruture if possible. ,.
Kepler Motion
, In the dynamics problems that follow focus is on the Hamiltonian
formulation of the euqations of motion (L_aeh,1981), that is
consider the first order system
where p and q are the canonical momenta and coordinates and H is .)
1o-s ),
I
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the Hamiltonian.
l
As an example of a Lie group solution to a differential e_uation
consider the one dimensional Hamiltonian defined by
f2 - _"lZ
where p is the momentum, x the position of a particle and/_ the
gravitational constant. The equationsof motion are given by
and
lm
Impose invariance under one-parameter group transformations, that
is under the extended Lie operator
The only surviving derivitives are
_' -i ____=/_x-a 57. =-2_
: _--_ _k
These values lead to the equations for the generators
Solving equatlon(4)for _ and putting into(5)leads to solutions for *
the generators given by
The integral surfaces of the partial differential implied by
are generated by the integral curves of the equations
,_ a %- - "_ - _ °- _
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PqP_l_,_-_:,..,'k__..,. . .......
\
g_, t
_-
i there are the :_clution._
i'
_, '?.x.=-,x v-:p _c=_vJ
_ use of thes,, coordinates and the equationa "f _:¢tion gives a
'_. relationshlF - ween u and v
: '-__ : Q"c_,v') : - v'z,Ji ._-
,#:7 - ,,
which integratea +,v
,_ _"4-| =
- or that i'
. t
:' - -- E
o
which means that E the energy is an invariant under translations in _'_
4
1
time. i
From I
d'u. ,
4W V
there results
" I
which can be integrated to i
a known result for one-dimensional Kepler motion.
i It is also possible to outline the three dimen_lo_al Kepler
_ problem. The Hamiltonian will have th_ form
k H= 2._ 1_
T" 10-7 "
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• i
where P and Q are vecto, _. The extended Lie operator )L
(_ I /
• acting on the equations of motion
• gives the vector partial differential equations
L _ 6
,J
{
and
_%_
Put ,y from (6) into (7) and solve for__ and _ . The process leads
to 3 groups:translations in time, rotations in space, al]d affine
translations in space and time. In turn these supply the 3
invariants of motion, energy, vector angu]ar momentum and the
Laplace vector.
Optimal Trajectories
Consider the problem of extremizing a scalar performance index
subject to the constraints
- )2 g(X,_,_..
where u is a vector of control variables. This state equation
.: conbined with boundry conditions defines the p_oblem. For an
. lO_O
,9 .. -®,
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extremal the }lamiltonian def'incd by
. /--4= _;i!
,,
_, must satisfy the necessary conditions
• pCi -- _-...._. . .. _ _._. (
The Lie approach to (8) for the Kepler coasting flight cat, be
outlined as follows: from the Hamilt_nian
/-I= + ,¢-.
N_
Writzng the vector It., _ as
6
:' =/'%'., ._ , ) -I
consider point transfromations in R and space
where _, _ are vectors. Apply the Lie and extended Lie Operators
to find the generators and the invariants.
Conclusion
It has been shown that the use of the m'ethod of the Lie theory of
' ,tended groups in the context of Hamiltons equations of motion
yield the constants of motion. A method had been presented for use
I of Lie groups in optima] control theory, where hopefully with
_ further work the non-linear equations will lead to invariants of
'_ the problem.
_=! m-9
..... ..............................._+®
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7 ASSTRACT
•", A sample of mature lumar fines (Ige84.151) was solubilized tD a high degree
i (about 17 percent) by the chelating agent salicylic acid (0.ZI M). The
| neutralized (p_ladjusted to 7._) leachate was found to inhibit the growth of
-_tEscherichia coll (AT[X:25922) in a m_nimal mineral salts glucose medium; hoover,
the inhibition---_ssomewhat less than that caused by neutralized salicylic acid
_x_ alone. The presence of lunar fines in the minimal medium was highly stimulators,
to growth of E. coli following an early inhibitory response. The bacterium
• survived less _ii in the lunar leachate than in distilled water, no doubt
because of the salicylate. It was concluded that the sample of lunar soil tested
has nutritional value to E, coli and that certain products of fermentation helpedto solub l ze _ nar soil.
z
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>IBTROEUCTI_N
The" notion of a mmmml lunar base has been considers_ ew2m_stlvely by
_ji_rs. g_. _sts. ps_loglsts, and other experts, by and
large through conf_, workshops, and cont,-acts sponsored by NASA
_5,1BwlS-2g). Stlt_h_ in L960 with the f_r_ oue entitled "H_nlab" (8). The
ultl=ate goal weu/d _ppeac tn be CELSS, an acro_ coi.-_d by _ _eanlng _
"controlled eco/_glcal life support system = (18-2_). To :stablish a " •
= self-sufficient, regeneratlv_ closed environment fit for human habitation for
long periods will require a careful selection of desired species of living forms,
3
from microbes to crop plants tm mar,. At the micrpblal level, there are almost
countless candidate species representing various physiologic types, e.g.,
photosynthetic, chemosynthet ic, autot roph ic, heterot roph ic, anaerobic,
fermentative, oxidative, sulfur oxidizers, denitrifiers, nitrifiers, iron
oxidizers, _tc.; etc. (I). Those microbial types known to play key roles in the
cycles of the "major elements" (C, H, O, N, S, P) are certainly prime candidates
for a CELSS.
The moon is an inhospitable environment for all Earth's creatures, from
bacteria to all higher fo_ms of life. It has no atmosphere, is virtually devoid
of water, contains in the regolith ppm/pp_ levels of nitrogen, hydrogen, and
carbon (C_, C02, (_[4) and contains no free oxygen, although there is an abundance
of combined oxygen, largely metal oxides in the lower oxidation state--ferrous,
not ferric, for example (9,14,17). Temperature extremes from approximately 120°C
to -180°C, intense radiation, a diurnal cycle of t_ earth weeks each of night
and day, and a force of gravity one-sixth that of earth impose further
_. complications in establishing a CELSS on the moon (9,14).
-_ 11-2
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WrIle exceedingXy :small auounts of amino acids have been detected in lunar
:_ soil, unquestionably the _ is ._terile, i.e., without life (9,1@,14). No llfe
; could possibly thrive on the m0on without a supply of free o_Gen and without
L
:' additlmml water, n_, and carbon dioxide and wi4_out protection from
radiation and temperature fluctuations. All of these inadequacies or
required to achieve a self-perpetzmting (or nearly so) controlled ecological life
support system _ feasible. Tb establish a dynamically stable (homeostatic)
ecosystem is central to the concept of (_SS _nd no doubt will be the most
stubt_rn, if not tantellzing, obstacle to an ultimately successful CELSS on the
-DOON.
THEORY
It is important to ascertain whether lunar soil (i) is toxic to some species
of life; (ii) ca, be a source of nutrients; and (iii) can be leached and
biochemlcally modified by living systems.
Inevitably, there will be introduced into a lunar man-made, regenerative
(
environment a variety of microbial species which are normal members of the body's
microflora. A prime example is Escherichia coli, long used as an indicator of
feCal pollution and probably the bacterium most widely investigated by molecular
biologists and geneticists. Indeed, its entire genome has been essentially
mapped (2). Although some strains of E. coli are capable of causing disease in
man and au]imal, its introduction into a CELSS would be unavoidable once the
recycling system were operative, and thus its influence on lunar soil and vice
_: versa should be assessed.
11-3
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Escbp-rl.r_. !.- __!_..._iIs e Gr_!ve ..heterotropb. _!___. c__.-_ ._er_ve all of its
nutritional ,eeds from simple inorganic compounds, _ for carbon. It can
utilize _ variety of low. molecular wei_ organic ccmqx,mds as s. ureas of carbon
and e_ev_y. It will qrow well in the absence of molecul_ oxygen, but also _an
t_Llize a 2 as am electro, receptor; thus, it is a facultative aerobe. In the .
presence of femmentmble carbohydrate, e.g., glucose, E. coli _ lactic,
succinic, acedc, and fommic _ids plus ethanol. Most of tt_ f_nnate ends up as
• Cg 2 and H2 through catalysis by the formic hydrogenlyase mzyme cc_plax.
: _er, in the presence of an abundant oxygen supply, E. coli will grow most
._ vigorously and few fermentative end products will accum/late; most of t_heglucose
will thus be metabolized stoichiometrically into carbon dioxide and water. Under
ideal conditions, E. toll is one of the most rapidly gzzneing microbes known. E.
: coli is moderately tolerant of environmental change, although Jt does not produce
spores. It will grow in a temperature range of approximate]y 10 to 42°C and in a
h
pH range of approximately 5 to 8.
This study was designed principally to measure the effects of lunar leachates
and of lunar soil on the growth and survival of E. coli. While chemical analyses
of the leachate and of the spent culture medium containing lunar fines were
intended, and would have provided some helpful information, they will have to
await subsequent experiments that may emerge from this one.
;
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I. Bacterium and Culture Medium
•._ A _ell-characterized strain of Escherlchia coll (ATOC 25922) was obtained
fr_ the Micrt_iology Laboratory, Division of Life Sciences, NASA. It was grown
a brain heart infusion agar slant. The growth on the slant was mmqaended in i
ml sterile distilled water and constituted the inoculum for 75 ml of a mineral
salts glucose (V_G) medium contained in a 125--_I Erlenmeyer flask. The
c_sition of the medium is listed in Table i.
-._ The inoculated MSG broth _as incubated at 35°C and the cells were recovered
_8 hours later by centrifugation and Washing in sterile distille_ Water. Growth
_s not abundant in this minimal MS(] medium, so the final cell suspension was
- concentrated 15-fold by resuspending the cells in 5 ml distilled water. One drop
from a sterile l-_tl serologic pipette constituted the inoculum for each tube in
the experiment.
II. Lunar Soil Leachate
Based upon the success of Keller and Huang (7) in partially solubilizing an _
Apollo 12 lunar dust (12Z7Z.128), salicylic acid was selected as the solvent. To
f
5B ml of .01 'M salicylic acid in a small polypropylene container wes added
_.I1476 g of lunar soil (10084.151).
A plastic-coated stirring bar was placed in the vessel, a cap inserted and
the contents heated in a boiling water bath on a hot plate-magnetic stirrer for
eight hours. After cooling overnight, the vessel was stirred a_d heated for a
. ; second eight-hour period. For two more successive days, the lunar material was
stirred at room temperature on the stirrer.
' 11-5
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Ieadmte with _ _lve_ fizzes was filtered through a sterile
memb_me filter (g.45 m@ and aseptically trangfet_! to a sterile 5_I flask.
A portion of the leactm_e, was adjusted to pH 7.01 with 1 1_ _ for lr_o_0oratlon
into the-cu3t_re medimm.
Cb_dcal analysis (2,9) of lunar soil IH84 has revealed its principal Q
cc_sti_=Jen1_s_o be SIB2 (41._}, Feg-(16.1_), AL_3 (12.81), C_ (12.4%),
(9.2%), Tie2 (7.3%); lesser _ of M_ (0.22%),Na2_ (%.38%) arr_K20 (0.15%)
: _re found with p_n amounts of Ba, Co, Ni, 5c, Ce, and some ten other trace
elements. There is no information on its cont,entof sulfur or phosq_orus. It is
._ a "mature" soil (Is/Fe_ ratio of 78.0) (9), meaning that it had been long exposed
_o solar winds and m/cr_meteorites.
In order tn determine the amount of fines sclubilized by the chelating
: solution, a measured volume was pipetted onto a tared watch glass. 'lhesample
was dried at I10°C overnight and _ighed, thereby, obtaining the weight of
: dissolved solids, including the salicylic acid. An alternative method consisted
of heating a measured volume of leachate in'a porcelain crucible placed in a
muffle furnace at 700°C for a couple of hours, _ighlng before and after. The
latter method would combust completely the salicylic acid and required a small
correction resulting from the oxidation of Fe0 to Fe283.
The leachate possessed an intense red-brown c_lor, probably because of the
iron complexed with the organic acid. Its absorution spectrum was measured over
the range of 4_{_to 70@ nm. Upon addition of the leachate to the culture medium,
the color disappeared.
11-6
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lqIoF/fects of Lunar Leachate on E. coll
. A. In m:neral salts glucose broth
The neutralized stertle leachate _s diluted serially 1:2 in sterile
' _lled water to yield a dilution serl_ slmrti_ with 1:2 and ending with
1-_128_ Sterile sc.r_e_ap 1% x 1B6 m test tubes were e._doyed. An equal volume
t
(2.5-mi) of sterile doubie-st_._!_th.._ _um was aseptically added Do each tube
resulting in a total volume in each tube of 5 ml.
Each tube, except for the _ _ntml tube, was i_lated with one drop of
the freshly-_shed suspension of E. coli and incubated at room teuperature (about
22°C). At intervals the amount of growth was recorded by means of
spe_T.rophotometric (Bausch and Lomb, Spectronic 13e) absorbance readings at 60%
_m wavelength.
As a control, neutralized, sterilized 0.1 M salicylic acid was serially
diluted and double-strength _ broth was pipetted into each tube which also
received one drop of the E. coli suspension.
B. In aqueous dilutions
The leachate was serially diluted in sterile distilled water as described in _
Part A above. After inoculation with a drop of E. coli suspension, a loopful was
9
streaked periodically on nutrient agar Petri plates to check for viability. The
control was a tube containing sterile distilled water.
+
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., .=c .... of 6u=-m. Fines on ,_. coii_LW e. 1.$,i.,i-_-'%_ I1,-'_*
A. In mineral sal_s glucose broth
Five ml slngle strength MSGbroth wss plpetted Into each of three I_ x lg(]
screw-cap test tubes containing measured quant_tles of fines (Sg._4 =_, 2_f.42 _j,
b
and ]1.48 _). The tubes .ere autoclaved at 1ZI°C for 15 minutes. Upon coollr_
to room temperature, spectro[_otometric readln_ were made and each tube was
: inoculated wihh one drop of the freshly-washed suspension of E. coll.
: Periodically thereafter, growth was measured in the spectropho_mneter.
zb
B. On agar plates
A suspension of E. ce!i from a recently seeded brain heart infusion slant _as i
diluted in sterile distilled water. One drop of this suspension was spread _
evenly over the surface of a plate of nutrient agar by means of a sterile glass
spreader.
Three small clumps of moon fines were placed upon the inoculated plate and
the plate was incubated at room temperature for two days. The plate was examined
intermittently for any s.{gnsof stimulation or inhibition of growth around the _',
fines.
"_ 11-8
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I. r_a_h_ce
It heS not possible to achieve a om_mnt dry weight value employing the low
tmnperatdre oven (lIB°C), probably because of the t_ for salicylic acid to
suhl_me slowly. The results from ashlng revealed the 50 ml of solution to
omatain .0198 g solids. Thus, of the 0.14476 g suspended in the salicylic acid
solution, 17.25% was solubilized.
_ _ absorption spectrum revealed a peak at or near 475 nm (Figure I).
._ II,.. Effects of Lunar Leachate on the G_ of E. coli
Tables 2 and 3 and Figure 2 clearly reveal the inhibitory effect of the
solvent _.01 M salicylate on growth of the test bacterium. A dilution of i:128
.: of the leachate solution (equivalent to 7.8 x 10-5 M salicylic acid) _as slightly
inhibitory. Note that E. coli grew better in dilutions of the leachate than in
comparable dilutions of the neutralized salicylate. The increa_m in growth after
18@ hours is probably a response, in part, to autolytic prr_ucts from the cells
serving as nutrients.
III.Effects of Lunar Fines on the Growth of E. coli
Table 4 and Figure 3 show that while the presence of fines (not leachate) In
t_e culture medium was inhibitory to growth of E. cell early in the incubation
period (< 20 hours), the maximal growth achieved was greater in the presence of
each of the three levels of fines than in the control culture. In fact, the
stimulus was bimodal, with peaks at 24 hours and again at 216 hours of
incubation, the latter being substantially greater than the former. Another
- interesting feature of these data is that the highest amount of fines (50.9 rag)
'"_ 11-9
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\resulted in growth greater th&_ the control all the way past the first peak at 24
hours; the lesser _motmts of fines became inhibitory after the initial peak but
later became stimulatory (216 hours).
IV. Toxicity of Leachate to E. coli
Undiluted leachate and its dilutions up tc 1=64 were demonstrably toxic to E_=
col___i_ At approximately the eighth day, there we.-e few _f any viable bacteria
' present in either the undiluted or 1:2 dilution of leachate. In retrospect, a "
parallel study should have been made with neutralized salicylic acid.
V. Effects of Leachate and Lunar Finess Sprinkled on Agar 3eeded with E. call
A_ounts of 20.9, 14.2, _nd 5.6 mg of lunar fines placed upon freshly-seeded
nutrient agar failed to produce a noticeable effect upon the subsequent growth of
E. coll.
One drop of ]eachate produced a circle within which there was no growth of
the bacteriun. The leachate preparation in which the _ was adjusted to 7.0,
howe.uer, definitely stimulated growth as indicated by a circular area within
which the agar medium was more opaque than the background.
|*
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OONCLUSIONS
It can be c_ncluded that the lunar soil _p!e tested stimulates the growth
of E. coli in a minimal mlne_ai salts glucose culture medium. The chelator,
salicylic acid, was tOKiC to E. coli; the lea(hate partla_iy _eversed this
effect, however. The growth _,-_ement frus the lunar fines is probably a
nutritional response to unldentlfied trace el_cs or possibly to one or more
major elements in the specimen.
i
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INSREDIENT _TION
(wt o/!i ter) (_,;_m__.)
Glu_B 2.9 g 2,800
(NH4) 2 $04 1.0 g 1,000
K2BP_4 1.B g ],000
KH2PO4 0.5 g 500
NaCI 0.5 g 500
: M_sO4.TS20 0.1 g 10o .
CaCI2 I._ mg 1
_eS04.7H20 0.5 mg 0.5L
MnS@4.4H20 0.25 mg 0.25
ZnS04.7H20 0.1 mg 0.1
Co CJ03)2.6H20 0.1 mg 0.1
EDTA* 50.0 mg 50
*Ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid (a chelator) was included in the trace element
solution (Ca, Fe, Mn, Zn, Co) which was filter-sterilized as a concentrate.
Glucose was sterilized by filtration as _._rethe remaining salts.
Table i. Mineral Salts Glucose Broth for Escherichia coli. _,,
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tHOURS OF INCUBATION
Diln. of
Leachate 17 24 41 48 70 185 209
; I_.2 .e62 ._86 .076 .076" .062 _66 ._r7
1:4 ._76 .094 ._54 .E7 .076 ._;7 ._85
1:8 .I_5 .i/5 .099 ._96 .09_ .ggl .I_2
I--16 .143 .147 .128 .122 .115 ../13
1:32" .g81 .144 .135 .iii .091 .B99 .I_9
1:64 .198 .191 .173 .172 .151 .144 .179 :
1:128 .209 .207 .175 .177 .169 .168 .191
Control .219 .229 .2@3 .189 .204 .181 .223
Incubation was at room temperature (22°C). The data _r_ spectrophotcmetric
readings which have been adjusted by deducting the zero time readings. I
*This tube may be invalid since it was misplaced while taking the 17-hour
readings and shortly found in another test tube rack with several similar tubes, i
Table 2. Growth of Escherichia coli in a Mineral Salts Glucose Medium Containing
Dilutions of Moon Leachate.
i
%
T
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HOURS OF INCUBATION
Diln. of
.01M
Salicylic
Acid 17 24 41 48 7g 185 2%9
1:2 ._28 .%6% .m55 .%55 .B45 .033 ._40
1:4 ._57 ._79 ._73 .069 ._9 .63 .066
1:8 .IF73 .B96 .886 .08_ ._% .69 .%85
1:16 .099 .138 .112 .1_8 .1#3 .%91 .1%1
1:32 .125 .147 .136 .135 .158 .119
1:64 .152 .18% .168 .166 .132 .159 .175
"_ Control .219 .229 .203 .189 .2_4 .181 .223
" See note under Table 2 i
,_,
Table 3. Growth of Escherichia col____iin a Mineral Salts Glucose Medium Containing
Dilutions of Salicylic Acid.
l
t_
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R O U _ S 0 F I N C U B AT I O N
Amount
Moon
Fines 17 24 41 48 7_ 185 216
5_.94 mg .16B .26_ .238 -- .298 .3_8 .345
2J_.42 mg .144 .246 .181 -- .142 .186 .255
ii.48 mg .157 .237 .192 -- .152 .162 .277
g ._9 .229 .203 .189 ._4 .181 .23_
See note under Table 2.
Table 4. Growth of Escherichia coli in a Mineral Salts GlucoseMedium Containing
-z Moon Fines (10_84).
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F_--,.,rsof Dist.
Incub. Water Undil. 1:2 1:4 1:8 i:16 1:32 1:64
24 4+++ _ 4+ ++ _ +-_ +++
42 ++++ + ++ ++ ++ +++ +++ +++
85 ++++ - - + + + ++ ++
++++ = dense growth (innumerable colonles).
+ = light growth (a few colonies).
L.
T_ble 5. Survival of E. coli in Aqueous Dilutions of Neutralized I._ac_te.
.., 11-18
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_ SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE OF SURFACE SOILS - RELATIONSHIPS
WITH SOME SOIL PROPERTIES
A
_ By
t_
__ Carl H. Kiesewetter*Meoh/Civil Technology Dept.
:1 Middlesex County College, New Jersey
(
m " ABSTRACT
[(_ Using a published atlas of reflectance curves and physicochemical
[i
propertie_ of soils, a statistical analysis was carried out. Reflectance
bands which correspond to five of the wavebands used by NASA's Thematic
' Mapper were examined for relationships to specific soil properties. The
_ properties considered in this study include: Sand Content, Silt Content,
Clay Content, Organic Matter Content, Cation Exchange Capacity, Iron
Oxide Content and Moisture Content. Regression of these seven properties
_ on the mean values of five _! bands produced results that indicate that
_ the predictability of the properties can be increased by stratifying the
data. The data was stratified by parent material, taxonomic order,
temperature zone, moisture zone and climate (combined temperature and
moisture). The best results were obtained when the sample was examined
by climatic classes. The middle Infra-red band_, 5 and 7, as well as the
visible bands, 2 and 3, are significant in the model. The near Infra-red
band, band 4, is almost as useful and should be included in any studies.
General linear modeling procedures examined relationships of the seven
properties with certain wavebands in the stratified samples. These
results reinforced the hypothesis that the TM bands can be utilized to
predict certain soil properties. Some relationships between curve shape
and - _
_o_ properties were also investigated and produced positive results.
Dr. Donald L. Henninger, SC4, was the Center Research Colleague.
*Instructor, Civil Engineering Technology •
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INTRODUCTION
Spectral reflectance of soil is influenced by the physical and chemical
properties of that soil. Some of these physiochemical properties are more
influential than others. These properties can be measured in the laboratory
using standard tests. Recent works [Stoner and Baumgardner, 1980], [Crouse,
et al., 1983], [Kiesewetter, 1982], have suggested relationships of several
properties to the spectral signature of the respective soils, particularly
in certain wavebands. The objective of these studies has been to utilize
the Landsat Satellite data in _dentifying and classifying soils of the
I
earth. Stoner (1979) measured the spectral reflectance of 485 soils of the
United States along with physical, chemcial and engineering properties of
Y
_ those soils. The result of that investigation has been published as the
"Atlas of Soil Reflectance Properties," [Stoner, et al., 1979]. Th_s data
was used by Kiesewetter (1982) and Crouse, et al. (1983), to statistically
establish relationships between the soil properties and reflectance at
certain wavelengths. Crouse has selected six wavebands which correspond to
those of the Thematic Mapper (TM) aboard NASA's Landsat 4 Satellite. That
study suggested that four, and possibly 5, of the six TM wavebands may be
important in the identification of certain properties. Figure shows a
typical soll presentation fro_ Stoner's work. The properties which showed
the best results in regression studies were, in order'of their relevance, as
follow: Organic Carbon Content, Water Content, Clay Content, Cation Exchange
Capacity (C.E.C.), Calcium, Magnesium, Fine Sand, 2a_e Saturation, Sand
#
Content, Extrachable Acidity, and Iron Oxide Content. In addition, ten
other properties were included in the ori_inal regression analysis but were
later dropped from consideration because they showe_ little potential of
being predicted from TM data. These properties include: Potassium, Medium
12-2
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Sand Content, .pa Coarse Sand Content, Slit Content, Aluminum,, Coarse Silt,
'I
Fine silt, Very Coarse Silt, Sodium_ and Very Fine Sand.
'" This current work looks at several properties and five of the six TM _'
wavebands which are in the range of spectral reflectance measured by Stoner
: (1979) and attempts to stratify the soils on the basis of Climate, TaxonG=y
and Parent Material. The objective of this investigation is to deto_mine
which soil properties show an ability to be predicted from T.M., spectral
measurements, knowing some information about _ne _emperature and moisture
zones (climate) and the underlying pare'.c ma_rial. Thi_ information could .
3
conceivably be available for an unknom soil from sources such as a geographic
! -
._ atlas or geologic maps and reports.
1
I
: }
|'
i
/,
.&
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, THEORY
The physical and chemical properties of the soil, in combination,
produce the spectral reflectance. Some of these properties exert more ._
influence than others. Previous work, (Stoner and Baumgardner, 1980) sug-
gests that moisture content, organic matter, iron oxide content, texture,
- cation exchange capacity are more influential than other properties.
_ Kiesewetter (1982) demonstrated that strong negative correlations exist when "
organic matter, iron oxide, and moisture content are compared with reflectance
values. As the percentage of each of these increases the reflectance
decreases. The strongest negative correlation seems to be with moisture
content. Crouse et. al., (1983) have found, through regression analysis,
_: that eleven properties seem to be dominant in determining reflectance.
Since reflectPnce is dependent upon the physical and chemical makeup of
the soil, it is logical to try to ascertain how these properties are acquired.
p
Parent material should be a place to begin since the soil will inherit
certain characteristics from this source material. We know_ however, that
soils frnm similar parent materials can vary greatly in physical and chemical
composition so other factors must be in play at the same time. Climate
(temperature and moisture) is ...... rmbuting factor since temperature and
moisture influence biological and chemical processes at work in a soil.
l
Parent material is significant in determining the soil texture and chemical
composition. Parent material may be residual (weathered from underlying
rock or sediments) or it may be transported by means of wind, water or ice
[.
and deposited on the bedrock. Other factors at work in the formation of
soils are topography, living organisms and time. Time is an important
factor since it changes the characteristics of weathered material from those
which are inherited from the parent material to those which are acquired in
12-4
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the aging process. The presence of organisms, both plant and animal, is a
_i" strong contributor to the overall reflectance of the soil.
. Another consideration was to examine the taxonomic order of the soil.
This is done, primarily, to investigate the possibility that soils classi-
_ fied in a particular order will have similar reflective characteristics.
i'
Taxonomic order, as defined by the USDA in 1972, is a classification system
based on properties of soils as found in the field. Earlier classification
systems were based on soil genesis rather then field properties. Utilizing
the information developed by Stoner et. al. (1979), which includes reflectance
of various soil samples from around the continental United States as well as
_ numerous physical and chemical properties, a statistical analysis was carried
_ out to determine which properties affect which wavebands The chosen wavebands
for this study were those which match the bands of the Thematic Mapper. The
thematic mapper operates on six narrow bands: Band I (0.45-0.52_m), Band 2
r
: (0.52-0.60r_), Band 3 (0.63-0.69_m), Band 4 (0.76-0.90_m), Band 5 (1.55-
1.75_m), Band 7 (2.08-2.35_m), and a broad thermal band (I0.4-12.5_m).
Since the laboratory reflectance values cover only the wavelengths 0.4 to
2.4Fm, this study does not consider the thermal band. I
The work of Crouse, et. al. (1983) has shown that bands 5 and 7, which
_ are in the middle Infra-red portion of the spectrum, are significant in the
J
L
study of soils using satellite information. The near Infra-red band, Band
4, also shows Promise for _hese studies. The two visible bands, Band 2 and
Band 3, will sometimes provide ddditional information. Band I does not
appear to be useful for these purposes, because the laboratory data is
sketchy in these wavelengths. For that reason Band I was not considered in
-_ " the present study.
i
]986004609-]43
-j
The statistical work in this study was carried out using the Statistical
Analysis System package developed by SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina.
The procedure R-SQUARE was used Lo carry out the initlal regression work.
The GLM procedure was used to regress each soil property on the five TM
bands and gave F values to indicate the significance of each TM band in the
model.
RESULTS
Utilization of the published (Stoner, et. al., 1979) values limited
this study to the following properties: Sand, Silt, Clay, Organic Matter, "
- Cation Exchange Capacity, Iron Oxide content and Moisture content. By
_ regressing these properties on the mean value of each of the five TM bands
g_
%_ chosen for this study (Bands 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7) it was determined that
prediction of certain properties was possible just by knowing these five
• wavebands. The results of this regression study, on the 467 soils in the
data set, are presented in Table I. The R-SQUARE values can be read as
_ percentages of the various _-^_-+_ ...._c _r.- .... .... can be accounted for by the five
. wavebands. For instance, from Table I we can say that we can account for
44.4% of the organic matter in the soil by knowing the reflectance values of
the five bands.
The next step in the study was to stratify the total sample by Prent
Material, Temperature Zone, Moisture Zone, Taxonomic Order and Climate
(comined temperature and moisture). The results of those regressions are
@
shown in Table 7 under the appropriate column headings. The values shown on
Table 7 are mean values of the various classes within each group. Parent
material was broken down into the following classes: Igneous Residuum,
Sedimentary Residuum, Eolian (air transported) origin, Unconsolidated
Terrigenous Deposits (alluvial and lacustrine), Marine Deposits, and Glacial
-t 12-6
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• _ origins. Table 2 shows the various R-SQUARE values for these classes. The
soils were then reclassified by temperature zones and analyzed. The results
of that stratification and regression are shown in Table 31 Other classifi-
cations based on Moisture Zone, Taxonomic Order and Climate are tabulated in
i Tables 4, 5, and 6 respectively. The summary shown in Table 7 indicates
\
_:. that prediction values increase with stratification. Looking at the values
|
in Table 7 it is apparent that a stratification based on Climate (tempera-
ture and moisture) would be beneficial. It is also intuitively apparent
that these two factors are the only ones of which we could have prior
- _ knowledge for an unknown earth area. It would be easier to assign a climatic
_ parameter to an unmapped area than to use Parent Material or Taxonomic
Order, since these parameters imply a prior study of the soil. In simpler
F terms, if we knew these parameters we would no longer have an unmapped area.
• _ A known Taxonomic Order for a soil on the earth could, however, be used to
verify or "fine tune" our TM data. We can assign a climatic parameter to an
unknown earth area without any prior knc ige of the soil type.
The next phase of the study involved regressing the soil properties on
, the five TM wavebands in order to determine which bands are significant in
predicting the soil properties, Table 8 shows the results of this procedure _
for the entire sample population of 467 soils. A high F value and a low
! (less than 0.0050) PR > F value indicates significance. It can be seen from
Table 8 that bands 2 and 7 are significant in predicting six of the seven
properties. Band 3 is significant for five properties while Band 5 and
Bands 4 are signxficant to a lesser degree. The F value tests how well the
model as a whole accounts for the dependent variable's behavior. The value
labeled "PR > F" is the significance probability - if this value is small it
indicates significance.
12-7
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Again, the soil sample population was stratified and the results of the
regression analyses were tabulated. Tables 9 and 10 show the values for
each property in relation to the five TM bands, when stratified by
temperature (Table 9) and moisture (Table 10). These results show only the
greatest F values, where the significance probability is les_ than .0050 for
: the various properties on the five wavebands. Table 11 shows the results of *
combining temperature zones and moisture zones for a stratification based on
climate. The importance of c6rtain wavebadnds to the model are obvious from
a perusal of Table 11. Based on all stratifications, it can be seen that
Band 2, Band 7 and Band 3 are most significant in the prediction of soil
properties. Bands 4 and 5 are slightly less important overall; but they
should be considered in all models.
A preliminary approach to prediction of certain properties was
J
attempted ba_ed on correlations which were evident when the angle of the
tangent to the rising limb of the reflection curve was compared with the
soil properties. This angle was designated "Angle X" and is referred to as
such in this paper. The unstratified data indicated that correlations exist
in Sand Content, Clay Content, Organic Matter, Cation Exchange Capacity and
Moisture Content. When the data is stratified by climate, strong
i
correlations were found for C.E.C., Organic Matter, Clay Content, Sand
\
Content and Iron Oxide Content for certain temperature and moisture
combinations.
Similar correlations were observed when icoking at the declinatior
- angle of the tangent to the curve at the higher wavelengths of the data.
,_ This angle was designated "Angle Y" for this study. Correlations in the
i unstratified sample were strongest in Organic _atter, C.E.C., and Moisture ,
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Ji T'rPICAL _olL. EN'i'_Y IN ATLAS(T.
DRUMMER{IL }
°,
." Typic Haplaquoll
! fine-silty, mlxed, meslc
• humid zone
thick loess over outvash and drift
Champaign Co.
Ap horizon Ap horizon
A slope A slope
- poorly drained poorly drained
silty clay loam silty clay loam
IBZS 56%Si 32%C 8%S 60%Si 32%C
10YR 2/1 (moist) 10YR 2/1 (moist)
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i_ Content. The correlations were all negative-indicating that lower
quantities of these properties produce a steeper angle of descent at the
trailing end of the reflectance curve. When the data is stratified by
climate, the correlations are strongest in certain climate classes for the
three soil properties mentioned as well as a very strong relationship of
iron oxide in the Thermic-Arid and Thermic-Semiarid sample set. Figure 2
shows these relationships in a summarized format.
= CONCLUSIONS "
_ The results of this work will aid in the utilization of TM data for
: soils investigations. We can define the wavebands which will supply the
most significant data regarding soil properties. The study has indicated !
7
that bands 2 and 7 are very significant in the study of soil properties and |
I
their influence on TM responses. Band 2 is in the visible spectrum, while !i
Band 7 is one of the middle IR bands. Bands 3 az,d5 are somewhat less _,
I
_ significant overall but become more important when stratification by climate
is undertaken. Band 4, the near IR band, is individually important to some
of the properties. Bands 2 and 4 were used to determine "Angle X', the
slope of the tangent to the ascending limb of the reflectance curve. Bands _. t'
5 and 7 were used to obtain "Angle Y" the slope of the tangent to the
trailing end of the curve.
Sand Content appears to be associated with responses in the visible
I
• range (Bands 2 and 3) and in the middle IR bands (Bands 5 and 7). In both
cases a high sand content produces a strong reflectance response.
%
L
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Silt content has shown consistantly poor potential for prediction. J
_, _- Only when stratified by climate does Band 2 come into play in several
classes to produce positive correlations.
4
Clay content appears to be related negatively to respoL,ses in Bands 7,
• _ 2, and 3.
• Organic Matter Content•, under various stratifications, figures
dominantly in the Band 2 and Band 3 responses. These are negative
s
correlations indicating that high organic content tends to depress the
responses in the visible bands. This reduced response in the visible area
:._ produces a flattened curve. This was used by Stoner (1981) to classify the
= curves by shape.
Cation Exchange Capacity shows excellent results in Bands 2 and 7,
J while several stratification classes show strong responses in Bands 3 and 4.
These responses all show negative correlations, indicating that an inverse
relationship exists between C.E.C. and waveb_nd response.
Iron Oxide Content showed somewhat erratic results in the stuaied i
!
wavebands. This was not totally unexpected since Stoner pointed out iron
absorption wavelengths in his study which lie outside the bands covered by _4
the TM; however, two climatic zones (Thermic-Arid and Thermic-Semiarid),
showed strong negative correlations of Iron Oxide content with the Y Angle.
Moisture content produced strong negative correlations with Bands 2 and
7 with somewhat lesser results in Bands 3 and 5. Again, the negative
_ correlations indicate that increasing moisture content tends to depress
q_,
_ responses in these wavebands.
4
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4' Clay content may be one key to the response prediction problem. Higher
clay contents in soils tend to be associated with higher organic matter,
increased Cation Exchange Capacity and increased moisture contents. The
amount of clay present is not nearly as important as the type of clay
minerals present. Soil scientists are quite aware of the role that climate
plays in clay formation. All other things being equal, an increase in
temperature and precipitation causes an increase and enhancement of the
weathering reaction. High average temperatures tend to foster rapid
weathering and clay formation. A minimum degr_ u_ w_abhcvi_ i_ w.oduced
_ by climates that are: warm and dry, cold and ory, or cold and moist. This i
-" I
_. is borne out in the climate-stratified sample population when the mean clay
contents are examined for the various climate classes - the frigid dry, ]
frigid moist and thermic dry classes all show cec_:_ed clay contents. This !_
indicates that it may be practical to develop a mod_l which takes into !
!
account the climatic zone of an unknown earth area and then makes an assump-
tion of clay content before checking the various wavebands for reflectance i'
!
responses.
,.
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• ABSTRACT
_ A study is made to develop controlle_s for the NASA-JSC Triangular
Space Station and evaluate their performances to make recommendations for
structural design and/or control alternatives. The control system design
assumes the rigid bcdy of the Space Station and developes the lumped
f
"; parameter control system by using the Inverse Optimal Control Theory. In
order to evaluate the performance of the control system_ a Parameter
Estimation algorithm is being developed which will be used in modeling an
equivaleht but simpler Space Station model. Finally, a scaled version of
the Space Station is being built for the purpose of physical experiments to
evaluate the control system performance. _,
"!. Center Research Advisor: R. Berka
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INTRODUCTION
For the case of advanced spacecraft such as the proposed Space
Station_ attitude control has typically been a major problem. The source
of previous control difficulty has been centered on the requirement to
control a highly flexible vehicle. Spacecrafts with cantilevered solar
panels cause particular problems because of the low frequencies of the flex
modes. If a classical control strategy is used, the flex modes are
= filtered out of the sensed vehicle response. This technique,
unfortunately_ has an adverse effect on the attitude control perfornJance of
: the vehicle. In addition, the closed loop stability of the flex modes is
_ not guaranteed for highly flexible appendages. For highly flexible
structures the control system must not only account for attitude control_
but a]so must exhibit vibration control features, i
!
The Preliminary Space Station Design Team of the Structures Division t
of NASA-JSC has developed an alternative triangular configuration !r
[Schneider_1982] for future Space Station in order to minimize the attitude
control prob]em which is inherent in many proposed Space Station
|
configurations. The fle,, mode of this configuration are relatively high
(>5.4 Hz) and therefore can be filtered out of the sensed vehicle response.
This allows rigid body control below the flex frequency bandwidth with
acceptable vehicle rate and attitude performance. Furthermore, the
behavior of the vehicle can be accurately predicted due to the simplicity
of the structural configuration leading to a reduction of control model
errors. The control system also benefits from this concept since most
activity is centralized at the system center of mass.
The purpose of thi_ study is to develop controllers for the proposed
"'_ 13-2
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Space Station and evaluate their performances to make recommendations f_r
structural design and/or control alternatives.
" ATTITUDE CONTROL
The problems of control for the Space Statio_ have expensive solu_ ons
in cost and performarce. As a preliminary guideline for the developm_ _ of
the Space Station proposed, the minimization of these control proble,_ was
a goal of high priority. To accomplls_L this objective, the flex fre_Jency
spectrum must be raised signiflcantly to achieve desired separatiou between
the flex a_d controller pass_nd. Further_ a configuration was sought that
_: was relatively irsensitive to operational activities. The configuration
_hat resulted from these design guidelines is the triangular design studied
here [Schneider,1982]. For the proposed station the flex spectru_ begins
at approximately 5.4 Hz. The controller passband_ therefore, is _ought to
be placed below this frequency in order not to excite the flex modes of the
structure,
To achieve this objective, the study is divided into the following
three parts:
(i) C¢I o" ,_em design
" i
(2) Perfo_=_,ce evaluation
(3) Experiments
The control system design assumes the rigidity of the Space Station
and developes the lumped paramete_ controller for the rigid body mooel.
The performance of this cont'oller will be evaluated with the real system
(represented hy mote complex model with the flexibility of structure
incorporated). The designed controller will also be tested through the
experiments using a physi¢_l model.
I. Control S>'stem Design
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The flexible structures are so called distributed parameter systems
and, accordingly, the distributed controls are required to maintain a
desired profile of the structure. Since these controls are additional
controls beside the controls for attitude and maneuvering, it is attempted
to minimize the flexibility of the Space Station as much as possible and
- use only the lumped parameter controls for the presumed rigid body.
Two basic methods can be used to design control systems; each with
: their respective emphasis. The time-domain_ state-space method used in "
"_ modern optimal control _heory emphasizes the performance of the vehicle.
The frequency _._main approach is ,sed when stabiltiv issues are o concern_ °
of high priority. For the operational Space Station, performance
requirements are low compared to other space vehicles while system
_ stability is an important control obvjective. The frequency domain
I
approach, howev_ , :_ limited in general to simple systems and not readily
applicable t_ mu._ivariable control systems. Or. the other hand, the time-
domain G__ mal control theory is well developea for multivariable control
systems.
In this study, an attempt is being made to utilize the advantages of _._
d, both approaches. For stability considelations, specifications are made in
" the frequency domain, and then fhe time-do_ain optimal control theory is
applied _o design the optimal controlle_ gains. This hybrid method is so
called the Inverse Problem _ark and Lee_197o ] _nd it promises a bright
future in the control system desige of the _pace Stations.
The Space Station model used to derive the control system design is
"he coupled three-axis Euler's equation_ which is given by equating torques
--__ with _nertia times acceleration as follows:
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?
(l)
where :
Ixx,lyy ,ylzz - principle ax.s inertias
Ixy,lxz,ly z - Cross axis inertias
1
Tgx,Tgy _Tgr_ - Gravity gradient torques
; T ,To ' T - Torques due to angular momentum changes
'% % i
.j d
_Tm2 ' ) - Torques due to magnetics !_" Tml Tm
_: - HTI 'HT 2
._ _HT - Angular momenta about the 3 axes
_ 3 •
p,q,r - Body axis rates (roll, pitch, and yaw, respectively) i
Td ,Td _Td - "Disturbance" torques
: X y Z
TR1,TR2 TR3 - RCS firing torques
A model of the vehicle disturbance environment was determined to
p-
quantify the cyclic and non-cyclic torques. Also, for the proposed
Station, solar inertial pointing is a necessary maneuvering requirement
(approximately 0.06O/sec). Because of the predomlnant cyclic nature ef the
disturbance _orques a ,_omentum management scheme was devised using CMG's _._
(control moment gyro's) and RCS (reaction control system). Additional
f
control capability is also being sought by means of the Magnetic To:(p_.ts
[Gran and Proise,1981; Liegeois,1970].
The three-axis model defined by Eq. I can be linearized and
represented in the following matrix form:
x = Ax + Bu + Cv (2)
%
where x is the state vector of body axis rates and additional state
i
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variables representing the dynamics of CMG and Magnetic Torquers; u is the
control vector of CMG commands_ Hagnetic Torquer voltage controls_ and RCS
commands; and v is the vector of disturbances which may include the gravity
gradient torques and the aerodynamic torques.
The time-domain optimal control problem i_ defined to minimize the
following performance functional
(xTQ_: uTRu)dt
(3)
J = _ +
' Solution cf this optimal control problem gives the following optimal i
feedback control:
;__ (4)
._- u = Kx I
Note that the optimal feedback control gain matrix K will depend upon
the choice of the weighting matrices Q and R of the performance equation
. I
(Eq. 3). This choice is arbitrary and subjective b_sed upon engineering
judgements. Here is where the Inverse Problem comes into the scene. The
Inverse Problem is to make an optimal choice of the weighting matrices
based upon the specifications in the frequency-domain which reflect the
stability requirements.
2. Performance Evaluation
The control system design is based upon the rigid body assl_ption cf
the Space Station. Therefore, its performance requires evaluations when
the controller is implemented in the real model of the Space Station. A
Finite Element computer model for the Space Station was developed by using
m
NASTRAN [S_hneider,1982]. However, the mode] is complex and is not
suitable for the evaluation purpose of the controller performance. It is
_ _ necessary to develope a much simpler model whlch exhibit the same modal
"_i 13-6 J
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characteristics as the original NASTRAN model.
To meet this objective, a Parameter Estimation method is being
developed. Using the data generated by the NASTRAN model of the Space
Station, the Parameter Estimation algorithm will estimate parameters
representing an equivalent but much simplified version of the Station
model. The Parameter Estimation method is based upon the least squares
method [Meyer and Lee_1982] and the modified Newton-Raphson method [Taylor
_ and Iliff,1972]. It gives an iterative algorit_ of the p_rameters in the
direction of reducing the modeling error of a simplified model as compared
_ to the NASTRAN model.
It is expected that an equivalent model will be represented by three
!
plate equations coupled with rigid modules located at each corner of the
: triangle. Once thi_ is completed, then other operational experiments can
.p
also be performed by attaching Remote Manipulator System, or by docking the
Space Shuttle. The overall performance of the Space Station will then be
evaluated by imp]em_nting the attitude controllers designed.
Additional use of the Parameter Estimation algorithm is its
application on real data telemetered after the Space Station is put into
operation. This feature will be very useful in estimating parameters of
vehicle in orbit, especially the damping coefficients.
3. Experiments
In parallel with the analytical study, a scaled version of the Space
S:ation is being built in NASA-JS_. This physical model will be hung and
evaluated when the control system is implemented. It is hoped tha: the
physical experiments gi_e a new insight in control system design, structure
k
;'. _ characteristics, and instrumentations.
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CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to develop controllers for the proposed
Triangular Space Station and evaluate their performances to make
recommendations for structural design and/or control alternatives. The
control system design assumes the rigidity of the Space Station and
developes the lumped parameter controller by using the Inverse Problem in
optimal control theory. In order to evaluate the performance of the
control system, a Parameter EStimation algorithm is being developed which
will be used in modeling an equivalent Space Station model. Finally, a
scaled version of the Space Station is being built for the purpose of
physical experiments to evaluate the control system performance. Much of
the work is still remains to be done continually.
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" ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the state-of- i
_ the-art of solid waste(s) treatment processes applicable to a
Space Station. Previous studies, since the earlier 1960's, were i
_ collected to establish a project library and interviews were _'
conducted of numerous personnel with NASA, from industry, and
other researchers. From the review of available information a ,
_,
source term model for solid wastes w_s determined. An overall 1
system is proposed to treat solid wastes under constraints of
: zero-gravity and zero-leakage. This study contains discussion of :
: ; more promising potential treatment processes, including super-
c_itical water oxidation,-wet air (oxygen) oxidation, and chemical
_ oxidation A low pressure, batch-type treatment process is recom-
' i
mended. Processes needed for pretreatment and post-treatment are
:, :* hardware already developed for space operations. The overall t
=" _ solid waste management system should minimize transfer of wastes
i from their collection point to treatment vessel.
I Center Research Advisor: Chin H. Lin
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INTRODUCTION
In this report potential processes are investigated for the
-_._ •
_" treatment of solid wastes from the crew and tasks performed in a
Space Station. A Space Station has been proposed by NASA as its
cJ
next major program with an operational Station before the turn of
i
the century. Th_ Space Station would continuously orbit the earth '
*_ for years, be operated (initially) by a six-man crew, and be
_.. resupplied by a Shuttle on about a ninety-day frequency. Resupply i
C
of the Station precludes the need for a closed environmental life
• support system, but the Station will have to treat wastes in order
to at least reduce their volume prior to their return to Earth in
the Shuttle. It is here assumed that wastes cannot be jettisoned
to space from the Station; this is an important constraint to this
evaluation of possible treatment systems. The Space Station
treatment system will also need to function under zero-gravity _
conditions. In general, the Station environment will compare to a
.
community with a high population density, limited available
utilities (water, electricity, fuel, and air),and operate in a
• spacecraft with constraints on system size, weight, etc. There is
,o
no convenient place for waste disposal and no established recycle
options for the waste materials.
The Space Station solid wastes are: feces, urine, paper
trash, food _astes including food containers (plastics), and other
'm
,I
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_ solid wastes from routine maintenance operations and special.
biological, physical and engineering tasks. These materials might
i somehow be converted to substances needed on the Station. For
example, wastes containing carbon could be oxidized to carbon
_' dioxide that could be reduced to oxygen needed for life supprt.
I
_ ; Water in wastes could be separated, filtered, and recycled. Food
?
: _ wastes and metabolic wastes contain nitrogen compounds that could t
' be a source of nitrogen gas needed to maintain cabin atmosphere.
!
_ These examples do not exhaust the possible uses for solid wates,
_ but are indicative of more likely practical uses for wastes.
" _ Furthermore, solid wastes will need to be treated in order to _
i maintain the habitability of the Space Station. %
• z
The primary purpose of this study was to evaluate the ;'
!
feasibility and potential of supercritical water oxidation and
other waste incineration processes for use on a Space Station.
THEORY %
In order to achieve the project objectives information was
retrieved by means of a literature search and by direct
• discussions with knowledgeable personnel. At the start of the
_ project only a few reports on supercritical water oxidation were
_ in-hand. A computerized literature search was immediately
&,
i _ initiated through the Technical Library of the Johnson Space
Center. This search used the NASA/RECON data file. The useful
fi reports were retrieved either in hard copy or microfiche form and " _%
i
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organized into an information file. References cited in the
reports were checked and copies of applicable documents were added
to the file. A limited "hand" search of current Chemical
Abstracts and Science Citations was also done. By these means the
I
solid waste treatment information file was developed as listed in "
table Footnotes and in References. References were classified
into four main topics: Process Reviews, Supercritical Water .
) Oxidation, Zimpro Process, and Treatment Processes.
_: In addition to the library search, many discussions were held with :
c
both NASA and non-NASA personnel A list of people contacted is
!
at the end of this report, after References• These M_cussions !
were very helpful towards the rapid establishment of major i[
: problems likely to be encountered and the state-of-the-art of
solid waste treatment processes.
I,
The scope of this study did not include experimental measurements• A
On the basis of the in-hand documents and interview data, the
: available information was evaluated and organized into two major
areas; namely,,Source-Term (solid waste(s) mass rates and
composition) and Treatment Processes.
I
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_ RESULTS
_ The results of this evaluation of Space Station solid wastes and
, treatment processes are presented below. {esults for the Source
Term are presented first, then Treatment Proceses.
- A. Source Term f
- I
_ Metabolic solid wastes from the crew include feces and urine,
i_ primarily. Wastes, hair, skin tissue, and nails relatively
are
_ small contributions. Toilet tissue paper and wipes are generated _
_ along with metabolic wastes but these items are discussed later. !
FECES s
_ The rate, solids contents, and elemental composition of feces
are listed in Tables 1 to 3. The reported total fecal rates range
: from 0.060 to 0.50 kg/man-day. This factor of eight difference
can be due to many reasons. Variations in diet, particularly _%
fiber content, is an important parameter. Another important I
factor is the duration of fecal rates, that is whether over 1-day I
or l-month, etc. There are many other factors to be considered.
9
In Table 2 results are listed from reports of fecal measurements,
not second-hand sources which were included in Table i. The data
in Table 2 indicates a range of 0.i to 0.4 or a factor o6 f_ur.
The _esuits for Skylab (1974) and the McDonnell-Douglas (1971)
_ have the largest experimental basis. This author would wei0h _
data towards the Skylab results which were made in a zero-g_vity ",
14-5 _
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TABLF _. F[CAL M_SS RATE - EXPERIMENTALVALUES
" YEAR _UTHOR RATE, I;G/MAN DAY
TOTAL SOI.IDS SOLIDS %
1983 Rapp 0.25 to 0.30 - -
; 1981 Onisko and Wydeven a . . 20
1971 McDonnell-Douglas 0.40 0,.13 33.8
(90 d_y ground study)
1975 Jones (USSR data of 1967) 0.17 - 2-6 • "
1974 Sa_er O. 16 ), 041
1964 Webb 0.35 to 0.50 - 15 to 35
_:* Webb (Wright-Patterson AFB, 1961) 0.15 0.061 40.7
w;:J
i: Webb (Wright-Pattersc AFB, 1962) 0.12 0.020 16.7
1965 Rich, et al.(Ingram, 1956) C.IO to 0.15 0.025 to 0.037 25
p
a. On_sko, B. L. and Wydeven, T., "Wet Oxidation as e Waste Treatment Metnod in
- Closed Systems," NASAC_qference Publication 2247, pp. 51-53, 1981.
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• TABLE _. FECALSOLIDSELEHENTALANDASHCONPOSI'aION
.' REFERENCE
_LENENT A B C 0 E
_ C 41.92 41.92 26.3 67.73 -
:_ 0 - - 34.6 11.71 11.71
N 8.26 8.26 3.92 4.00 6.0 i
* _ H 6.59 6.59 6.98 11.71 - t
I
i
2.8 2.8 - 0.88
"
Ca 2.5 2.5 - 3.5 :
" CL" 2.1 2.1 - - :
Na 1.8 1.8 - - 0.34
_-. P 1.4 - 0.99 -
_ Pig G.66 0.66 - - 0.77
S - 0.39 0.28 1
Fe 0.b43 0.043 - - 0.087
St 0.040 0.040 O. 20 - -
Zn 0.027 0.027 - - - i -
Nn 6.017 0.017 - - 0.010 !
z
Cu 0.0040 0.0040 - 0.0032 _' 1
B 0.0015 0.0015 - -
V 0.0006 0.0006 - - : i
ASH - - 9.34 (DRY) 4.53 (DRY) 3.1 i ";
A. gydeven, T. 1983, op. c|t.
B. Carden, J.L. and Browner, R., "Preparation and Analysis of Standardized _" _'
gaste Samples for Controlled Ecological L_fe Support S_stems (CELSS), :_
"NASAContractor Report. 166392, 1982.
C. Ontsko, _. L. and _ydeven, T., 1981, op. c|t.
D. B_oenvtronmental Space Systems Stud_ Group, 1975, OF. ctt.
E. Goldbl|th, S. A. and Mi¢k, E.L., "Aealysis of HumanFecal Components
.. and Study of Methods for The|r Recovery in Space Systems, Aerospace
MedicalLaboratory,Wrlght-PattersonAir Force Base, 1961.
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environment for about 120 days by nine different astronauts. The
McDonnell-Douglas study was in a 1-g-gravity environment for 90
days by four men. The average of these two programs is 0.28
kg/man-day and for a weighted average take 0.25 kg feces per man
per day. This average agrees well with Rapp's (1983) estimate of g
0.25 to 0.30 kg/man-day.
D
The total solids content of feces varies from about 15 to 40
percent. This author takes an average value of 25% which is above
_£ the Ames data, below the McDonnell-Douglas results, and in
_ agreement with results by Ingram (1956) and Skylab (Sauer). Data
for the elemental composition of feces was not readily available,
see Table 3. Rough estimates of the carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and
nitrogen levels are 26%, 7%. 35%, and 4%, respectively. These
- concentrations are basically values reported by NASA/Ames (Onisko
and Wydeven, 1981).
On the basis of the above average fecal mass rates and _i
composition, the elemental and water mass rates can be calculated.
The results are as follows:
Rate, kg/man-day
Carbon 0. 016
Hydrogen 0. 0044
, Oxygen 0.022
: Nitrogen 0. 0025
! Water 0.19
14-10
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\The total energy available from the burning of feces,
i assuming a heat of combustion of 7700 Btu/ib (18,000 kJ/kg) and a
_: fecal rate of 0.25 kg/man-day, was calculated to be 5 x 10 -5
_. kilowatts per man-day. Thus, feces is not a practical energy
t
source by any incineration or oxidation process.
•_ •
URINE
_ The urine mass rate and elemental composition data are
_ presented in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. Variations in the
t
urine rates are not as great as the fecal data. This author takes(
an average value of 1.6 kg per man per day. The Skylab average
equals 1.58 kg/man day. During the Mercury-Apollo flights (6, 7
and 9) the urine rates varied considerably from 0.7 to 3.5 kg/man
day, but the average value of these 3 flights is 1.8 kg/man day
which is reasonable agreement with Skylab data. The solids
content of urine is 5% based on the experimental data. Thus, from
urine 1.52 kg of water per man day are available for recycle.
• The elemental composition of solids in urine is taken as follows:
"t 14-11
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TABLE 4. URINE MASSRATEa
MASSRATE, KG/MAN-DAY
YEAR AUTHOR SOLIDS WATE__..__RR TOTAL
1981 Brose 0.059 1.50 1.56
1976 Jagow - - 2.18
1975 Jones - - 1.28
1975 Bioenvironmental Systems Study 0.064 - -
1974 Sauer - - 1.58 ,
1972 Nelson and Cody - - 1.64 " " i
1971 McDonnell-Douglas Astronautics - - 1.5 I
.j 1970 Schaedle and Laubach 0.059 _.57 1.63
1
1969 HamiIton Standard 0.70 0.70 1.4 _
1969 Shook and Thomas not available i
1965 Rich, Ingram and Berger 0.06 - 1.2 !
)
1964 Webb Avg. - - 1.2 u
Mercury-Apollo Flt. 6 - - 1.3 _
Mercury-Apollo Flt. 7 - - 3.5
Mercury-Apollo Flt. 9 - - 0.7
1964 Dodson and Wallman 0.075 - 1.5 _ 4
1962 Mattoni and Sullivan 0.070 1.33 1.40
a. Footnotes are listed in Table 1 plus the follow_ng:
Mattoni, R.H. and Sullivan, G.H., Sanitation and Personal Hygiene During Aerospace
Missions," Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, Technical Documentary Report No.
MRL-TDR-62-68, 1962.
Dodson, J. and Wallman, H., "Research on a Waste System for Aerospace Stations,"
Wright-PattersonAir Force Base, AMRL-TDR-64-33, 1964.
Shook, R.E. and Thomas, E.C., "Urine Output Parameters for Space Cabin Environments,"
McDonnell-DouglasAstronautics Company, Paper 10069, April 1969.
I
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TABLE5. URINEELEMENT:'COMPOSITIONA DDRYWEIGHT
SUBSTANCE B C D E F G
WEIGHT,Z
N 21.69 21.69 20.1120.7 20.69 21.91 21.92
C 17.58 17.58 19.9 17.62 18.29 18.55 l
H 4 ;93 4.93 4.62 3.83 4.06 4.08
0 - . 25.9 21.10 17.21 22.28 i
: S 1.80 1.80 0.97 1.76 0.36 0.362
Na 6.8 6.8 - 8.05 - "
0 1.6 1.6 - 14.38 - -
P 1.40 - 1.87 0.13 -
: $I 0.G15 0.015 0.046 - -
,, f
K 4.2 4.2 - 6.21 - !
Ca 0.45 0.45 5.72 - - ,_
Hg 0.21 0.21 0.51 - I.
e.
" Dryweight - - 3.12 - - )
t ASH(dry) - 30.6 - 38.18 - '
_ootnotes:
A. Tabulation excludes extensive data compiled by gebb, 1964; these data
ar_ rates (mg/24hr) of numerouscompoundsas well as their range.
B. iVydeven,T., 1983; op. clt. _,.
C. Carden, J. L. and BroWner,R. 1982, op. clt. _J
•
D. Ontsko, B. L. andWydeven,T., 1981, op. cir.
E. Hoshtzaki, T. and Hansen, B.D., "Generic WasteManagementRequirements
for a Controlled Ecological Life SupportSystem(CELSS),American
Society of MechanicalEngineers, Paper 81-ENAs-23, 1981.
F. Bi_nvironmentalSystemsStudyGroup,1975,op. cit.
G. Putnam,D.F.,"CompositionandConcentrativePropertiesof HumanUrine,"
NASAContractorReport1802,1971.
• %
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carbon - 18%, hydrogen 4.9%, oxygen 25%, nitrogen 21%. Other
elements are not included here, for additional details see Table
5. The elemental and water release rates from urine are
calculated to be as follows:
kg/man-day
Carbon 0.014
• Hydroaen 0 0039
Oxygen 0.020
: Nitrogen 0.017
Water !.52
,j,
FOOD
The wastes generated from food include uneaten foods and used
• food containers. On the basis of Shuttle data 3.6 pounds (1.64
kg) of food (dry food, water in food, and packaging) are provided
per person per day. This includes 0.73 kg of dry food per person
per day and 0.46 kg of water• Not all the food is eaten• Assume _._
10% of the food is wasted; then 0.046 kg of water per person per
day are available for recovery. If food is assumed to approximate •
_ sugar C6HI206f which is a crude assumption, but useful for the
determination of elemental release rates. The carbon, hydrogen
and oxygen available from wasted food are estimated to be as
follows:
! 14-14
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_' kg/man-day
%
Carbon 0.03
Hydrogen 0.005
Oxygen 0.04
The amount of carbon, etc. from wasted food containers is
: discussed under plastics. I
_
C PAPER
Paper wastes would be generated on a Space Station due to
personal hygiene requirements, used paper towels, wipes, gauze,
Q-tips and mijcellaneous other paper products. These wastes
exclude washcloths, fecal-emesis collection bag, and a trash
container liner spare. The total amount of cellulosic materials
is estimated to be 1 kg per man-day. The empirical formula for
cellulose is C6H1005, or 44% is carbon, 6% is hydrogen and 50% is
_ oxygen. This estimate neglects th presence of water. The
, elemental release rates are calculated:
kg/man-day
Carbon 0.44
Hydrogen 0.06
_; Oxygen 0.50
i .
14-15 1
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PLASTICS
Wastes composed primarily of polyethylene are generated from
food containers, packing materials, medical supplies, and from
experimental work. Food containers are used at a rate of about
0.45 kg per man-day. Packing materials and other plastics could
be triple this amount, or 1.4 kg per man-day. This author assumes •
that the plastic wastes consist mostly of polyethylene. From
:- plastics the elemental release rates are:
kg/man-day
Carbon 1.6
T
Hydrogen 0.26
The total wastes generated are summarized in Table 6, and a
; summary of the elemental release rates and water are presented in
Table 7. The total solid waste feed rate is 5.4 kg per man day,
plastics will constitute the largest amount followed by food and _
urine. The weight of paper wastes is less than these latter three
wastes, but its bulk volume will be the largest. Feces amounts to •
about five percent of the total mass. These results indicate that
water is available in wastes (1.8 kg per man-day) to provide the
drinking needs for 2 astronauts per day. Carbon oxidation would
require 7.5 kg of oxygen per m_n-day because the amount of
l
J 14-16
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rTABLE 6
SOLIDWASTE(S)_REATMENTSYSTEMFEED WASTES
-, WhSTE RATE
_n-day
FECES 0.25
: URINE 1.6
FOOD 1.6
%
PAPER 1.0
PLASTICS 1.9
TOTAL 5.4
14-17 '_
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i TABLE7
; SUMMARYOF ELEMENTALAND WATER WASTE RATES t
Ele_nt/ Carbon _ Oxya,._n Nitroqen Water
Waste
• r_te, kg per personper day
,, Feces 0.016 0.0044 0.022 0.0025 O.19
Urine 0.014 0.0039 0.020 0,017 I.52
Food 0.03 0.005 0.04 0,046
_ Paper 0.44 0.06 O.50
_ Plastics 1.6 0.26 -
TOTAL 2.I O.33 O.58 0.020 1.8
I
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oxygen in the wastes is insufficient for complete combustion.
Relatively small amounts of nitrogen are available for utilizat
w%
_ on a Space Station.
? 5 Table 8 presents the heat of combustion of waste materials.
,_ r,
" B. TREATMENT PROCESSES
There are many possible treatment processes for Space Station
_ _ solid wastes. Some are conventional technology, for example,
L
_._ incineration and others are high technology processes, like
electric discharge plasma and supercritical water oxidation. This
report will discuss only a few of the processes. Information
: about others can be obtained from references cited in this report.
' !
SUPERCRITICAL WATER OXIDATION
In 1975 Modell discovered that supercritical water would
oxidize specific organic compounds. Supercritical water is water
at temperature and pressure levels above water's critical point,
374 degrees C and 218 arm, see Figure i. In 1979, supercritical
water oxidation (SCWO) was applied to mixtures of organic wastes.
Tests were conducted to show its effectiveness in destroying
• organic halides which are now commonly known as hazardous wastes.
The exploitation of the SCWO process was commercialized in 1980 by
| Modell who formed Modar, Inc.
t
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_ In the SCWO both organic material c,.,doxygen dissolve in
supercritical water and then oxidation is carried out in
]_ supercritical water medium. Organic substances and gases are
completely soluble in supercritical water but inorganic salts
_ exhibit greatly reduced solubilities. This is just the opposite
, effects of solubilities at normal conditions. Thus oxidation may
[ be carried out in a homogenous system and salts separated. Figure
_:t l2 is a schematic of the SCWO process. The supercritical water b
_ _ reactor is described in Figure 3.
%
.. The SCWO process can be described in five steps:
(i) The solid waste is slurried with make-up water to provide a i
mixture of about 5 to I0 weight percent organics. The slurry is
pressurized and heated to supercritical conditions. Heating is
attained by mixing the feed with superheated SCW, which is
generated in a subsequent step. During the period outside the %
" oxidizer, organic materials in the feed are converted to
combustible gases, low to intermediate molecular weight compozn_c
(alcohols, aldehydes, furans) and inorganic salts.
(2) Oxygen or air is pressurized and mixed with the feed. In the
; adiabatic reactor organics are oxidized at residence times o_ less
i_ than one minute. The heat r_leased by :ombustion is _,ificient to
"_ 'I raise the fluid phase to temperatures where all organics are
rapidly oxidized, temperatures are about 550 degrees C,
14-21
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(3) Effluent from the reactor/oxidizer is fed to a salt separator
:" where inorganics originally present in the feed precipitate.
(4) A portion of the superheated SCW is recycled to an eductor
upstream of the oxidizer. This recycle stream provides sufficient
thermal energy to heat the feed to the oxidizer to supercritical ,
conditions.
(5) The remainder of the superheated SCW (with some CO 2 and N 2)
is available for power generation or use as high-pressure steam.
The available data from SCWO is presented in Tables 9 to 15.
Por urea destruction, Figure 4 shows the pertinent reactions,
including heats of reaction and temperatures. At certain
._
temperatures all the nitrogen in urea ((NH2)2CO) is not produced
_ as N 2, but can be in the form of ammonia NH 3 or nitrous oxide N20.
Figure 5 depicts the ammonia, nitrogen, and nitrous oxide weight
ratios as a function of SCWO reactor temperature.
The advantages and disadvantages of the SCWO process are as
follows. The process can treat acqueous waste streams with a wide
range of flows and composition. The streams may contain both
inorganic and organic compounds. The reaction exotherm is
sufficient to make the oxidation self-sustaining and to provide
I
preheat for feed to about critical temperature No catalysts are
required for this oxidation process• Inorganic salts can be
?
readily removed by precipitation. Finally, the necessary
residence time in the reactor/oxidizer is from one-half to one
_; minute, only. The disadvantages of the SCWO process are that it
requires extremely high temperature and pressures. Large
l 14-22( P
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TABLE10 _ POOR QUALITY
"!
" SCW - GLUCOSEAND WOOD
Repro_uclb111ty or Re3ults; Gluco._e Fee'_._nd 60-1_tn. Reslde1_ce Tt=e
Gas oxposltio.
caxtx_ A_.
, l_n _o. in re_ T_p. I{2 O') C_4 C_2 C2" Gasified
(c) (c) (t) lJ
'L G.-I 2 377 16.3 69.1 1.2 14.8 0.6 16.9
G-2 2 377 1C.2 "/0.6 1.5 17.5 - 16.6
G.-3 2 37/ 14.4 63.0 1.9 17.8 0.9 21.3
• G-4 2 377 11.5 70.8 1.5 15.5 0.7 22.9
Ave. 2 3?7 13.1 68.4 1.5 16.4 0.3 19.5
:. a
_=- ",-5 2 371 19.9 53.5 2.3 23.3 1.1 25.9
_- G-6 2 371 8.5 54.6 9.$ 34.8 1.2 25.0
;Va_. 2 371 14.2 54.1 1.6 29.1 I.I 25.5
G--8 4 371 12.3 43.9 0.9 41.7 1.7 10.7
G-9 4 371 25.8 38.5 1.3 34.4 8.2
Ave. 4 371 19.1 41.2 1.I 33.1 0.9 9.5
L.
MODELL,M. (1977)
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_, TABLE 11
W.
-._ SCW - GLUCOSEAND WOOD
I_oc_ct I_strlbutlon In the C_!tLeal Reglon
ii -- Gas O:_r_,Li.'rJ.cn_ _ t Cazbon u: --b
Feed _an _ A;e. _
c_wo.) _ _n,_ "_-p. _ co (_4 o02 _  _.,_,_ _,_
(m.lJ_) (_) (C) (cm3)
Gltl_:lR
• G-14 60 2 377 13.1 68.4 l.S 16.4 0.3 19.5 1.2 266
" _ G--S,6 60 2 371 14.2 _ 54.! 1.6 29.1 1.1 25.5 2.5 280
G-_ 150 2 371 1.7..3 42.8 1.2 41.4 2.3 28.9 271
_ C,-8,9 60 4 371 19.1 41.2 1.1 38.1 0.9 9.5 - 265
levu.l.Ln£c ; zd
i I L-I 60 4.82 377 4.8 87.9 O. 6 G.6 - 10.8 - 2.51
_le sa,¢_t
.'t-1 5 .59 37"/ 8.3 79.2 2.3 10.1 - 16.8 1.1 241
_t-2 15 .96 377 17.9 69.4 3.7 9.1 - 18.1 1.5 258
_" .4-) 30 .10 377 15.9 65.5 5.1 13.0 0.5 88.3 249
.4--4 30 .67 377 5.0 82.4 2.9 9.6 0.1 33.1 0.6 252
,_4-5 60 .29 3"/7 16.8 57.2 5,6 19.,_ 0.9 39.5 6.2 258
_.
MODELL,M. (1977)
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.,_l_v_._,.,._-,_+,,,--_.•
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/
&
OF POOR QUALITY
,_ .SU PER _,_I7-/CA L VI,/ATER 0_IDATIL9/y'- U_EA
r
1011 IIo.__._.
81_ 8]_ 81c 8_ zz__5
lrempermCeee (°C) $61 596 621 632 $70
Nitrogen Xm (q/l)
(water + feed) 51422 $0301 50825 30933 $66)9
8f(.luent LL_iuLd CoupoeitLom (u_/l)
liCrmCe 1_ 100 83 29 37 .04
IllCr_ce II - " - 0.00.5
Anaemia N 17537 13798 34/*7 2719 1.65
[f fluenc pll 9.21 8.9:) 7.92 7.32 7.24,
• Effluent C*a Coupom/tlon (mole Z)
0 2 95..59 90.18 37.61 20.46 8.09 (3.63)* ;
(:O2 0._.5 1.O3 18.38 _8.4.8 4.1.28 818.33)
" _ 3.60 7.92 41.72 3%04 30.63 (22.73)
I20 0.37 .8$ 2.33 0.31 0.00 (0.00)
Ilitrolmn in L(.(luid [ffl.ent (Z)
26.7 26.7 3.._; 4..3 0.0
JiicroKe. in _a Effluent (_)
3.2 11.6 39.4 69.2 97.7
,Iitro|en Recovery (Z) 31.8 38.3 65.3 73.7 97.7
• * Valuta ict parehtheata rtpraaent I:ha ectull leisured quantities. For" Rut_ 225,
vLch 402 hel;_ preae_,(:, valuta ere nomal_zed for ¢oliper;.ao_ purpoaea.
_k
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l
!
Itee|dence TiDe (uim) 1ol 1_1 1.1 1.1 h]
¢erbon AnatFeie *
Orgee[c Carbon Zu (plm) 26,?00. 25,_00. 2&,500. 38,500. 33,&00.
! 018111[¢ Carbon Oul: (plm) 2.0 1.0 6.6 3.5 9.4
Deetruceioe Efficiency (Z) 99.993 99.996 99.975 99.991 99.97
_l ¢oebuet[oe [ftLcLenc7 (2) IOO. 100, tOO. IO0. 100.i
Ce* Coupo,it io_
-" O. 25.58 32.84 37.10 10.$$ 19.00
c6 59.02 5L.03 66.86 70.89 70.20
¢_ ....
•" Chloride AnslTs[*
Or|*nic Chloride Zn (pp_) 876. 1266. 7A8. 775. A81.
Oreini¢ Chloride Out (ppu) .023 .037 (.028 .032 .036
Organic Chloride Converiion (2) 99.997 99.997 99.996 99.996 99.993
CC/MSrtfluent Anal_s[e
CompoundS (ppb Cl) ....
[ - 9 14 -
• 18 12 18. - -
II - - (4. - -
I[ S 1_ (5. 6 - ,I( - - 0.2 - -
18 - 0.3 - 36
O - - 12 -
m e, •
t_ODELL /Yi._ ET- ft/.. /_.
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1,2-ethylene dichloride CIHZCI 2 1.01 0.?:_
:-_-_ 1, I, 2,2-cetrach lorethyleue C2Cl 4 1.01 0.866
o-ch loro_oluen, ¢7117C2 1.0l 0.282 1
|, _ ,4-_rlch Iorobentene C6R3C13 1.0! O.591
biphea_L CI2RIO ! ,OI
o-x?leae $.h4 !
•" ce_° e
_ C_aaO -,,,_ -
_oo.'_ a,-'_-¢' _ '
__ |oa 13
hexechLorocyc lohexaae C686CI 6 0.69 O,hg? |
DOT Cl4HgCl $ 1 o00 0.&93
d;, A' -d ich lorob i pheay I C 12R8C 1 1, $7 0.A95 i
hezachlorocyc lopeaced [erie CsO16 0,65 0.505 ,
_,' c_so _6.o_ -too,_ l.-_-
re| 1242 C12R_C14. 6 O,3& 0.1_ " "_
PCi 12_ Cl 2RxCI$_ 8 2,AI 1.30 I
!
• trauoforu_r oil Cio-Cl4 29,26 i
I_ZI[ ¢4R80 67.99 .__ ,100,----_ I .*_
tun 15 f
__-_-r--_ich lorob _pheny | C12R8C[ 3,02 .96
• I_K Chill0 96,9...___8 0._ II00,0
el el I elm • • _ _ • • • •
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\temperature gradients apparently exist in the 9ystem which may
make it difficult to duplicate measurements and to scale available
• i
data. The oxygen or air flow requires precise control along with
i the waste feed stream. The particle size in the waste stream,
I
j solids in water, must be reduced to less than a millimeter in b
diameter. The data available for the SCWO indicates that the
gaseous effluents are not simply carbon dioxide and nitrogen but
may contain significant amounts of carbon monoxide, methane, and
hydrogen. The presence of these gases would require extensive
_ post-treatment for Space Station application.
ZIMPRO PROCESS
The Zimpro process was invented about 50 years ago, in the
mid-1930's. This process is also a wet air (oxygen) oxidation
process but at temperatures and pressures well below water's
critical conditions. Figure 6 is a schematic of a wet air
oxidation (WAO) system. In WAO molecular oxygen reacts with
suspended solid matter or dissolved organics almost complete (90 "_
to 95%) reduction of the wastes to carbon dioxide and water. With
a residence time of 90 minutes and temperatures pressures below
critical conditions the maximum amount of carbon monoxide is
estimated to be i000 ppm, average carbon monoxide concentrations
are 200 ppm. The organic materials, if not converted to carbon
dioxide, go to the water phase as alcohols, aldehydes, and
ketones. The degree of oxidation can be controlled by WAO
temperature, pressure, and residence time. For some applications
"I
' catalysts have been used. The major advantage of WAO is that
I
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contaminants tend to stay in the aqueous phase; effluent gas
•_ consists mainly of carbon dioxide and spent air (or excess
oxygen) .
._ As evident from Figure 6 the WAO system is similar to SCWO,
._!_ •
Figure 2, except for the salt precipitation. In this report%
; details of the WAO operating procedure are not described.
However, the WAO operates at temperatures of 200 to 300 degrees C
_ _ which are much less than SCWO. It is important to note _hat the
_:_ WAO is commercially available with decades of operations in more
" _ than 200 units, world-wide. These units have been applied mostly
to sewerage sludge treatment and manufacturing process
wastewaters.
The wet air oxidation system can be used either on a batch
or continuous basis.
CHEMICAL OXIDATION
Chemical agents such as potassium permangate, potassium
dichromate, and many other alkali metal salts can oxidize solid
wastes. The advantage of a chemical oxidation process is that it
, would operate at about 1 atm pressure, or be a low pressure system
in contrast to the SCWO and WAO processes. A chemical oxidation
system would need heating to temperatures from a minimum of 100
degrees C to several hundred degrees Celsius. About one kilogram
:_,.. (kg) of oxygen is needed to oxidize an equal mass of solid wastes.
i If a chemical oxidizer was provided than the mass of oxidizer
!
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would be no more than twice that of pure (liquid) oxygen; however,
the volume of chemical oxidizer would be about the same since the
salts have a density more than twice that of liquid oxygen. The
salts might also provide nitrogen needed for atmospheric control.
With chemical oxidation system reactor materials of construction
i i
would have to be carefully considered. More expensive materials
!
• such as titanium and Hastelloy-C would probably be required. But, , :
_ Hastelloy-C is often used in the WAO process, i
Chemical oxidations could operate in a batch or continuous I
i
mode. Due to the nature of the solid wastes on a Space Station a
i
batch type treatment process is suggested. This would al_ow the
!
collection of materials for say about one week, then their
i
oxidation.
OTHER PROCESSES !
A few other processes were considered, namely the IT _ i
Enviroscience homogenous catalyst system, Figure 7 and the plasma Ii
I
torch under development at the Royal Military College, Ontario, - i
I
see Figure 8. With regard to dry combustion, a study of General i
American Transportation (1968) of fecal matter incineration I4
indicates that it is feasible but that such a system requires
precise control of oxygen flow rate, and continuous monitoring of
t i
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temperature and oxygen concentration. This experimental study
determined that dry feces will ignite at about 200 degrees C, and
i will burn very rapidly - under certain conditions will detonate.
| Thus, the collection and storage of dried fecal matter on a Space
Station should be considered a potential fire hazard.
L
_ The burning of polyethylene (wastes) is difficult and would
probably not be practical on a Space Station.L
Biodegradation processes would probably require too much i
astronaut attention and too much space in the Station.
- (
i
SPACE STATION TREATMENT PROCESS
A proposed solid waste management treatment system for a
Space Station is presented in Figure 9. This schematic diagram
indicates that the transfer of solid wastes from the collection
point to the treatment system should be minimized. Furthermore,
the maceration shredding, grinding of plastic and cellulosic %
• wastes, if attempted, will pose severe maintenance problems. The
specific type of treatment process needs to be developed. Prior
to any chemical reactions the system would dry and compact the
solid wastes. The treatment reactor is envisioned to be about 5
gallon capacity, with no penetrations between the reactor cavity
i and the outside. This could be done by means of a magnetically
controlled stirrer, with a chain drive. Equipment other than the
4
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tr_ . _t reactor has been used in _,:,_ _.ing spacecraft or
deve_e_ The proposed system wed" _ exhibit zero-leakage except _
for 8_nt filters and in-exchange _,:_zins. The amount of solid ash
from t_e _reatment process s_:_. >-; _e a few percent of the total
feed mass.
Figures I0 to 13 summa:ize the principle reactions for
oxidation of wastes, considered as a mixture of carbon, hydrogen
and oxygen, and subsequent reduction of carbon dioxide to oxygen
_,- and either carbon or methane.
CONCLUS IONS
As a result of this study the following general conclusion is
made; a solid waste(s) treatment process for a Space Station needs
further study to achieve a z_liable operational system. The solid
waste rates determined in this study, especially those due to food
wastes, paper and plastics, need to be better acertained from at _
least Shuttle operational data. Processes for the conversion of
solid wastes to carbon dioxide and other inert substances need
additional experimental measurements.
There are a few feasible treatment processes, chemical or wet
air oxidation; supercritical water oxidation does n_t appear
suitable for a Space Station. In addition to the treatment system
_ . design needs, the problem of mechanical transfer of wastes from
collection point(s) to the treatment vessel is critical. This
k4
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_ 4
V
4
{0 aspect along with total systems integration needs to be
considered. _
Finally, when design criteria for a Space Station are better
• f
":stablished and better data are available on treatment I
performance, a trade study should be conducted to evaluate I
: alternatives.
!
!
I
l
J. :
I
• i
I
• J
t
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i_' ABSTRACT
_ Spectraof lunar sitesobtainedin June 1983 have been analyzedfor residual
• luminescence using the spectral line depth technique. The results for three
sites eachat threewavelengthsindicate:
SITE Na D Ha K I
"_:_ Mare Crisium 9.4(-+1.1) 8.71+-1.416.81+1.5)
Kepler 8.11+1.31 8.11-+1.1)9.5(-+1.9)
Aristarchus 8.5(+1.7) 8.3(-'i.1) 8.0(-+1.4)
In each case, the value quotedwas based not only on the strongFraunhofer
line in the spectralrange coveredbut also on from 11 to 21 weaker lines
within80 A of the strongestfeature•
Thesedata do not supportpreviousobservations.The valueshere givendo
not indicatea greatlyreddenedspectrum,and the luminescencespectrumof
the mare siteis not significantlydifferentfromthe two young cratersites.
These observationscannot be adequatelyexplainedby thermalluminescence,
• theoriesof directexcitationare also unableto explainthe strengthof the
flux.
_ CenterResearchAdvisor:Dr. A. E. Potter
I ,
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Reports of lunar luminescence extend back almost SO years, yet
instrumentallimitationshave, until recently,made accuratevalues for the
luminescentflux(as a percentof reflectedlight)difficultor impossibleto
obtain. Nevertheless, these early measurements did demonstrate the existance
of the phenomenon.The early measurementsshowedvariabilityboth from site
to site and with phase angle at a given site. Both direct excitation and
!: thermalluminescencehave beenproposed.
APPROACH
: Recently, the applicationof multi-elementarrays to observational
: astronomyhas made made accuratedeterminationsof luminescencepossible.
c
Accordingly, the coude spectrographof the 2.7 m telescope at McDonald
Observatorywas recentlyused to obtainobservationsof selectedsitesat a "_..
number of strong Fraunho,%r lines. These measurements require a solar
spectrumobtainedwith the same spectrographfor interpretation.If there is
:' a non-reflectivecomponentin the observedlight from a lunar site then the
:. apparent depths of the Fraunhofer lines in the lunar spectrum plotted against •
the Fraunhofer line-depths for the corresponding line in the solar spectrum
should kave a positive intercept. Figure 1 shows the raw data, and figure 2
shows a plot of the relattve line depths as dtscribed above. Attachments 1
and 2 are computer programs which take the measured relative line depths
. (stored on disk), determine a least-squaresfit, do some elementary .
c
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statistics, and calculate the residuals in form suitable for plotting.
t Figure3 illustratesthe qualityof the fit.
_ RESULTS
;,•
f
:'_ I Onthe threesiteswhose datahave beenmeasured,the luminousfluxes
fall in the range 6-10 percent of reflected light, the most significant
resultsare that 11)the luminescenceof Aristarchusis not strongerthanthe
L
_ other two sites and (2) that the luminescenceis not increasingas a percent
::'=- of reflectedlightin the red as reportedpreviouslyin the literature.
TABLE 1
; SITE Na D Ha K I
Mare Crisium 9.4 (±1.1) 8.7 (±1.4) 6.8 (±1.5)
Kepler 8.1 (±1.3) 8.1 (±1.1) 9.5 (±1.9)
Aristarchus 8.5 (±1.7) 8.3 (±1.1) 8.0 (±1.4)
"i 16-3
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[ ORIGINAL PAGE IS
ATTACIIMENT1 OF POOR QUALITY
C PHOGHAN LU_FL_.FOP
C TN|S PRU_H%_ kILL REND DIG|T|ZEP f'ILES SPECIALL_ CREAIEb FOE IT,
C |k _A_I|C(ILAR t _HE_E FILES APE:
C |, _ACH YUH A MuqBEP UF" FHAUhHUI[k h|EE$ |N A GIVEN wINDON.C 2. DATA AN G_UUP_ UF 3s--ellA°LiNE C_ReCum,
._ C I, _IL_S _LAD A_ CREATED BY UIGIT|Z_H,
C Is ADO/TLU_e THE PkUGHAM diLL C_EAT£ A UATA tLbE mllH THE HLSULTIkG
• C EATiOS |_ |T, iT *|bE CALCULAIE 1HE LEAST SQUARE3
C _|T SLOPE AND INTEKCEPT film Tltb DATA SET AND C_AIE _ DATA _Ib[°
C
C --BUT--
L t C
C WRIIE DOwN TH_ FIITING lEAN&.
C OO_ I5/JULI$3 TH_
C _OUIFIEU 201JULIOS/INOUIFIEU 21/JULIa3
C
C 5kC_lON 1
C LNL_IALIZATIOM
C
CHAHACTEH_4 L[NEM.b|MES
CHAHACTEH_JO M_[_6_IbE_RFIL[
r D_[NSLOH ZMN(200)e_SN(2OO),EATP(IOO)eRAT_(IOO)
INTEGE_ MNAXH,NNAX_
C
C SECTION 1I
C KhAD TWO DIGITIZER FILLS
C
NRXTE(be_) ' EH_H MOON _IbE NAM_ AS XXX.N;_ ' I_IK_ D|_ LIST
|0 _O_MAT(Ab4J IDIGL_XZEH eOONFIL£
_EAO(b_IO)MtlLE
._ OF'_NCUNI_:I,VILL:M_Ib_._ZATU_:'ULO',R_AUONL_)
_ OO 50 l:le20O _EADS _'S OUT OF LIME
X_AD(4eIOeLND:50) LINEN
i U_CUDE(?e2OeLIKEH(SIXSB)) XMN(I)
20 FUR_AT(FIO._)
MNAXN_
50 CONTINUE
M_L+E(be I) ' ENTEK SUNFXL£ AS XXX,N;N ' LD|GI;IZE_ SUNFILE
: GEAO(b,IO) _VIL£
OPEN(UNlt_4.FILE_FILE.STATU_'OLD_.H£ADONLI)
! 0_ IO0 Jzl.200 IY'S FOR _UN
_[AO(4eIOe[NU_IO0) LINES
O_CUi)£(7e20_L|NE&(51:S8)) _SN(j)
,_ NNAXS#J
i 100 CUNTINUE
IF(_KAXNe_Q°NNAXS) GO TO |_0
wP|TE(E,IJ ' FLEES DU NCT HAVE SAH_ NU. UF" LINE8 1
GU TO q9_
150 I_((MOO(NNAXMe$)).EO,O) GU TU 200
_R|_[(bee) ' NU UF L|NES NUT NULTIPL_ _F _HREE '
GO Tu 999
C
C SECTION III
C Hb_ THE DEPTH TO CUNTINUUM RATIUS ARE CAL,CU_,&D
C
u 200 LIMNSmNMAXM-|
£H_bz|
UU 250 KmleG/NMS,3
MA_M(IHES)_((¥NN(K_I))I(((_NN(K)) t2)))t2.0))! M D_PTH
HA_5(I_ES)_((¥$N(_IJ)/(({_bN{KJ)¢(¥SN(_t2)))/2.0)) ! S DEPTH
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IH£S elJtEStl
250 CdNtlUUk'
C Q
C _ECTION I!11
C 4KI_(S A DAtA F|L[ N_'H TH_ LUkAR AND 60LAR RAIIOS PAIRED
• C
w_ZTE(be 0) ; LUkAK A_'U &OLAk RATIUS o
, IR_SnlRES-_
nkITEESwSUO)(RAIM(H),RAT&EM)_NII,I_LS)
300 ¥OH_AT(2Xo2VIS.b) *
aRIT_(Owe) * MAKE kAME OF HATIU FILE AS XXXX,DAT *
- KbAU(b,lO) HFIbE
Up£e(UklT_IO,FLbLnH_'IbE,STATUS=*MEae)
.__ a_L1_(IOt3OO)(kATN(N),_ATS(N),Nn_,IRES)C0 .
_ C &ECTIOk V
_- C bLAST SUIIARES ¢Ai, CUbATIGk
-- SMXS80 _SUM OF RATM SOUl,_ED TEPNS ZEHO£D
6W_O [SUM U_ RATS VALUES ZEHOED
• SN_80 |SUM OF R_TM VALUES ZEROED
6_X_SsO ISU_ U_ CROSS TERM6 ZEROED
•* DO 350 ICNTulelRb6
SAXSHAIS(ICNT)+SNX IDOING THE SUMS
_dAI_=((RATM(ICN[).)e(HA_S(ICNT)))_SMXYS
SeX_sI(HATS(ICNT))e*2)_SNXS
E _d_z(_AIM(1CNT))46#)
350 Cd_TINUE
_' D_LI.SutI_E$*(SHXS)jo(SNXe_2)
AFITz((SNXSISMYJ-(S_IS_X¥S))/UE_bS ! SbUPE
BFIT:((IkES*SMXYS)-(SMX_S_I))/DEbLS J IhTERCEPT
4RITE(be*) * XNT_RCEPT AND SLOPE AR( *
_R_T_(b,425) APIT,BFII
425 POR_A_(2X.flS.S.2X_FIS.S)
XLUNBz(AFI_tlOU)/(IoAFIT)
dHIT_(b**) e P_HCLNT LLHIN_NC[ 16 * _
_RITk(Se4SO) XLUNB
450 FU_MAZ(SX,F1505)
999 CONTINUb
&XO_
END
+
..;;.
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i_ ORIGINAL p._ IS
,:, OF POOR Qu_L,,Y
z_ ATTACHHEtlT 2
I C VHUG_A_
LuH3TAT.k UH
C 1HIS PHUGHAd m|Lb H[AO DIG|11ZEH F[b_S 8PtCJALL¥ CHEATE:D FOR LUNF'IT
C AND OO AN b_TENULU 6TATJSTICAb ANALY515 UF THEN. IT _UL$, |NAUU|TJONTML A AND U CUEVCL[NT$ FUk ThL L_AST UUA_E_ FI1,1HE F_LLOw|hG:
i_ c I. A cuou_as ov vz_ eStZ_ATu__C,.A aNu .; C 2. THE _uH! UF' IN_: _U_ Of" 1HE S_UAkE_ £_b CALCUbAt|ON.
I C J. TH_ U|t'V_RLkC[ DELTA _UH I t'UH ALL, _H_ DA1A _O|N_'5.
I C |t_ AUD|T|_, THe P_UGRA_ m|bb CH[AT_ A OATA t'[LE wHICH CUk1A|_5 1"HE
C DZFFER_CE$ AND THE|k SODA,IS fOR fURTR[H CON_IUERAT|UN.
C TH_ _UUFC_ _UH _H[ [OUAT_ON_ CURTAiNeD H[HE|N |_
c
i_ C UArA HEOUCTION AND LR_UF ANAb_|_ FO_ THEC PN¥_CAb _C|ENC£_
._ _ C e_
i C P. _. R£VlNGIUN
C ( 6EE CRAPT_ 61X IN PAHTICU_A_)
c
C ONbY [HE DLF_H_C_$ ARE 6AVED A6 A DATA FLbE.
C
C DONE BY TUN _OEGAN
C CR_AIED 251JU_IB]t
C _UUIF'IEO 2b/JUb/_//27JUb¥/8]//2_/JUL/83//
C
*; C S_CTiON I
_ C INI_IALI_ATION
-; CHARACTEHel XAFF
CHARACT[H_o4 _[NEN,b|N[_
- ;. CHARACTER_Ju MVIbEe_F'ILE,_FLbE
i DIM£N_|UN ¥_N(2OO)_N(2OO),RAT_(IOO)_RAT_(|O0)
-r OlqEhS|On OVbAN(IOU),U_bAHS(IuO)
LflT[G[R _NAXNeNMAX6
c
" C SECTION II
C READ TwO DIGITIZEH F1bE6
C
WRITE(bee) * EN]ER NOON F]bE NAN| AS XXX.N;_ t J_IKE D]_ b[6T
10 FORNAT(Ab4) [DIGITIZ_H HCUNF'Ib£
HLAD(S,IO)NVIbE _OPEN(UNJE_4,YIb[=HF|bEe6TATU6¢_O_D*eHEADUNb_)
DO SO 1_|_200 |R£AD_ ¥*6 OUT OF b1NE
READ(4,IO_[NU=50| bZNEH
DECUDE(T,20,bZN_N(SIZS8)) YHN(I)
. 20 FOR_AT(_IO.I)
NHAXN=I
; 50 CON_ZNUE
; wNXTE(o_#J * LNl[R 6U_FILE AS XXX.N;N * [D_GITtZE_ SUNFibE
: _¢kD(b,tO) _f'lbb
UP_N(UNJr:4_VIb_=S_IbEe3tATU_:*UbD*eREAuUNbY)
UU IOU J=1_200 II'_ FOR SUNq
REAIJI4,10_DzlUU) bINE_
uECUuEiTe2(*,bLN&_iSI_b¥)) ISNLj)
NkAXSzJ
lOO CUm_IMU_
IF(NMAXNe_U.N_AXE) GO TII ISO
kRIT_(be_) * VIbR$ DO NUT HAVE 3AME NO'. OF _INE$ _
GO TO 999
_; zso ZV((.OD(,_AX..]))._O.O) _o TO_oo
• wRIT_(6_) ' HU Of" blN_6 NU1 _ULTIPbE OF TH_EE t
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GO TU 999
C
C SECTION |11
' C HERE 1HE DEPTH 1U CONTINUUM NA1"IUS AHE CALCULA1EU
C
200 b[qMS:WMAXNoJ
IM[Sm!
U_ 2NO KalwbJMHSo)l
_ATM(IH_S)a((_Nk(K#I))/(((YMk(K))t(r_N(K#2)))II.U)) I M D£PTH
H_S(IR_S)a((_SN(K_I)J/(((XSN(K)).(YSN(KtI)))I_.U)) | S OEYTh
250 CU_[JNUE
¢
C SECTION II11
C LEA$ f SUUAkE6 CAI,CU_T|UN UF LUMINANCE
C •
IHES:IRE5"I , z
SNXS=O |_UM OF HATH SOUAREC TER_$ _EROED
SHX=O ISu_ OF HATS VALUES ZEROED
S_s0 |SU_ bF HATH VAbUE6 ZER0£D
; 8_A_6=0 _SUH UF CHUSS TERMS _£RDEU
:'_ bO 350 _CNT:?,IRE6
l:J _4XZRATS([CNT)_SMX 1DOING Tile _UMS
_ S_A_Sz(t_AT_(ICNI"))*(HAISt]ChT)))_SHXX6
_XS=((RATS(ICNT))*e2)tSHXS
Sqt:(kATM(ICNT))_SN_
]_0 CONTIAU_
OEbbSztlH_S*(S_XS))-($HX**2)
AFIT:('[S_XS*SM_)-(SMX*SHXXS))/DE_S | INTERCEPT
bF_T=((IHESISMX_S)-(SMXeSH_)JlCELLS ! SLOPE
wH[TE(oe$) _ I_TEKCEPT A_O SLOPE ARE *
; wHITK(5,425) AFIT,UFIT
425 FURdAT(2X,FIS.S_2X,FSb.S)
XLU_AstAFI1*IOO)I(I-A_IT)
XLU_B:((I-BFIT)IbFIT)*|O0
dHlTE(b_*) * PI:_C_NT LUR|K_NCE FHGM A AND B IS PESPECTIVEL¥ *
_KITE(b,4bO) XLUHAeXbU_B
450 FOHMAT(2(SX,_|S.S))
C
C SECTION V
C CAbCULAIlNG THE DIFFERENCES THEIR SGUARES AND SIGMAS
C
VAHSuO | ZEROES YARIANCE _
SbAMzO ! ZEROES PUNNING SUN
UO SO_ I6_IelHES ! DOES bUN AND VAR CAb
DVLA_IS)aPATN(IS)-(AFIT+B_IT*(P_T8(IS}))
DVbAHS(X_)s(DFbAM(IS))**2
VAHSaOF_AMS(IS)_VARS
SO0 CONTINUE
VAHSsVARSI(IRE_-2)
SIGAz(VARS_XS)IDLbLS
&IGfl:(|RE_eVAHS)/UEbb&
_IGA_SOHT(SIGA)
_IG_zSONT($1_)
_VAHSm5OHl(VARS)
aHITE(o,_J * SIGMA k SIGMA U SIGHA V IRE6 '
lkI[[(S,SIS)SSIGAeSSIGU,_VAKS_IRES
S2S f'OH_AT(_X_IO.S_2X,¥IO.b,_X,_I_.S_2X_I])
_HlTE(b,_) * PAUSE HIT ANY kEY WHEN _OUR READY *
H£AU(Se?bO)XAFF
4RITE(Oe*) * TABLE UF DEVIATIONS *
"t
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to
_' aH|TE(Se72S)(IPTwD_'bAM(|PT)e[.)i LAPS (lPt) oIPT=I t,1 HI'g)
725 I"UI_"IAT ( :sAe I $ e 2X e I"1U. b,, 2A e l" 10. S )
750 I"UN 14k'[ ( k| )
: nklrE,(beo) ' kAN_ THE bEL, TA | F|bE AS ZZZZeCA'/ ,
I_t':kO( 5, ! ,I }HF I J,EUPE.IV(UNI ralo, Flbl:;s/_l. IJL,EeSTA]U&z t hew s)
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Development of a Ilass Spectrometer System for the
Measurement of Inert Gases in Meteorites
Russell L. Palma
Assistant Professor
Physics Department
Sam Houston State University
;_ Huntsville, Texas
ABSTRACT
L The study of the inert gases in meteorites has provided
many clues as to the origin and evolution of the solar system.
. Particularly crucial and complex have been the gases krypton and
-:_ xenon. To accurately measure the isotopic compositions of these
_-" gases requires a mass spectrometer of high sensitivity and reso-
_= lution.
In this project a previously unused and largely untested
mass spectrometer system was brought to the point where it was
ready for routine sample analyses. This involved, among other
things, focusing the ion beam for optimal peak shape and sensi-
" tivity, documenting the instrument's response to a series of
characteristic tests such as multiplier gain checks, and inter-
facing the instrument to a computer to run the sample analyses.
_ Following this testing and setting up, three iron meteorite
samples were to be analyzed for argon, krypton, and xenon. The
three samples have been shown in prior work by the author to
possibly contain primordial heavy inert gases. Although these
analyses have not yet been carried out, it is anticipated that
they will be completed in the near future.
Center Research Advisor: Don Bogard
C
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INTRODUCTION
There were two primary objectives whicn I hoped to carry out
during my 1983 summer research fellowship. Tt first was to help bring
the new mass spectrometer in the gas analysis laboratory to the point
] where it was set up for routine analyses of meteorite samples. Fol-
lowing this, I wished to analyze the inert gases argon, krypton, and
xenon in three iron meteorite samples to confirm, with reduced error
bars prior work which indicated possible primordial heavy inert gases
I
; In the theory section, I will discuss the impetus for the iron
_: meteorite sample analyses, while in the results section I will dis-
:: cuss the progress toward achieving the original two objectives
_T " _
THEORY i
T
: _leteoritesare classified into three macroscopic groups: irons, !
I
stony-irons, and stones. These three broad classifications are further i
broken into many finer divisions based on mineralogical and structural
differences. Many investigators of stony meteorites have found un-
usual elemental isotopic ratios relative to those seen in the earth's
atmosphere, the sun, and hulk meteorite compositions. These data
"E
have provided clues to the solar system's origin and evolution. In
seeking explanations for the anomalies seen, studies of stony met-
eorites have burgeoned, with incr,_singly more precise techniques and
data. Meanwhile, the iron meteorites have been more-or-less ignored
in the search for primordial inert gas anomalies. This treatment is
not totally without justification, since iron meteorites clearly repre-
sent samples which have undergone a significant amount of metamorphism.¢
i
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Thus they might well be expected to have lost, or at least appreciably
altered, original inert gas compositions. Nevertheless, this is a con-
I clusion reached more b_ assumption than by experimental confirmation.
Those studies of the inert gases in iron meteorites which have
been carried out were generally done with a different objective in mind
| than the detection of possible primordial anomalies. Because of this,
the samples selected for study and the procedures used were inappropriate
for the objective I hoped to achieve. First of all, measurements of
. inert gases in iron meteorites have been almost exclusively restricted
iI to the light gases helium, neon, and argon. This was done because the
light gases are expected to have much greater concentrations than the
"_ heavy gases, krypton and xenon. The reason for this is due to the
elemental composition of iron meteorites being approximately 90% ironi
_ and I0% nickel. Assuming that all the gas in these meteorites is the
:_ result of spallation induced by galactic cosmic rays, the target elements
iron and nickel can yield the gases lighter in weight than themselves,
helium, neon, and argon, but not the gases h:avier than themselves,
krypton and xenon. Thus spallogenic krypton and xenon will _nly be
produced from heavy trace elements.
On one hand that is favorable for my objective, si.ce it means
that spallation produced krypton and xenon may not overwhelm a small
primordial gas component. On the other hand, it means the concentration
of the gases is probably going to be extremely low. This expected low
_oncentration requires an extremely sensitive mass spectrometer with
sufficient resolution to clearly separate the isotopes of xenon. The
'_ new mass spectrometer at Johnson Space Center was well suited for this
investigation,
17-3
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' RESULTS ,
For the following discussion of adjustments made in the mass
spectrometersystem,I will first very brieflyoutlineits overall
operation. Neutralgas atomsare releasedfrom a heatedsample,enter
the mass spectrometerand are ionizedin the sourceregionby bombardment
with electronsfroma filament. The ions are now collimatedand accel-
eratedthrougha seriesof slitsin parallelplateswith a voltagedrop.
The resultingion beamenterso_hefieldof an electromagnetwhere it is
splitdue to the varyingchargeto mass ratiosin the beam. Those ions °
; whose chargeto mass ratio is such thattheywill enterthe analyzer
_: slit impingeon an ion collector. The signalthusreceivedis then
amplifiedand recordedon a stripchart.
At the beginningof the summer,the ion beam was obviouslynot
well focusedsincethe shapeof the peaksmade when scanningover a
mass was poor and the sensitivitylow. The desiredpeak shape is one
which has a flattop and steep sides. The flat top ensuresthat when
one measuresthe heightof the peak,the exact placeon the peak sel-
ectedwi:l not be critical;this is especiallyimportantfor peak
jumpingwhere a computeris runningthe sampleanalysis. The steep
sidesmake it possibleto clearlyresolveadjacentmass peaks. The
focusof the instrumentis affectedby a numberof variables,and
the adjustmentof one pardmeterwill usuallyhave an effecton the
others. Thus the properfocuswas only reachedafter a longseriesof
trialand erroradjustments.Among the coarseadjustmentsare a magnet
in the sourceregion,the main electromagnet,rotationof the collector
slit,and the collectorslitwidth, "he sourceslitwidth is not
i adjustableon thismachine. Fineradjustmentsincludedthe leveland
i
i
I
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difference of the source divider; the deflection plate voltage, repeller,
and dynode #I of the electron multiplier; and the repeller of the emis-
sion regulator.
The best focus for one mass may not be optimal for another. The
original focusing was done with 4OAr since that is always in the back-
ground of the system. However, after it became evident that the sensi-
tivity of the instrumentwas such that measuring argon would not be a
problem in typical lunar or meteorite samples, the focusing was read-
justed for xenon, which is generally of much lower concentrations. Part
of this readjustment involved an analysis of the five inert gas peak
_ _ heights as a function of the electron accelerating voltage. This voltagea
is the potential difference between the filament and the ionization
chamber walls. The peak sensitivity for krypton and xenon came with the
electron voltage at 43.5 V, and this value was adcpted for all gases
for convenience and because double ionization of 4OAr (which would then
contribute to the 2ONe peak) would be small.
Constant sweep rate scans of the krypton and xenon mass regions
after the final focusing adjustments are presented in Figures l and 2.
As the magnetic field increases, the charge to mass ratios differ by _''
less and less, so the excellent resolution at xenon is one of the in-
q
struments clear strergths. Thus the machine is set up in such a way
that the sensitivity in measuring the isotopes of krypton and xenon is
" optimized (while still retaining a good peak shape) at the slight expense
of the generally far more abundant inert gases helium, neon, and argon.
Since the concentrations of the heavy inert gases are so low
i (132Xe on the order of I0-II cm3/g STP), it is naturally vital to main-
tain as low a pressure and clean a system a_ possible. This is accom-
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plished by enclosing the all metal mass spectrometer in a hood and
baking it with resistance heaters when necessary. It is always possible
t
thatduringthese bakeoutsthe metal flangesand coppersealsmay expand
and contractin sucha way as to producea leak. The leaksare detected
by blowing4He over the variuusflangeswhilemonitoringthe 4He peakon
the recorder. One largecopperseal and a gold valve ringhad to be re-
placed(thegold ring by one of paladium)this summer,and the machine
subsequentlybakedout at approximately150 °C for severaldays. Another
small leakwas pluggedby applyingleak sealantto the affectedregion.
The backgroundgases (in particularbenzene,which interferswith 78Kr)
weremonitoredand found to be steadily,albeitslowly,decreasing,so
that by the end of the summerthere was a much cleancrmachinewith an
iunizationgauge pressureof about 2.5 x lO"9 torr. }
Other testsrun on the machinewere_ultipliergain testsand !
sensitivitytests. The resultsof thesewere used primarilyto compare
the new mass spectrometerin the lab to the old one. In the multiplier
gain test,a peak is firstmeasuredby havingthe beam strikea Faraday !_
cup, ratherthan the electronmultiplier. The gainof the multiplieris
then computedby comparingthe multipliersignalat variousmultiplier _
voltagesto that of the Faradaycup. In the sensitivitytests,inert p
gasesof knownamountsand isotopiccompositionsare admittedto the mass
spectrometerto determinethe instrument'sresponse.
After the focusingproblemswere largelyovercome,the next
major phaseof bringingthe new mass spectrometerinto routineoperation
was the interfacewith the computer. Under the computer'scontrol,
_cansof the peakscan be made much more swiftlyand accurately. How-
ever, becaus_the vibmatingreedelectrometerand the magnetregulator
17-6
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#_ on the new instrument differed from that of the old, the software had to
, be modified. In the interfacing process many problems arose from the
different characteristicsof the hardware. The magnet regulator in?
' particular had to be modified to damp out oscillations which were keeping
_ it from coming to rest on a peak by the time the computer was integrating
the peak's height. The nonlinearity of the electrometer presented
difficulties in measuring the signal from widely different peak height_
(for example, 38Ar relative to 4OAr in atmospheric composition) while
.
•_ on a volt r_nge setting sufficiently high to keep the larger peak on
| scale.
!_ CONCLUSIONS
At th_ time of this report, the mass spectrometer and the com_,
I
:_ ter interfacing are very close to being ready for sample analyses.
p_
" Already sensitivity checks and blank background measurements have been
_ completed in anticipation of the melting of the first of the iron met-
: eorite samples, Babb's Mill. I expect that in the following weeks the
other two, Braunau and Sierra Gorda, w_ll also be run. Although the
results of these measurements cannot be reported here, it is hoped that
they will soon be included in a paper with due credit to the NASA/ASEE
summer faculty program for their support.
a
!
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A. INTRODUCTION
L
w
The attached photograph shows the current arrangement of a Platecoi!
heat exchanger which uses LN2 on the inside of parallel tubes, in
counter flow to the test cell engine exhaust gases which are drawn
through a box surrounding the plates by the existing vacuum blow-
ers. As a result of inadequate performance and special test data it
was decided to redesign the system to accommodate an Apollo RCS
engine.
B. CHARACTERIZATION OF EXISTING SYSTEM
Test LN 2 - 3 (TR-329-002) was used to determine tube and sheil
side heat transfer coefficients for the system (Table I). At the 68
second ,_crk it should be noted that only sensible heat is trans-
4
. ferred, i.e., at an exit temperature of 35OF no ice formation •
would be occurring since the H20 vapor pressure in the bulk gas !
_ phase is higher than in the inlet vapor stream. During this test ,
_ the LN 2 rate was 2.5 gpm on the average. The Platecoil catalogue
_:" 5-63 indicates that each tube is about i" in I.D. with a wall thick-
_ ness of 083." There are 84 tubes, each 47" in length
_-_ • ° f;
- At a cell pressure of .2079 psia (68 second mark) Altitude Predic- ,
tion m_thods (TR-329-OOI) yield a rate of 91.5 scfm through the
exchanger. Since there are 84 tubes this would be about i scfm per Itube.
The composition of the gases at the heat exchanger inlet was taken
to be:
Volume
H2 - 8.3
, N2 - 33.3
CO 2 - 6.8
CO - 9.2
H20 - 40. i
CH 4 - 2.1
99.8
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It should be noted that at I scfm per tube, with AOZ H20 by volume
in the inlet gas, the heat load to fzeeze all the water would be
., 22.4 BTU/min. At an LN2 rate of 2.5 gpm (.0285 gpm/tube) there is
; only 17 BTU/min available on the N2 side if a constant T of .v.
:., -320OF is to be maintained, i.e., there is _nadequate LN2 to do
the job of removing water and sensible heat.
; .+i The conditions for characte.izing the system are summarized in the
following sketch:
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The rate of heat transfer Q (BTU/hr) for this case, neglecting wall
and ice resistances, is given by:
-, Q = 2 L (T i - TO) "_
1 1
i
Rh. +
1 0
Where L = length of tube
" Ti : inside bulk temperature
To = outside bulk temperature
: R = Radius of tube " " I
hi = inside coefficient of heat transfer
ho = outside coefficient of heat transfer
The rate of heat transfer is also given by:
!
!
Q = rnE_ aT : (gas flowrate) (heat capacity) (430-35°F) ]
since only sensible heat is transferred from the gas side.
_
,: So Q = 1 scfm x iib mole x 7.5 BTU (395°F) ._,
M,_ 359 ft 3 ib mole OF
Q = 8.25 BTU : 495 8TU
min hr
t
#
_ J
I
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On the outside we have forced convection heat transfer, therefore,
)I as an approximation, we can employ a correlation for flow normal to
a cylinder (see attached Figure from McAdams). There are eight
channels in the heat exchanger, therefore, dividing the flow by
eight gives us a velocity of 1820 ft/min past the cylinders. Cor-
recting for temperature and pressure (we're at .2 psi and 230°F on
]i the average as opposed to 14.7 psi and 32OF for standard condi-tions) gives a value of .00054 ib/ft 3 for the gas density re-
sulting in a Reynold's number of approx. I00. This gives a Nusselt
number, Nu, of 5 and an outside heat transfer coefficient of
i 2 BTU/hr ft 2 OF.
• I
o
Using a mean outside temperature of 230°F we get:
hi = 3.36 BTU/hr ft2 OF
As a check we can compute the inside coefficient from a forced #
, convection correlation for flow inside a tube:
_ ° • !
_ h. = k (.023) (Re) 8 _Pr) 4
_" D
At a Reynold's number of 1317 we get: i
: i
hi = I1.5 BTU/hr ft2 OF
Remember, however, that this correlation is for turbulent flow,
therefore, it's not unusual to get a higher number for h i since
our Reynold's number is only 1317• Therefore, an inside coefficient
of 3•36 is realistic.
Before we use this information to redesign the system it is worth _-4
mentioning that in forced convection boiling (see attached notes)
the heat transfer coefficient will rise significantly and then I
fall off again as one goes down the tube• This might explain the I
"fact (see LN 2 -3 test data) that the skin T on the outside of the
tube is highest at the middle for most of the run.
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'- i_ 10.2.4 Forced-Convection Boiling ,,,
.
._ Forced-conver'ion boiling is usually associatedwhh boiling from the inner
i surface of a heated tube through which a liquid is flowing. Bubble growth and :separation are strongly influenced by the'flow velocity, and hydrodynamic
4, effects are significantly different than those corresponding to pool boiling. The
;, process is complicated by the existence ofdLTerent two-phase flow patterns that
,_;eclude the development of generaliz'd theories.
, Consider flow development in the heated tube of Figure J0.5. Heat transfer
to the subcooled liquid which enters the tube is initially by forced convection
" _ and may be predicted from the co ;elations of Chapter 8. However, boiling is
• soon initiated, with bubbl_ appearing at the surface growing and being carried
: into 1he mainstream of the liquid. There is a sharp increase in the convection +
• _ heat transfer coefficient associated with this bubblyflow regime. As the volume _-
• [ fraction of the vapor increases, individual bubb)es coalesce to form plugs or !
• ! slugs of vapor. This slug-flow regime is followed by an mmular-flov, r:gime in "
:_! which the liquid forms a film. This film moves along the inner surface, while
vapor moves at a faster velocity through the core of the tube. The heat transfer _,
coefficient continues to increase through th bubbly flow and much of th
. _ a)',mlar-flow regimes. However, dry spots eventually appear on the inner surface,
Licluid_ {
iBubbles Uquidfilm_ dropletsI !i
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Figure 10.S Flow regimes tot Iorc,e_-conveclion boiling insiclsS tubs.
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_ C. DESIGN OF A HIGHER CAPACITY SYSTEM '.
r
The configuration chosen for the future mooified system ccording to
, I.D. Smith will be three heat exchangers per test ce]i ,_ach in line
with two blowers. At any time two heat exchangers will ,e utilized
while the third is being regenerated due to ice buZlduo. Therefore,
half the total gas flow from an Apollo RCS will go throuf,h each o
we now have to design for 2 scY',per tuoeexchanger. As a result, " .
i Also we'll set the outlet gas temperature at 32°F and pr;vide
enough LN2 to theoretically freeze out 1/2 the H20 enteiine the
exchanger.
f
The amount of H20 to _ theoretically removed is:
1 (.4) (2 scfm) (1 lb mole) = .00!11 ib moles
Z 359 min
' " l i
00111 ib mole H20 x 111 _ BTU x 18 lb = 22 3 BTU
:% min _ -I--i-5-mole mi
The sensible heat load is ~ 9.4 BTb/min. With a total heat load of
32 BTU/min we need about twice the previous LN2 rate, i.e., we now
need .0570 gpm of LN2 per tube or 5 gpm for the entire exchanger.
Based on the previous discussion of forced convection boiling and a i
: higher LN2 rate it's probable that we'll have a higher hi this
time, however, we'±l Oesigr zonservatively and use the same hi and
ho" i
With a lc_. " =2 BTU/min (4 times as great as the previous case) we
need 4 times t._e original length.
'r
In summary, our conservativ_ estimate yields, for the same L
configuration:
a) 4 x the existing length I
b) 5 gp,nLN2
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' Lastly, it is worth looking at whether a finned tube arrangement •
will provide any advantages. Aerording to Ludwig (Applied Process
Design for the Chemical Industries, Vol. 3) "Economically, the
outside coefficient should be about 1/5 or less than the inside to
; make a finned unit look attractive." They have a general chart _'
which gives the reduction in number of tubes on the ordinate and the
following expression on _he abscissa:
1 X i
1 _ 1• Fii + ri _oo + ro ,
t
An abscissa value of 2.38 shows a 20% reduction in the number of
tubes required vJith fins employed. Therefore, it is recommended
that the current non-fin configuration be utilized.
; D. RECO.:MENDATI_NS
i: I) Relocate exchanger outside test stand with a stronger box.
-_ 2) Provide 5 gpm of LN2 per exchanger
3) Use the identical units now in use only add more units to the i
system in series if necessary. In this regard it would be bes' to i
st_-t witn _ne exchanger at the higher LN 2 flow and observe the
performanc, of the system. If insufficient keep adding modules in
serle_ _nt_i the required performance is met.
4; _s previou.sly indicated, one exchanger will be regenerated due
to ice buildup while the other two are in operation. Data taken by
A. Rakow on 5-27-83 at Test Stand 400 indicates a linear buildup of
ice at the inlet section of the exchanger. In fact, toward the end
ofthe run (Vernier RCS) the off center left and right side plate
buildup was close to occluding the flow, i e , regeneration is "%
important.
S
v ,
k
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?ADDENDUM
, In addition to determining the heat exchanger configuration required
_or testing an Apollo RCS it was decided to determine the necessary
design for a _ernier RCS as well as a procedure for regenerating the
exchangers through ice melt off.
Vernier
Test VRCS 2-118 (5-27-83) was used to analyze the vernier case. In
this test the burn rate was .093 ibs/sec and at a cell pressure of
.07 psia the inlet and o'Jtlet gas temperatures were 250OF and
32°F respectively
Use of the same analytical approach as the Apollo yields the data
given in Table I. Most notable is the fact that in the vernier case
only 1 gpm of LN 2 is needed and only 1/2 to 1 module is
necessary. Therefore, if one set of two blowers can maintain
altitude only one series of heat exchangers will do the job. TheP
recommended scheme for an Apollo vs. a vernier is summarized in
Figure 1.
Regeneration
A melting procedure could be the use of hot air or GN 2 on the
inside _ _ the tubes with gravity collection of a maximum of
2.0 gal-_ns of liquid.
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iTABLE I. APOLLO -VS- VERNIER RCS
APOLLO VERNIER
Test Data
1
Gas Rate/Tube, scfm i scfm .43
Cell Pressure, psia .2 .07
&
I
!
Anticipated Rate Based on 2 scfm .48 '
1 Stiochiometry per Tube1 .
:i Inlet Gas Temperature 430°F 250°F
Outlet Ca5 Temperature 35OF 32OF
7
Heat Load per Tube if 1/2 Incoming 32 BTU/min 7 BTU/min
!,
H20 is Remove_
, i
,: Area Required 3-4 Modules 1/2 - 1 j
!
LN 2 Required 5 gpm i gpm !
LN2 Actually Used in Test 2.5 gpm 1 gpm (_ot
(average) reliable)
L -
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• NOTE: It is conceivabi_ that four modules are not required,
therefore, to start it is recommended that only two modules
" be built and tested. If more are needed they can be added
later.
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FLUORINE DISPOSAL
By: Allen Rakow
A preliminary design of an F2 disposal system for HELSTF is •
presented here along with recommendations on operational policy
i
and identification of potential operational problems. The
_ analysis is based on sizing a system to handle two different
modes of the HELSTF Fluorine Flow System (one operational and
one catastrophic). This information should serve both as a
guide to a final detailed design for HELSTF as well as a
: reference for subsequent monitoring and/or modification of the
system which consists of a charcoal reactor followed by a dry
t
soda lime scrubber.
Contents
A. HELSTF F2 Flow System - Disposal Design Criter'a
B. Literature Review
C. Analysis
D. Proposed System Design
f
E. Recommendations
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A. HELSTF F2 FLOW SYSTEM - DISPOSAL DESIGN CRITERIA
Two cases were consiOered in the Oesign of the waste disposal
system:
i. TRW Pallet - consists of an 8.2 ft3 sphere filled
with F 2 at 450 psi with a 1" burst disk and approximately 80
feet of i" tubing leading up to the disposal system. Treating
' Fo2 as an ideal gas gives 25 lbs of F 2 stored in the vessel
which could be dumped through the Oisposal system. The
following equation was used to compute the emptying time (p.
482 of Transoort Phenomena by Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot)"@
I ff e1 28-
•1
i
Where t = emptying time
" V = volume of tank
• S 2 = area of outlet
= Cp /C v
i
Po,_a = initial press"re anc_ Oensity in tank
_i = final density
q
This gives an emptying time of abo _ 8.4 seconds which is an
average of 1697 scfm or approximately 3 ib/sec. Neglected here
xs the resistance in the line from the tank to the Oisposal
;. _@
system, therefore, these numbers represent an extreme worst
J case.
i'
,j i'
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2. Aspirator - Composition of the F2-N 2 mixture
through the aspirator will vary; however, a 50-50 mixture by
volume, at 36 scfm will be taken as a typical starting ._.
l
condition. At .03 ibm F2/sec t,11s would be 1/lO0 of the
F2 rate in the catastrophic case above.
B. LITERATURE REVIEW
For the purpose of summarizing several reports on F2 disposal
• consider the following three step process to remove F2 from .,
__.- gas streams: " ",.
." Process Flow Scheme
•'>z_ !
|
: _Charcoal
-.-
IT=? ::
Ve_t Sdo_l_er _ _. I
t "
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_ Table I is a summary of various designs and operating
_I conditions. Note that KOH is a popular scrubbing fluid for
'{. HF. This is probably due to its greater solubility in H20
_ then NaOH as well as a marked difference in solubility of KF '_'
' vs. NaF in H20 as sho_n in Table II. KOH would have a
., definite advantage over NaOH since a scrubber could run longer
J
2-
•-: Table II. Solubility g/lO0 ml H20
_ ... , NaOH 42 °
- KOH 97 ° ;
• 1
NaF 4.2218 ",
._& KF 92.3 -_
" @- i
f,
_Handbook of Chemistry & Physics
!
_.-
on recycled liquid before an insoluble salt woul_ form. There
are several disadvantages of a KOH scrubber; however, which
would make a solid system.,more desirable. First., the scrubbing
liquid would have to be treated in a secondary step to remove
KF. Secondly, the freezing point of KO_ would probably be in
• the 20-30°F range which could cause problems since the system _4_
_ili be outdoors. Third, a packing material _ould be desirable
to effect mass transfer, and lastly liquid handling equipment
_oulO be necessary. If a liquid system could be avoided this
_oulO be a great advantage.
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NASA Lewis strongly recommends a charcoal reactor for a first
step and Air Products has developed a portable system (Figures
i an_ 2) to handle small guantities of F2 (dumping a single ,,_
• cylinder in a remote location). The Air Products system is an
all solid system, i.e., Na2CO 3 is used in the second stage
to remove HF. Note also that the charcoal system has water
cooling available since the heat of reaction is very high for
o C+2F --_CF • ,
2 4"
It should be noted that Union Carbide, as a result of a lab
' scale study (z i0_ F2 in N2, z 2000 cc/min), recommended "
_. the purification of wood charcoal by heating to 850% to i
eliminate the formation of precipitates from non-CF 4 fluoro
___ carbons formed. In the same study they found that for dry i
s charcoal and i% F2 in N2 with no heat source other than _I
heat of reaction conversion of F2 to CF4 was poor (5800 ppm _
F2 in effluent). Whether these problems will appear at I
: higher rates and concentrations is doubtful. Nevertheless,
this information should be kept in mind should any pzoblems
arise in the charcoal reactor (they resorted to sintered metal
filtering and heating the reactor to alleviate these problems).
H. Schmidt of NASA Lewis (Feb. 1759) concluded that "for
engineering design approximations, the stolchiometric charcoal "_
requirement is 17.5 pounds charcoal per lO0 pounds of fluorine
gas to be burned, plus minimum c[arcoal for maintaining
reaction efficiency toward the end of the burning period."
Also mentioned is "low F2 flowrate through high capacity
,'|
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•_. reactors has on two occasions allowed excessive heating of the
, F inlet ,_ozzles in uncouled reactors, causing F 2 attack on
,_ the nozzles and refractory lining in the lid. Higher flowrates
through the nozzles provided sufficient cooling to prevent this '_
i attack ...... in one test the equipment was operated at over600 pou,ds per hour for approximat ly three minutes (equivalent
_" to 30 i_ F2) ..... without damage to the reactor." One can
...._ concl,J_, .tom this report that careful attention must be paid
v
to the use of cooling to prevent damage to Lhe system. In
. fact, it is also mentioned that "with a furnance grating _,
•_ support with bottom inlet feed, the reaction process tends to
; consume the grating." i
_ : NASA Lewis concluded that only tb_ ex'Cernal surfaces of the
_ charcoal particles are _ctive in the reaction and that the }
controlling factor in the reaction is probably "mass transfer i
by counter diffusion of the reactants and products into and
away from the solid surface through the gas layer." They then
t recommend the following as a design equation:
#
--, R = 65V lb F2/hr
D
, where R = F 2 rate in ib/hr - max allowable
, V : charcoal volume, ft 3
' D = particle diameter, in.
y'
I,
't ,
t
............................................ "(.3
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Lastly, it should be mentioned that no attempt has been made
here to review KOH liquid scrubbing since a solid bed system is
recommended. An extensive literature exists in this area,
' however, should interest arise. Also, there are several
industrial processes and patents by the Japanese, Russians, and
Germans on F2 removal which could be studied.
&
C. ANALYSIS
For the two cases describe_ in Section A the following
calculations are made:
• 4
I
I. Amount of charcoal required !
7
_ 2. Amount of soda lime required
3. Exit gas temperature from charcoal _}
4. Exit gas temperat'Jre from soda lime q
5. Pressure drop thru charcoal and soOa lime i
!
i. Amount of Charcoal Required !
a) TRW Pallet - From a stoichiometric point of view
we have 25 ibs of g2, therefore, we need": i
25 x 17.5 4.4 ibs charcoal _4
i00
If we were to use the NASA design equation R = 65V for
D
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3/8" charcoal and a rate of 1697 scfm (10,780 ib/hr) we'd need
_. 62 ft 3 of charcoal. Considering a void volume of .4 and a
, 3
charcoal density of 12 ib/ft this would be 446 ibs of
! _ charcoal.
_ We can also use the following equation to compute the volume of
_ charcoal required to achieve a particular exit concentration of
' F,2 from the bed:
 OfYA1• V = G i
: _ akgC \ YA2]
7 .-
t
j_._ where V volume of bed ft 3
_ _ G = molar rate of gas, ib moles
min
a = effective surface area/vol of bed, ft2
kg = ma_s transfer coefficient, ft/min ,
6 = molar density of gas = P = ib moles
RT 3ft
YAI = mole fxn of F2 into reactorP
I ,
YA2 = mole" fxn of F2 out of reactor
@
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, This equation is based on steady isothermal flow and diffusion
control, i.e., as soon as the F2 reaches the charcoal surface
it reacts instantaneoulsy with the carbon on the surface only.
For the TRW pallet case, YAI = I, G = 4.73 ib mole, C = P =min RT
14.7 psi x 144 = .0007 lb moles assuming a max T of 2000°R in
: 1544 (2000°R) ft3
the reactor, a = 115 ft2 for 3/8" particles
ft3
_ and set YA2 = 1 ppm = lO6
_. From Figure 3 we can take kg to be i0 cm/sec or 19.2 ft/min.
so V = 4.73 in 106
• (115) (19.7) (.0007)
3
or V = 41.2 ft (not drastically different from the
NASA design equation)
This would be 297 lbs of charcoal.
b) Aspirator
l) NASA Design:
18 scfm x 1 ib mole x GO min x 38 lb = 114 ib _
)59 ft) hr lb mole hr
V = 114 x 3 = .65 ft) (4.7 ib charcoal)
19-28
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\ 2) Diffusion Control Equation:
YA1 .5, G = .i lb molemin
y kg = 2 cm/sec = 3.94 ft/min
V - .1 in .5
/' 115 (3.54) (.0007) i0 -6
:
V = 4.13 ft3 (30 ib charcoal)
_ , _....................... .19-29 _i
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1 I 1 I
2_ 1_ r.'K" 1
FIGURE 17.. Rate of combustion of pure c_rbon particles, adapted f
"fall and Kunll (1955)
which the reactionkinetics,flow characteristics,and sizedistributionor solidsWe
known.
Ken'erringto Fig. 13, let us discuss briegy the various types of conucdng in
gas-solid operations.
Solids and Gas3orb in PlugFlow. When,_olidsand g',_spassthroughthe reactor
in plug flow, their compositions_'ll changeduring passage.In addition,such
operations arc usually non.lsothcrma|.
Figure 3
i
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Ji' 2. Amount of SoOa Lime Required
_ '1
i a) TRW Pa!lett - Assuming 1096 HF out of the charcoal
r
,; due to the residual H20 in the charcoal and the same model
o (diffusion control) as the charcoal then:
! YA1 = .1 ,
" ; 2 !
a = 445 ft for 1/8" soda lime particles
ft3
G : 2.36 r
Since there are half as many moles of gas (C+2F2-*CF 4) then: l
i"2;
_ V = 2 36 In 1 : {
-_ 445 (19 7) ( 0007) 10-6 '
L- f
V = 4.42 ft (at a density of 125 ibs and a void ¢
• ft3
; '
fraction of .4 this would be 33___Iibs of soda lime : )
b) Aspirator !
l
4.02 x 4.13 = .44 ft3-_ 33 ibs of soda lime !
41.2 :_,
3, Exit Gas T From Charcoal _ ;
a) TRW Pallet - We'll assume that an equilibrium is f
established whereby the charcoal temperature rises to that of I
the exit gas and the system is aOiabatic (no transfer through i
walls ). I
i '
19-31 i"
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The heat of reaction of C+2F2 -_ CF4 is 222 kcal/g mole.
25 Ibs F2 x 454 g mole x 222 kcal : 66,308 kcal
38 ibS/ib mole ib mole g mo_e
! Cp carbon = 387 cal
, g° C
I
I C = .25 cal
Pgas go'_
_ 66,308,000 = (446 Ibs charcoal)(454 _b) (.387) (z:T)+25(454)(.25) (_T) •
:t
• ._T : 816°C : 1469°F
"_ If the F2 comes in at 70°F-_ exit T : 1530OF
_. 01"
-_-, .. 2000oR
• b) Aspirator
Basis: i0 minutes of operation
18 scfm x 10 rain = .5 lb moles
359
1.
.5 x 454 x 222 = 50,394 kcal
1
With the small quantity of charcoal required for this system it
is clear that extremely high temperatures would be reachea (of
course, it is really necessary to know exactly the inlet F2?
concentration during aspiration to pin this number down).
t
°.
, p
q
':'i
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;: Therefore, it is apparent that _he system required for the TRW
pallet case should b_ used for the aspirator as well to prevent
excessive temperatures:
4. EXIST GAS TEMPERATURE FROM SODA LIME
. a) TRW Pallett - Treating .1 ib mole HF with 331 lbs of
; soda lime would give a _T = 407°F. This would result in a
_emperature of about 2000°F out of the soda lime (if there
were no cooling between the charcoal reactor and soda lime
system).
b) Aspirator - not considered.
r
":- 5. PRESSURE DROP THRU CHARCOAL
a) TRW Case _
Ergun equation: I
: g 1 75 i
P gcE dp pg : 150 (l-E) + .
- _- 2
(l-E) G_ R i
e
where _ P = pressure drop per unit length of
packed bed
E : void volume _ 4
dp = diameter of particles
, _g = gas density
¢
G = superficial mass velocity -
mass/(area x time)
t
#
}, Re = dp G /_
[. _ = viscosity of gas
t
" 19-33
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, For the TRW case with a reactor 4' x 4' x 4':
J
G : 25 ibm x 1 = .186 ibm
8.4 sec 16 ft 2 see ft 2
i dp : 318"112 : 1 E : 0.4
'_ 32 ft
_G = (14.7) (144) (38) = .026 Ibm
" (1544) (2000) ft 3
_t _- 7 ibf se___cx i0 -9 :
ft2
Re = (32) (.186) -. 26,000 [ist term negligible]mr
_._ (7xlO -9) (32) i
T- !
• "_P gc E3 _p _g = i 75
(i-_) G '2 !
p
, !
z_P = (1.75) (.6) (.186) 2 = 21.7 ibf/ft 2
- _ (32.2) (.4) 3 (1/32) (.026) ft
mp = .15 psi/ft i
z_P : .6 psi (add a bit more [1 psi total] for soda lime)
b) Aspirator - Not considered.
' 19-34 _
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D. PROPOSED SYSTEM DESIGN
i. Charcoal Reactor - A volume of 62 ft 3 (446 lbs of
wood charcoal, 3/8" diameter) is required. The General
Dynamics Sycamore Canyon Reactor (GDSCR) would be a suitable
design. It is basically a cylindrical furnace with a firebrick
floor, firebrick walls of 4-1/2 in. x 9 in. straights end
wedges, and a conical sheet metal hood. Since the GDSCR was
L
, d_signed for 528 cuft with 2 ft of ullage above ;he charcoal
the GDSCR could be scaled Oown by 1/3 _n cross-sectional area
and i/3 in height to give the required HELSTF volume. The
inlet and outlet lines will of course be smaller but the inlet
should be equipped with cooling water and the polyethylene
isn't needed since the HELSTF system will be used for normal
D
: operation. Attached is a description bf the GDSCR system.
3
2. Soda Lime Scrubber - A volume of 4.42 ft (331 lbs) !
is required. Fischer Chemical (Wendy 800/527-5920) can supply
", 14 kg containers (6-12 mesh) at $135 per container. This ' 'i
amount should be sufficient for each aspiration. The design
for this system could be the same as the GDSCR only scaled down i
to the smaller volume.
19-35
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GDSCR SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
i')istrlbutlot_ o( fluorine. I'luw In ;, cl_rconi chnrKc _-aru_t lssurc bl,H¢'hl-m,.t rt,
combustion. The re=_or 10 therefore designed to hold t_l(.l, the Iheorrt|c_lk r4",l,llvfl
c_rg¢ (d' cl_rc_Id, I_vblg Ilul_ldellt bed depth to prevent oh•lug•ling add blo_'-thr(_gh,
t_e _ of ash _0 _ proud• • s_ety mArlitJL Noml_lly deslgm,d for disposal
_OoPO0pounds o¢ tlu_ise boiled off from •be vehicle tank It, so emerlen_, thv
reactor is also csp_lo al' Juu_iag the $0,000 pound8 _ fluorine In the stortKe tank,
ff necessary.
II_m_l_,_ _ _ dm'u_, with • minimum ash and h_lrocarbon m_e_, is
=p_=dz=d_ ',dllib/m= li_ .'[teotetlc=l vdmne of charcoal required for the reactor
Eq. b._, IS t/m_mt
or II_S cubic _J4_,Mth _ double to/me for aJlosnmcol. A 9--l't, die. cylindrical
> 4:t_mberl_ _e_ bl _ Is tdoquate for _ volume required, l_dudfn_ • 28-1n.
,_ u_Ze abovlcbsre,_ I_wl.
reactor u_tt is shown in croas-sccLtoa tn F_igure 3-15. It is baiical])' t cylln-
d.r/¢_ fhl"smoo w/th a flrebre.ck floor, firebrick walls o( 4 1]2-[m x 9-t-. straights
mud _mdr_l_t and a conical 8beet metal hood. Geseo_ fluorine t• Introduced thr_J_
• _-_ ta_ wl_er-|ackete_ and prgtec_e4 from furnace best by • firebrick Injector
tz_n01, or II_OO, Dlffu_/o_ c_ fluorine late the d_rcoel Is thro_h • three-course
dlHmlmrassbosmtnSectlc_A-A, Ft_ure3-IS. Thetopa_lbo_omc,mrsesare
mothLred, Tl__ed/ate co_rse l• rece•sed, with the vertical )o_nt_ uamor_ared
_lt t_mr_a8 _. _ is the final c_'lKuraUcel of the fluort_ laJecttc_ system
O__ _ J[_lulmlc= 9),¢_more C_n_oe reactor, successfully used for diipos;ll
C_ I FL_0_ lrorl Alias vehicle ta_X tests.
The hood c_ the reactor Is fitted _th four 2-fl x 2-It s_e_-.doors for ch._rc-_al
|Oedl_ _ verltJ.latlon durst•{cleu_ut. If the reactorIr_ver uJed, ItIs refu.'-btshea
by first (qXu_d_g the grou_l-le_el cleanout access doe." .ridk_ckl_g out a fir_br/ck ,_,_
soft p=teh. With the uplx.r doors _q_n for ventllstIo=, ash lir._i excels c.h_rcoctIcan
be removed through the Ic_.er duor. .4tier clt-_l_ arid i_l_ctlo_, the .,c.ct.si ol_n-
tl_ Is re(lrebrlcked, the dour c'lui_l, .,rid the furn_c_ ch_t_c_ with cl_,rcoul "hr,.,_:h
the ;_er lot=din= doors. After ¢4_ar_ng, the ch=rctml li lrveted _nd a 4-m!l pol._-
ethylene Vlil_r-L ll'rl,.i" =heft hid In pl:iiT :tell tapt_l, to t'xchJI_L' atmosphi'rlc hlinlillil_ t
retain thc l.h_il l.l.iji II1 .i ,11"$.I.itl,.
The bur•el" ll.lll Ilrll. li il#l_l lur ;i lil.i%llliUlit i._Jmllullll r_itl" _ t0_111 ll_lu_l_ ,if
Nuorllle Per houc, lir_hlllrlll 7,_J i,u_rllll _l ('1. l I_'r svi_rii, I?_ 20-111, dl.i. lira.
delivers combuillon llr_Jut'th iI .i nl.i.%lnlwlli v¢.lol'll% lif 3(I fill to Iht" it rllhllcr.
[illm.llc'd tllil iJt ll_.l, ll..,t_,,I i,iiII i. _G, .'lilll, Irlclt, lll%i_ f.llirl_.dion ,,fih,. _.,li.i-
tooled Illle_0r _ ihi, l,l-nll'l.il lll.t'k, .ill! I illwi.
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E. RECOMMENDATIONS
i. Measure F2 and HF concentrations in effluent during
, test run to confirm efficiency of syste_ (temperature would ._
also be useful).
J ,
2. Use extreme caution in cleaning and replenishi,lg system
(after lO aspirations) sincc fluorine could be present.
?
@
3. ShoulO cooling water be unevailable make sure that F2
metal inlet tube is replaced with ._:efractory.
@
4. Same approach should b6 taken with soda lime scrubber. _:
i
L. 5. System requires 3,'8" woo_ charcoal, shoul_ particle
, °
_e entrainment become a problem consider adding a filter between
_: the charcoal an_ so_a lime reactors.
i
b.
_t 19-38
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. SPARGER SYSTEM FOR _MH-HELIUM VENTS
Based on a calculated vent flow rate and _4H concentration, a T1-59 t
programwas run to determinetotalspargernolearea fora givensparger :,
p inlet pressure. Hole diameter is determined from a mass transfer analysis
in _he holding tank to achieve complete capture of MMH. In adoition,
I
; i
based or, oxidation kinetics and vapor pressure data, MMH atmospheric con-
centrations are determined 2 ft above the holding tank.
I
i
By: A. Rakow
i
F
f
nP
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A, MMH Vent Rates
A typical ventingprofileis given on the attachedTPS. With 800 gallons
_. of ullage and the assumptionof ideal bahavior (in this _essure range
helium exhibitsheatingrather than coolingupon expansiu,,,but only about
0.06oc per atm; therefore,isothermalexpansionis reasonable)the
volumetricrate would be 1459 scfm duringthe first i0 seconds. With a
vapor pressureof 0.957 psia the N_4Hconcentrationwould be about
3400 ppm. At the completionof the vent the rate would be about 162 scfm
i and the concentration(assumingrapid vapor equilibriumduring venting)
16,780 ppm.
For the purposeof designinga sparger,let's take 1500 scfm as the max
flow and I00 psi as the spargerinlet pressure (eitheran analysisof _ P
in the vent systemor pressuremeasurementduring a vent is necessaryto
determinethis parameter).
t
_ For the purposeof analysingdispersionof MMH to the atmosphereabove the
holding tank, we need to estzmate the total amount of MMHvented. The
_-_ averageflow rate is 800 scfm for 5 minutes,i.e., we're venting2400 scf
S_ which is 6.7 ib moles. At an averageconcentrationof about i0,000ppm
-_ MMH,we would be venting 0.067 ib moles of MMH.f
8. SpargerProgram
The attachedspargerprogramwill determinethe total hole area and area
distributionrequiredfor a liquid sparger.
Since our case is a gas dispersedinto a liquidphase, we have to employ
the gas orificeequationinsteadof equation (9) in the attachedarticle
by Mink.
The gas orificeequation:
W : !891Y do2 C (_IP) ½
Where W = lb/hr
P = p§i
• Vl= ft_/ib
do = orifice diameter, in.
corwerts to
a : .26 Q using a value of 0.6 for both Y
183---0[ APIp ] ½
and C.
Therefore,equation (9) in the articleby Mink probablyoverpredictsthe
area by a factorof 4. Keepingthis in mind, the conditionsof 1500 scfm
-_ and i00 psi were run, giving the followingresults:
i
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For A : 11,220GPM
B : 100 psi
C = 20 psi (includes9-ft head in tank)
D = 2 inches (SpargerI.D.)
A' = O.Oll
B' = 0.011
C' =7 ft
', a = 0.72 ir, 2
Since this is an overpredicticn, we probably, only need 0.18 in 2 total
hole area (of course,it is extremelyimportantto know the actualsparger •
inlet pressure;our value of lO0 psi is used for illustrativepurposes).
C. Mass TransferAnalysisin HoldingTank
@
i. Rate
The mass transferrate to the tank can be approximatedby:
- Vt CAo
_ NA = B
Where NA = g moles MMH transferedto waterCM2 sec
DAB = diffusivityof MMH in H20
Vt = terminalvelocityof rise of drop
CAo = solubilityof MMH in H20 in moles/volume
dp = drop diameter
In order to use this equationwe need to detern_inethe drop diameter,
dp, and the terminalvelocity.
The terminalvelocityis given by:
Where & is the surfacetensionof water and p_ is liquid density.
4
The particie (drop)diameterin inches is given by:
dp = 0.279 (Reo)-0.05
based on a jet correlation(p. 141, Treybal).
: Using an upper limit of 50,000 on Reo, we get 0.16 inches for the buuble
, diameter. This gives a value of 0.77 ft/sec for Vt.
- 1942t
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•- Plugging these values into the equation for NA gives a very high rate of
mass transfer indicatingthat most, if not all of the MMH, shouldbe
_'_ absorbed.
2. OrificeDiameterand Numberof Holes
do V0 _The orifice Reynolds's number Reo =
_ere V9 is the velocity in the orifice and p and _ are density and
'_ " viscosi=y, respectively•
Using the criterion of Reo = 50,000, we get the following two equations:
t For 1500 scfm
i. n do = 11.36 I
2. (do_2 n = a = 0.18 in2
\2!
where n : no• of holes
Therefore _ do (11.36) = 0.18 i
: 4
or do = 0.020 inches
• •n = S68
• So 568 holes at 0.02 inches per hole (1/50") should do the job in this
case.
D. Mass TransferAnalysis from Tank to Atmosphere
This analysisis based on the followingassumptions:
1. 0.067 ib moles of MMH are completelyabsorbedfrom the sparger
during a vent in a well mixed tank of water i0' X 5' X 9' filledto
the 6-foot level.
@
2. MMH is depletedby two mechanisms
a. diffusionfrom the gas liquid interfacethrough3 ft of air
to the top o'the tank where it is swept away (zeroconcentration
,: _ at top)
b. in the tank MMH disappearsby oxidationat a rate of i00
ppm/day (This numberis an averageof open pan tests done by Eric
! Miller and data in the Florida Tech handbook.)
,,_. _
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3. the Henry'slaw relationshipfor M_H is y = mx, where m = O.O5,
. and y and x are the mole fractionsof MMH in air and H20,
respectively
4. equilibriumexists at the gas liquid interface
S. diffusionin the gas phase is quasi-steadyand unidirectional
First, let's computethe initialmole fractionof MMH in the tank,
X]o, in ppm:
'; 300 ft3 H20 X 62.4 ib X 1 lb mole = 1040 ib moles H20 "
-_3 18 ib
.067 = 64 ppm = X_o1040
#
The diffusionrate in the gas phase is given by !
_N_4H-Air A C (O.05)(Xj)
_: NA =
Where NA flux in moles/areatime-- i
MMH-Air- diffusivityof MMH in air 1
A - cross sectionalarea of tank
C - gas molar density
X_ - mole fxn of MMH in tank at any time, t i
.: .,e- distancebetweenthe gas-liquidinterfaceand the top of the
• tank
Using a value of 0.2 cm2/sec= 0,775 ft2
hr
forouMe4-Air we get -4
NA = 0.00177X_ (t) moles II
_r
NOWwe can write a mass balance for MMHin the tank to compute X_ as a
function of time, t.
rate of accumulation = - rate of depletion- rate at which N_MHleaves
of MMH in tank by oxidation thru interface
or
1040 dX£ = -10 -4 (1040) . i day - O.O0177Xz
d'_ day 24 hours
-_ where t is in hours
I
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The solutionto this equationis:
_ = e-l.7 X lO-6t
_ Xz 2.55(e-1.7X lO-6t_l)+ X o
i
or X_ = (Xio+ 2.35) (e-1.7 X lO-6t)_ 2.35
for completedepletion XZ = 0 and X_o = 64 X 10-6
so -1.7 X lO-6t 2.35
e = 2.35 + 64 X 10-6 : 0.99997
-1.7 X 10-6t = -0.0000272337
;t= 16 hours
Lastly,let's look at the concentrationtwo feet above the gas-liquid
interfaceinitially(thiswill drop off to zero at 16 hours),
_ The concentrationprofileabove the liqui_is:
• [
- _ d_zA = 1.06 X 10-6
dx
initiallyat the gas liquid interfacewe have YA = 0.05 (64 X 10-6)
(whereX = O)
: YA = 5.2 X iO-6 = 3.2 ppm
so 3.2 - Y2ft = 1.06
- 2ft
t
Y2ft = 1.08 ppm
Any effort to speed up the oxidationprocesssuch as low ph shouldenable
the maintenanceof low concentrationabove the tank. Forced convection
would also do the job.
, E. Recommendations
i. Determinethe holdingtank inlet pressureduring a vent
2. MeasureMMH in the tank and in the vapor space above the tank
during a vent with currentsystem
3. Do i and 2 after spargeris installed
, 4. Consideragitationif bubble coalescenceoccurs
5. Oeterminetreatmentscheduleand/orsecond stage process to meet
,_ EPA standardsfor atmosphericMNH
19-45
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Hole-area distribution for
i liquid spargers
This TI-59 program does the tedious calculations
., involved in designing spargers, and prints (or
, displays) the results.
W'dllam H. Mink, 8allM& Colundm _walerls.r °"
• D In manyoperations,it is nece.ss&p/tospargea liquidor The friction factor, F, dependson the Reynolds hum-
.:-._" gu into anod_r fluid; frequently, a uniform disuibution is her, N,_:
' .a
-_ desired. Since, owing to frictional losses, the pressure F= 16/N,,., ifN m < 2,100 (6)
decreasesis thefluid ;"lowsdownthesparserpipe.thehole
area mustincrease,Ion| the lengthof thesparllertomain-
rain uniformflow from it. F = 0.0035 + 0.264(Na.) "°As, ifN,. _ 2,100 (7)
H.W. Cooper] h.-sdsvel_peda seriesof relationships wheax
tha! are useful in calculating sparser hole are* for
uniform distribution. It hasbeen pointed.,out, that these N,_= _124F_p (8"_
equationsare in error _cause the originator m|lcctcd F "
." to includethe effect of velocityhead.Thisveloclty-head
effect can besignificant. Only when the pipeLID ratio The oriRccam* canbecalculated by theorificeequa.
is high or when flowrates art low do the Cooper tion, which can Ix: simpli_:d to:
equations provide an approximation. The author has • : Q/le30((p, 5- p,)lp]t/z (9)
_" developeda new program, brsed on • stepwise
"_ calculation, which yields correct hole sizes regardlessof A program Ires I-_ 6cveloped for the T1-$9/1_,-
LID ratio or flowrates. IOOA,m_ng the above prnc_u_. The prolwsm calcu-
latesthehole_ for e.ase._10%of spm'g_ hml_h (using
Calculafional approach F.q.(9)).
The pressurt causingBow _rough any orifice is the "II_epmlpram is show_ in Table L C,_utin mmtznu
differencebetweenthe staticprcmur_at the point of the for the caIculafion_ and for the alphanumeric opera-
orifice and the ambient pressure. The static prtmurt is tiom must be stored in the d_tn r_ten. The_
the total pressure less the v_loe2ty head and any fr_c- shown in Table II. On_ the calculator ha_ been pro-
tional Iou: gnuned_nd _ const_nustar•d, both theprolP_m _md _.
P, = P, - P_ - Pt (_) dora mgisrtt contonu may Ix recorded on magnetic
For the sparger, the totnl inlet prt_urt is: cards for I'utum uw.U_r instructions for calcuhltlon of the sp_rgcr hole
P,.I, = P,.I. "t"P_.i, (2) areas that will achK.veuniform Bow disu'ibucmn are
In Eq. (I) and (2), given in Tablt HI.
Vzo i/2p When running thi* progrm_, the printer first prinu
p_ E _ z=9,27--"_ (3) out the enter_ data. Next, it prlnu the hole _rea for
_ch 10% of spargu k_g_h, and finally It prinu the
Y = 0.40850. total ,p•rlF.r hole area.
and _T (4)
Pt = FVt_LliO ($) Procedure
m d_193) For the caleu.lation of the hole arc• in tl_ tint _ction
•"Fo,,,_o-,_,on ._ u,, .ut,e. m a. zzs (Erzt 10% of length), the flowrate down the pipe is _t at
• .. 't*,_L_e_, H_m t_'. Am Atk**mle* (m Dm*.ibv*m Pqm,,_ Eqr.. O_ .I....,._,.I .,.t,.. I?_.._,-k e,,_**,.***,._, khl..._,.,, _-.h*,,.
¢
*iO.
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teude= ¢44_ _ tR_d_ r,e4b i w _ talk I_ tm ¢=4f+ Iq teMtlw _ lie tm f,44e I[_
(oOCa 76 LBL Co,_.O 69 OF' 1'20 5¢J OP I._.O 04 4 240 03 _.':. :':.C°Co73 P.C'_
001 I! R 061 05 05 121 O0 O0 lgl 95 • 241 O0 0 301 09 09
002 42 STD Co(.2 98 R_V 122 98 RIaV J£:2 42 STO 242 95 = 302 $9 DP
003 01 O! (o63 98 RgV 12.¢ 9g RDV 183 ]4 14 243 4,?.' STO 303 04 04
004 25 CLR 064 43 F:CL |!'4 43 RCL 184 02 2' 244 17 |? 304 43 RCL
006 ?1 R/$ (o65 21 21 ]25 19 19 155 01 1 245 87 ]FF 305 tO 10
00_, 76 LBL 0_.;, 69 OP 12(> (>90P 186 O0 0 Z4(. Ol O| 30(> 44 SUM
007 12 B 0¢7 04 04 I37 Ol Ol 187 O0 0 247 89 t' 307 01_ 08
008 42 STn 058 43 RCL 1;'8 43 RCL 188 32 X,'T 248 7E. LBL 308 55 FIX
009 OZ 02 069 Ol Ol 129 20 20 109 43 RCL 249 77 GE 309 03 03
0]0 25 CLR 070 (>9 OP 130 $9 DP 190 13 13 250 29 CP 310 69 OP
)ll 91 R/S 07| 0(> 06 131 0;_ OZ 191 E.5 x 251 43 RCL 3ll 06 Of,
)12 7_. LBL (,72 43 RCL 132 06 6 19Z 01 1 252 15 l$ 312 58 F|X
)13 13 C 073 22 22 133 Ol I 193 02 2: 253 75 313 09 09
e "_14 42 STO 074 (>90P 134 $_ OF" 194 04 4 254 43 RCL 314 Ol 1
.'315 03 03 075 04 04 135 04 04 195 ,"'=_.., x . 255 17 17 315 44 SUM P
_lE, 25 CLR 076 43 RCL 135 (>9 I;p 19(> 43 RCL 25(. 95 - 31(> 09 09
)1," 91 _,'S 077 02 02 137 05 05 197 04 04 257 42 £:TD 317 (>| GTn
)1_ 7(> LBL 07E: 69 OP 138 03 3 198 65 x 258 18 18 318 69 OP
)19 14 l) 079 0_, 0_. 139 04 4 199 43 RCL 259 75 319 ?6 LBL
)20 42 STO 080 43 RCL 140 42 STO ZOO 06 06 260 43 RCL 330 (,9 HOP
321 04 04 081 23 23 ]41 09 09 201 55 + 261 14 14 321 98 R]E=V
_22 25 CLR 092 69 DP 142 BE. STF 202 43 RCL 262 75 322 43 RCL ,
')23 91 R/$ 083 04 04 |43 Ol Ol 203 05 05 2(>3 43 RC'L 323 30 30
324 76 LBL 084 43 RCL 144 98 kl)V 204 85 + 264 03 03 324 E.9 DP
)2.5 1E. R' 085 03 03 145 43 RCL 205 Ol l 265 95 = 325 01 01
)2E- 42 STO 086 69 gP 146 01 Ol 206 95 - 255 22 INV 325 43 RCL
"-,. )27 05 05 087 06 06 147 42 STO 207 42 STD 267 77 GE 327 31 31
:-': )2_ 25 CLR 0_ o 43 RCL 148 ]1 1_ 208 15 15 3(-._ 39 SIN 328 (>9 DP
)?.9 9t R/$ 039 24 24 149 Oi ! 209 77 GE 269 34 EX "_29 OZ OZ)30 7(> LBL (;90 (>9 OF" 150 42 STD 210 8? IFF 270 35 I/X 330 43 RCL
_31 17 B' 091 04 04 151 12 12 211 01 I 271 g5 x 331 32 3Z
_32 42 STO 092 _3 RCL 152 O0 0 212 06 E. 272 43 F:CL 332 69 OP
133 OE. O( 093 04 04 153 42 STO 2lJ .,='='.,+ 2'73 r=l. O: 333 03 03|34 _5 CLF" 094 (>9 lip ,154 0_: O_ 214 43 I:'CL 2?4 t.,.; 334 43 RC'L
35 91 R/S 095 0(> 06 155 76 LBL 215 15 15 375 43 r:CL 335 33 33
o3_. 7(> LBL C,9(> 43 RCL 15_.. • $9 OP 216 95 - 27E. OE. OE. 3:35 $9 DP
o37 |8 C' 097 25 25 157 43 F:CL 317 4.3 ¢+,TO -°77 34 EX 337 04 04
o38 42 £;.Tn 098 69 OF' 155 11 11 215 IE. 16 27E: 55 - 338 69 DP
139 07 O? 099 04 04 |59 55 + 219 3'5 CLR 279 (:,! i 339 05 05
=40 25 CLF: 100 43 RCL I£.0 43 RCL 2_0 76 LBL 2_0 0_: _ 340 98 R];W
4| 91 R/$ I01 05 05 161 04 04 Z21 _:_,I_M$ _91 03 3 341 25 CLR
,42 7(> LE:L 102 69 np 162 33 Xz 322 43 RCL 2E'.=' O0 0 34;' 43 K'CL
=43 15 E 103 05 06 IE.._ (5 x 2Z3 IE. IE. 2_3 95 - 343 O_ O_
=44 9_ A_V 104 43 RCL 154 93 2_4 65 x 2_4 42 _.TD P.44 58 FIX
,45 29 CP 105 2E. 2(. 165 04 4 235 4,"-:.F:CL 2£:5 10 10 345 03 03
4(> $9 OF' tOE. E.9 OF' IE.E. O0 0 2_6 13: 13 28,_. 4:.: ;:'EL 34(> 99 ;:'RT
'47 O0 O0 107 04 04 167 O_ E: 227 33 _,:_ _>E:7 | I I I _47 5_ FI:<
4_ 43 RCL IOE: 43 I;:CL 1(>::.: 05 5 :"Z_ E.5 x 3E:F.: 75 34£: 09 09
49 27 27 109 0(> 06 169 95 " 2_J9 43. PCL 3_9 43 F'CL 34_ 7(> Li:L
50 $9 OF' 110 $90P 17,) 42 STD 330 Co(. 06 ._90 Ol 01 350 30 TF_H
51 O_ O_ 111 OE. OE. 171 13 13 -_31 E.5 x 391 55 351 9_ kI+V
52 43 RCL 112 02 2 172 33 ×z 23;' 43 F'CL :.:92 Ol 1 35!' 9_: RTr_ I
53 26 2E:. 113 O? ? 173 '_.5 x 333 07 07 ">93 O0 0 ::5;: 9_ Air'.; _,.
54 _.9 OF' 114 (,9 OP 174 43 F'rL 334 r=-.,., - 2_4 _F,.. = ::54 9_; F_,':'
5¢.., 03 03 115 04 04 175 OE. 06 335 -,'3 _'CL .'_e... 22 I H;.: "::_,'_., 91 p..c.
56 .43 RCL I IT 43 RCL 17_. 55 _.36 04 04 :..'._E 77 C.E ":5_ ;'E. LE:L
57 29 29 117 Ca7 07 177 O? _ 237 55 - ".'._7-.'.E;flOP _57 !:_;<..lll
5_: $9 OF' liE: $9 OP 175 02 3 3"<£: OI I 2_ 42 _.TO .:5:'_'. 9_: _',ie'_.'
59 04 04 ! 19 v6 OE, 17'? 07 7 i":_:" 09 9 ::'.=._ I ! 1 I ":T,_" _.,9 _,F'
L_etlee C_ K_ &_ C_ _ Lmd_ Cede I_ Lec_n(e= C_ _ Lw_l,_ _ I_r
360 O0 O0 375 6_ OP 390 76 LBt 405 22 IHV 420 93
361 43 RCL 376 O0 O0 3_1 _9 $ 406 e(> STF 421 02 2
362 44 44 377 43 RCL 392 43 RCL 407 01 Ol 422 Og
363 69 OP 37_ 4? 47 393 02 02 408 _! GTO 423 04 4
364 01 01 379 _9 OP 394 $5  40977 GE 424 85 +
3_5 43 RCL 350 03 03 395 43 RCL 410 7(> LBL 4Z5 93
36£ 45 45 381 43 RCL 396 14 14 4tl 87 IFF 426 O0
367 69 OP 3_2 48 4_ 397 85 + 412 43 RCL 427 O0 0
363 02 02 3_3 (>9 OF 398 43 RCL 413 15 15 428 03 3
369 43 RCL 384 04 04 399 17 17 414 45 _'X 429 05 5
370 4_ 45 3e5 69 OP 400 55 415 93 430 95
, 371 (>90P 356 05 05 401 02 ; 416 04 4 431 42 ¢;0
37Z 03 03 397 25 CLR 403 95 = 417 OZ Z 432 16 16£
"I 373 69 OP 3eE: +(.I GTO 403 42 STO 41¢ 94 +/- 433 61GTO
, 3?4 05 05 359 30 TRH 404 18 18 419 65 x 434 _ [eM$
' i!
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'*_ ORIGINAL_p:':.'" _
•; OF POOR QJ'_,:(
0 0'3 ,,=4._ " "; ' 13Z?. 30O. O! _ . 'Z7::717. 1
O. 0,," _,.,, ,335 ! 713. 32O. C :, ,=,, c,_=,.p,,,,e_y ,, ¢0243170. 33
1, O. 0._ # ,,.--_v,_ _,,v, 1(,30_01. 34
O. 05 ,, 630301. 35
O. 06 _ 630401. 36
L_ O. C7 _ 630501. 37
'_ 630f..01. 3P
: O. 05 %° (.30701. 39 _=_
O, 09 _,. (.31001. 40O. 10o 631101. 41
_ O. IIf 6_;2C'I. 42
_ O. 12 W _-.,a ,, (.3020101. 43O. 13 s_ w_,* 3(,1727. 44
O. 1¢ _. 17 t.%3_002.. 4_
iI O. I_ • 13 ;.:_7._1= 35. 4E,
C. IE. _mmm ..-,.r,> _
.<_.,. _4_,1C'O. 47
O. l ? ,,,_,_ "._3500.341E.. 4_:O. 18
_" "-"4_"17r,... 19
_" _.':0201 _ 127. ;;C'
I 2"3330. 21
_?;"., 1330. 23
161731. 2_.
,_ ';',_4 _.:44 124. _7
I 1*.O0 "<_.331_:. Z_:
"_$<'2173-w,(!O. 29
#m
ii'I I %
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ORIGINAL p_.__FIS i
PUOR QUALITY
Usa imtruclions (oq runnmg prollvam Tlble Ul
Ikep IPqr_medJ_ |_ Prm OtRdoyll_lnq
1 Enter I_CqVomivW _I_41_I_lqlo_ql
2 Entermlo Flow Io _rf,_, _ A GPM
Prerwfll 10IoM_ro II_ • P61N
AmblemOreuwre,INi# ¢ P&AM
SOerle_rLO,. in. O ID I
Scerl_r tlulcl vilcmitv, cP A" VISC $
S_ller fluid clen_ty.Ib/ll2 r DEN r
lehigh, tt C" I. _.
2 C_¢ulI_I IE H_e _ru o_r 101_It I_ler lentlth. :
Imll tOUIIhale iree. _n.2
P./S" Hole ireI _ t0_ O!R_41qffrlen_h,
"nl,l_irlNII 4lflly Jf Ilflltltllffl kl Oltefl_ fill _ UN WilhlNaq pelltte_ IIm_l senti,
_" lotion, the flvwrate down the pipe is Rduced by 10% of
"_- ,he enacted value.
The velocity is calculated by E,q. (4) (Step 157 in the
program shown in Table !), the velocity head by EcI. ($) // '_ _:
(Step 172), and the Reynolds numl:_' by E,q. (8) (Step __ _
189).* T'h¢ approF.riatc equation for friction factor is
scleoed []Eq. (6) or (7)]. The frictional Ins is-'alculated
by F.q. (S) (Step 222). 10 h
The promisors d_'el'_nce, P, P,. is ca|Cld|ated usln_ I"_ _r-.__ _ _ _ _ _ .
; Eq. el) and the entered ambient pressure. Thb differ- m L-" F 01_
eeoc is th_.n used to calculate the is'ca, :,l_n| Eq. (9_
This '_.rles of calculations starts at Step 251. _ ', t
It mould bc noted that, since the entered Pi. is u _!i
" Itati_. I:xrl_ur¢, P, _, must Ix calculated usin| E.q (2).
" (Since h_les arc illumed to Ix located at the center of
each _c_ion, the frictional Io_ for the fir,it sccdon takes ,
place over only _)% of the pil_ length rather than '0% 1 h "
U for the subsequent SOC_iOmLTo an;justfor the pro- (Hole area 12 _45 b_,|) I I1
|ram, whk:h lubtracu (he Frictional Io_ for 10% of the (H_ area 4.1677_._} . _,
pipe lenlFh for car.h hole calculation, the initial tot_ n
prt_uR u,-'d in the calculation is increased by one-hall"
Of the initial frictional loss.) Liquid spieler design of simple problem Fig. 1
"_'4
Sampleproblem
Coo W dfmonstrIted the calculation of hole area t
with the followin| example: Fig. I Ihows, diagr-matically, the appl_Jtlon of the
CoMidu 2,000 pl/min oFwater at 25 plia enJ 95"F, calculated mulu. ('The hole slzc and spacln| sho_n are
wh;¢h hJto IX sprayed onto a distribuwr plate via ho_es for illustratlv¢ purpm_ and do not relate to the umpl¢ t ;
in in internal pipe that is l0 fi Ion I. Determine the aru problran.) In this sample, the hole aw.a could be oh-
allocation for a 6-1n. pipe. Tower pressure is 24.3 psia rained by _,¢ral combinations of hole _ia_ and ,_um-In this rue, _ - 62.4 Ib/cu fl, # = G.76 cP.
Ixn of hola. One potable arrunllcment would I_,
Tobit IV shows the printout fo_ this ¢x|mplc. The ureas have 16 I-:'_. holes ova," th_ first IOql, of len|lh. I I---i¢:
calculated dil'fu substantially from tho._ calculated by holes over the nexl 10% of Icnl;¢h. and finally 6 I.in holes
Coop;It in this example, velocity he_l is In imlxxlanl I OVer the 18St10qb Of kn|lh.
fmo_. I If the Tl.b9 is to IX uK,d without the primer, it will •
T_0_l_.,,.l_.._,_,_l.,_p,_.._ (tide, [ Ix neeeuar:" to make one ch_noe in Ihc progrlm, lu
.. ,1_e,'-.-b_,,,*re,d0, I. Enler Ih¢ prollram as shn_'n ,n Tdble I
l 19-50
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ORtG,I_,A,'.-F.:_.,"E._S
OF POOR QU.'_LiTY
HOLE-AREA DISTRIBUTION FOP LIQUID SPARGERS
Sample ¢atculltlon Table IV Nomenclature
.... . . OtlfK'-,:area, in.: ,c.
LIOu|I_ ¢..F'_I:'GEP • Sl_rll_r pipe I.D,, in.
D Sp=rl_ p;Ix I.O.. ft
2000. GF'ff L Pipek_,th, h25. P. IH
_'4.._, P.FIH P. AmblcmIXC_un¢(pre_ur¢ =parllcrisdi_.hlr|in|
,_..0;_48 | It into), I_ia
0. 7 C V I SC PI. Initiil (eme=md),tJti¢ i_==ur¢, ps;.
32. 4 IIEH Pr Fricti4_=lI.,.=. psi
' 10. L P, Stack:IW,mur¢, Iwia
P, T,wJdIw_urc, Psia
IX_ / ! O;:.L 7. t,, Vdodr/head, i_i
12.945 0/| 0 (_ Fiewnu¢¢ntdq spe_iczpipe.,|pro
S. (.97 /20 Y Vdocity in =p=uTcrpipe.,It/=
7, 10] /30 ,_ a Fluid _,_ity, Ib/f_
_. _£30 /40 p Fluid _ity, ¢P
, S, 680 /50
5.30;" /(.0
_. 047 /70
4. (;E.(. /80 mode while the co,-I hoi¢ ar¢_ ;, di=play¢= in Fix 9
4. 74_ /90 mode..
4. (,,"7 / t 00 Shouldthe da,JL¢ntcxcdn=uh in a.qiml:w_siblcmlu-
TOTRL HQLE F_REk, I Hz lion (suchas might occur if the sp_L_J"diamctcJ"wart
$5. 29_. too small to prrmit the requin=dflow at the SlXCi£cd
pressures), LE¢cllculator will print out "SELECT
LARGER P&[N OR, ID."
2. Make a program addition by pro=ins the follow-
ing key Sequence: GTO; 344; L.q.aN; 2nd D¢1;
2nd D¢I; LRN; GTO; 3L2; LP,N; 2nd [ns;, R/S;
LRN.
With this change, the c=lculator will di=play the hole FOr HP-67/97 users
arc= for the t'=ntI (_ of spargu length al'tc.r£ b prmed.
gepcalcdly prcsslngR/S will ¢.aus¢the calculator to The HP vcnion of the programclosely foUowstic Ti
version.TableV prvides= li=ing of the HP program,userdisplay the hole area for _eh of the next sp,trgu _-
mantain turn and, finally, the total hole_¢aL ASan aid instructionsforthe HP ve_ioa gun=identicalto thosepro-
=o the operator, for identiEcation purposes,the hole videdin TableII1. with k', B'. and C'. mplac_ byt, b,
areas Ior the spargerIegments In: displayed in Fix 3 and c. resp¢cliv¢ly.
£ 0
r
\
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Program lilting for HP version Table V
• _ #ell ,.._,.. " :. #._j I[ ._ ._; tqJ Plrt,k -14 Ilil • -_ ##1 3 ('3
' a+,- _l;,I -. " 6:z mL/.=P 2; ;: #42 JK+L4; _ _ I_ J'X ._4 (Itl2 ._ 6.'-
I'.+'.= -+%; _: _; e."3 $I;." ..'. #a i'43 rl'l._ -l+ 1163 * "-* I_._ -3;
pi_.e _:r: ;i -:2 _'. #:'4 £.$ 5; tq4 _ l$-Jl 154 SI0_ "" *" #_4 .(;(_ "+..J"
('0- _v_, ._ ¢+-: 6._; $,._ .+,;" 147 lrll? le; .-_:;_ et{." * --:4 (_;' :;" 6,_
01: .+la_ 3._ (.z #31 +Lk'I._ .'l 15 651 ",I 13 #;I . -t{_ f**! -*'..
#L_ $;¢_.$ 3_. il 13;: £i.l.i 3_; t! liSP 2 IZ 67_ _ #< e.12 _.,_|. _.; #"
#13 (i'# li "_." l_., 1.13 PieS.. -14 #53 $ I_ (':3 J ltg I_3 X; *.3
615 *L_ _: :t{ l_ #35 Pe.l',_ -J4 l$$ + -._.' #;5 _,H._ -2-" #-_. ' -.=.:
(_J; _Ar_) :t _. ;'_ 1137 Pf;|), -14 I_ Xl _; _;;" * -.'." 1)97 $|.1_, _..'eI; • " +
i..;# ._I'0.." 3.'. (; 64t; k"CL._ 3/. #.'. iN4 IEt7 ._ I;' ¢_'i -ir_ I(,# ," 31 ,
_'-: Illl 2 _ IZZ 2 #-_ 143 are 14 ti_4 Z tlZ lll_ i;
". 141Z -_ J23' ? (17 144 STO[ .:._ le., |(_¢ • "35 IN il
re3 £'(_.*, 3t" II J24 • -.,'IS 145 * -$_ _e.'; _CI._. -_" l_ 117 I;
1#4 | lIJ JZ$ + "oi4 J4+ J #-" li7 ; 15 Ill -.1_
I(I._ f tl_ I24_ I'N_ -Z_ J47 (NTI -7: l#_ • ".;_ If9 ST;,,+ 3_ _';"
14k; * -.I.', IZ7 $tO0 3+. 14 14+ 3 P; ;+.* + -Z4 J91 Ilk" 24
167 +_L.c _ 111 l_l_ _'(tO I_ l,( 14.(, ,I ";_ IP# -4_ t.qi IL_/.+ ;J tl_
10+ _,t 5.; JZ} 2 412 !5_, r, 31 171 +_ 54 19+ k"t'l.:. ;c* #+
l_,._ , -]._ 13# 4 -;'4 ;_1 _'Li, ;._ l.; I;_ I)+ $4 J93 kCL4 ;4_ #4 +,
;3; _,P+E _,_ l-: 132 £_.LD .._ J4 ;_3 + °24 174 • "3_, I._J t{ fit{ i
ll2 £CL.e ._ #J J33 X_ 53 l,_l CN$ -_-: iPJ /'£/A -J4 l_ el i_ i
l:.; Xt 5,; J34 4 ll4 155 £_.L£" h" J_, 17+ +PC, ;t{-II J97 4 -`+4 I ;
1,14 I -_$ ,/35 i -Z4 l_,_ -4_e IT; Ull lt_ Z,; 6_ /.I_ STK ;5 ti$ _ ;
11_. 2 ll2 J3; ItCLC 3_, IS le,;. j #; J;F {FI l_ 2_ ih l_. I/Tk 24
;!_ ; i;" J3;" 3 #3 I_P: E_ll -2: ;;.c j_.$ SJ _ £,°$ 5i
Jl; ) -3._ 131 Y" .TJ l:._ 3 #3 /LI6 II.l_l,i .'; I)|
Ill _ + -_._ l._9 Z 12 I# ' -._I |gJ k%l.J 3c"(Ij
I1:_ _'_t_ it{ tl,_ Jill ;_ O; l_l P .1j I.._. -_,_ '"
l++# :" #3 l,IJ t -`+4 It:,+ , -._S I$.-" _ _ ,
iZl 'P 3; |42 • -$5 |i;_ P+CL+ 3_"I; 151 3 83 <
4
++
+ -i+
t*+:t
i
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ADDENDUM
SPARGER SYSTEM FOR MMH-HELIUM VENTS
i. On page 4 the Sparger program for an example vent condition was
run giving a result cf a = 0.72 in 2 (total Sparger area). It
was decided to run the same program for the same conditions,L
except for the Sparger inlet pressure which was 100 psi
L _reviously and is now taken to be 21 psi (instead of a _ P of
80 psi as in the previous case we now have a_ P of 1 psi
through the Sparger).
The resuits are the following:
B
Hole Area, in2/10% of Sparger length, L %L
.664 i0
:"_ .605 20
.562 30
.529 40
.503 50
.484 60
.468 70
.457 80
.449 90
.444 100
Total Area : 5.166 in 2 : a •_
f
f
F
:_' 19-53
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o,
.: Again, since the program is for liquids we need to multiply
; these numbers by 1/____44to get the areas needed for a 9as vent.
i Also, in this case th_ area required continuously decreases as
' we go down the Sparger to compensate for velocity head loss. _.
Using this result, if we now refer to page 5 we have the
following two equations for the first 10% of Sparger"
I
1. ndo = 1.136 (10% of flow for each 10% of
. Sparger length)
&
2. rr(do)2n = a = .664 = .166 in2
2
Therefore n do (1.1)6) = .166 " ;L
t_
e an6 do = .184 inches
n = 6.17 holes
Table I shows the results for 10% increments in length _own the _
Sparger. : )
|
i
19-54 ! "
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TABLE I. HOLE SIZE AND NUMBER REQUIREDL .
Percent n (no. of holes)
i0 6.17 .184
\ 20 6.80 .167
30 7 99 156
. , 40 7.75 .147
50 8.15 .]39
60 8.47 .134
70 8.76 .130
80 8.97 .127
90 9.13 .124
m-
?.c-
:- iO0 9.23 .123
J
Note, that we need far fewer holes of a larger diameter than in
the previous case.
.2
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!- O3HPARATIVE EFFECT OF LUNAR FINES AND TERRESIRIAL ASP ON THE GRGWIR OF A
q BLUE-GRF._ _ AND GE]_IINATI_, RADISH SEEDS
\ ,.
. Esther J. Ridley
: Professor of Biological ScienceJ
Morgan State University
' " Baltimore, Maryland
ABSTRACT
• Although it is understood that photosynthetic organisms will be required as
components of a closed ecological life support system (CELSS) for a manned lunar i
i base, a basic problem is to identify organisms "best" capable of utilizing lunar
_:_ regolitn materials. Also, there is need to determine what nutrient supplements
_ : have to be added to lunar soils, and at what levels in order to promote high
bio-mass production.
" This research compares the growth of Anabaena flos-aqua, UTEXI444, when
: cultured in a water leachate prepared from Apollo 14 sample number 14148-6 to the
alga's growth when cultured in a water leachate of terrestrial ash. The measure
of chlorophyll absorption at 650 nm was used as the index of growth.
Additionally, mean average root length is reported for radish seedlings at 24,
36, and 48 hours after seeds were allowed to germinate on leachate moistened
filter paper or on lunar or terrestrial soil particulates.
Results showed that dtzringthe first 9 days; the growth of Anabaena flos-agua
in both lunar and terrestrial ]Pachates was much less than that of alga growing
on enriched culture medium. The addition of enriched medium to all cultures on
day 9 resulted in dramatic increase in growth in all, and by day 15 the level of
growth in lunar leachates surpassed that of control and terrestrial leachate
cultures. Radish seedlings showed the greatest mean average root length at 24,
36, and 48 hours for those plants treated with terrestrial leachates or
terrestrial soil particulates. After 24 hours, root growth of control plants _:
exceeded that of plants treated with lunar leachate or lunar fines. However, the
plants treated with lunar materials showed greater root growth at 36 and 48 hours
, than did the controls.
. The findings indicate that the lunar material has an initial inhibitory
effect followed by one that is stimulatory on the growth of b_th the al and the
' radish seedlings. The stimulatory effect coupled with the addition of oef cient
,,: nutrients to the algal cultures appeared to promote increased bio-mass
•production. More controlled exper_ments are required before definitive
conclusions can be made.
I Center Research Advisor: Wendell W. Mendell
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INTRODUCTION
Rmong the major problems in the development of a closed ecological life
support system (CELSS) for human habitation of the moon is that of a choice of
,_ biological components capable of utilizing lunar materials and n_n's metabolic
J
waste products to regenerate into the system those materials required to support
human life. Materials absolutely essential for human life are oxygen, water, and
food. To repeatedly transport these materials from earth to a lunar base is •
generally recognized as infeasible. Photosynthesizing organisms produce the food
5
_ required to support life on planet earth by utilizing solar energy, soil
minerals, water, and carbon dioxide with concomitant evolution of oxygen and
replacement of water into the biosphere. How efficient can these organisms be on
the moon? Although at the present time the availability of water on the moon has
not been determined, there is abundant solar energy, and the lunar regolith
though lacking organic compounds contains all of the minerals required for plant
growth with the exception of nitrogen, zinc, boron, and molybdenum (NASA
44-005-i14, 1972). Supplies of nitrogen and carbon will become available from
human waste products in the lunar base, while the last three of the foregoing _
nutrients are required in trace amounts only.
Early experiments with Apollo ii, 12, and 14 materials have sho_ that
several species of higher plants demonstrated increased growth after treabment ..
with lunar fines (Walkinshaw eta!., 1978, and Walkinshaw and Johnson, 1971).
Also, higher plants subjected to simulated lunar l_otoperiods were sho%m to
develop high quality crops (Terskov et al., 1978). In a number of experiments
directed toward the development of a CELSS, representative forms of green algae
20-2
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'I have been used. Outstanding among these experiments is the work of Gitelson et
al. (1975), and Fong and Funkhouser (1982). Bmmver, there Is an apparent
: absence of data on blue-green algae as a c0mIxment of CELSS.
The tenacious ability of blue-green algae Co exist in the harshest as well as
, the milder of earth's environments for well over three billion years (Young,
1981) would suggest that this group of plants may include some species worthy of
choice as components of a CELSS for a manned lunar base. Klue-green algae, known
scientifically as cyanopnyceae, are photosynthesizing plants widely distributed
in and on soils and in both marine and fresi_mter habitats. Additionally, they
,: are successfully maintained in the laboratory by agar and hydroponic techniques.
9
Recently, blue-green algae were discovered growing 82 feet below the surface in
ice-covered lakes in the Dry Valleys of Antarctica. Also, these algae were fo=nd
: growlng inside of rocks collected in the Dry Valleys (Young, 1981).
The blue-greens exist as unicellular, oolonial, and filamentous forms. All
forms have been described as pro-karyotlc because they lack a formed nucleus and
other cellular organelles. Research on a number of species of blue-green algae ,_
has shown that these plants have remarkable adaptive capablllty, and as
photosyntheslzers they have a significant role In the regeneration of oxygen and
!
the utillzation of carbon dioxide as well as the recycling of mineral nutrients
in the biosphere.
&
Outstanding examples of the adaptive capability of the blue-<jreen algae are
J
the unique physiological and ecologic=l behavior of some species in response to
' environmental stresses. These behavioral responses include: (1) the ability to
| '
fix molecular nitrogen when inorganic nitrogen supplies are low; (2) the abilityI
20-3 . ¢,
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to withstand pH values as low as 2 oi: as high as Ig (Lewin, 1962); (3) the
ability to develop specialized cells for surviving phosphorus deficiency; and (4)
the ability to grow in both aerobic and anaerobic conditions (Trainor, 1978).
More unusual than the foregoing is the behavior of the blue-green algae in the
lakes of the Dry Valleys of Antarctica referred to earlier. There the plants
grow 82 feet below the surface, receiving only 0.1 of 1.6 percent of the surface ,
light, and for otto-thirdof the year they receive no light. Researchers theorize
that during photosynthesis, the algae produce glycollate along with other
I
short-chain carbon compounds that remain in the water and are used as an energy
_< source when there is no light (Young, 1981) If indeed this explanation is
_ correct, it is interesting to compare this mechanism of adaptation to that in
earlier reports of uptake of phosphates by blue-green algae in excess of
requirements and the storage of this nutrient for utilization when the external
supply is depleted (Lewin, 1962).
Both algae and higher plants have specific requirements for light, moisture,
hydrogen ion concentration, a carbon source, and macro- and micronutrients for
'2
continued growth and reproduction. The required macronutrients have been
identified as Na, Ca, Mg, CI, S_4, P04, and N, and the micronutrients as Ym, Zn,
Fe, Co, and Mo. Each species has optimum, minimum, and maximum levels for each
#
factor or substance required. Deficiency or toxic levels of these requirements
result in a broad spectrum of manifestations of morphological and/or
physiological anomalies too numerous to be outlined here. Extreme deficiencies
may result in the d_.athof plants.
2O-4
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The ultimate source of light for all llfe forms is solar energy, while the
" earth's abundant water bodies supply the needed mositure. Temperature variations
.i
: and fluctuations in h_drogen ion concentration are influenced in large part by
gecxjraphicallocation and metabolic activity of all life forms in a given area.\
Terrestrial photosynthesizers depend for the most part on carbon from the
atmosphere in the form of C_2, while soil and aquatic forms utilize carbonatese
from the growth medium. Terrestrial and soil, as well as aquatic forms, de_nend
•- upon the soll as the ultimate source of the micro- and macronutrients.
a_ Algal plant bodies absorb the required nutrients directly from the growth
_ media, while the seeds of higher plants contain sufficient amounts of nuturients
to permit seed germination and growth of the primary root and shoot syst_ts under
• proper conditions of light, moisture, temperature, and available oxygen. As the
seed stores are depleted, root hairs on the epidermal cells absorb nutrients from
' the growth medium to accommodate the further nutrient requirements of the
seedling. Ntm_erousculture studies have been done to establish the absolute
nutrient requirements for a variety of species, and these are available in the
literature.
b
/.
P, i _
" !
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THEORY
.i
The purpose of the stuc_y reported here was to test the hypothesis that
variations in inorganic content of Xunar and terrestrial soil leachates will
result in corresponding variations in the support of blue-green algal growth.
Additionally, variations comparable to lunar and terrestrial soll nutrient
J
varlat_tons will be canonstrated in the, root growth of germinating radish
seedlings exposed to lunar and :terrestrial leachates, and to particulates of
lmmr fines and terrestrial ash. " •
"_ Lunar mare surface material is described as unweathered basalt rock fragments
similar to silts in particle size (2-6% m), and it has a permeability similar to
silt. The minerals of the lunar soils contain all of the elements found in
terrestrial soils with the exception of t4o, Zn, Co, and N (NASA 44-_5-114,
1972).
For this experiment, trench surface semple number 14148-5 from the Apollo 14
collection was used. The relative amounts of major and trace elements in this
sanple were determined by Philpatts et alo (1972) and Lindstrom et alo (1972).
_e sample of terrestrial soll used was collected on the JSC site just outside of
I
Building 31. The terrestrial soll _s ashed at 8@_°C for four hours in order to
degrade the organic matter.
Leachate Preparation
Lunar and terrestrial le,_chates were each prepaced in two separate batches.
Lunar 1 (L1) and Terrestrial 1 (T1) were prepared by adding 49.59 n_ and 5% n_
.. respectively to two separate 5_ ml Erlenmeyer flasks containing 5_ ml of glass '
_'t 20-6
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distilled H20. Both samples were covered and magnetically stirred for four hours
per day for three days at room temperature. The second batch, Lunar 2 (L2) and
Terrestrial 2 (T2) was prepared by adding 41.4_ ng and 5_ mg respectively to tw_
i, separate Erlenmeyer flasks, each containing 10 ml of glass distilled H20. The
flasks ware covered and stirred magnetically for six hours per day for five days.
b
All s_mples were vacuum pumped through a membrane filter. The undissolved
_? m I
• particles were stored for future reference. Determination of pH values were made I
on the superrmtants and each was adjusted to pH 7.4.
J
Alga Culture Preparation
: An agar culture of the blue-green alga, Anabaena floe-a_ua UTEX 1444 was
obtained from the University of Texas algae collection. To 5_ ml of an aqueous
culture medium for bacteria free axenic culture of blue-green algae (Aaronson,
. 197g), five l-ram-squareslices of agar were added. The flask was stoppered with
a cotton plug containing a glass tube cotton f".I._L'. This flask was maintained
under continuous light as a stock culture, and the pH was adjusted periodically
by addition of culture medium.
Experimental Procedures __
The design of the expe.rimentis sho%m in figure i, Scheme for Testing the
#
Viability of Lunar Soil.
* The algal bio-assay was done with L1 and T1 leschates onl_ because of the
mall voltne of L2 and T2 leachates.
Nine nl of an tmdi]uted, a 1:2 dilution, and a I:10 dilution of L1 and T1
t
. _ leachates were added to six separate 5g-ml flasks. In a seventh flask, 9 ml of
"_' _ 20-7
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.' SCHEME FOR TESTING VIABILITY "'
OF LUNAR SOIL
lo_;o,,_TC_':oJ
I NINEnAL_Y J ;
*. t
i OILUnON ] • ;
T,
l
i/:
;_ NON-TOXIC, TOXIC, OR NOT ,,
_-'- UFE SUPPORTIVE LIFE SUPPORTIVE :
I co.-, i Io,_,,-T.-iGROWTH TO CONTROL J OR ENRICH '
GROWTHEGUALTO LE.SGROWT. { REPEAT I
." OR GREATER _ BIG-ASSAY '
! ,OOLUNAROUSTI ! ENR,CHiPARTICLES LEACHATE _,
IT,.Om II --.T ! 'OF ROOTS ASSAY . '
I COMPARE I , :
GROWTH TO CONTROL_ _,/
GROWTH EQUAL TO GROWTH LESS
OR GREATEH
I LEACHATE IS LIFE.UPPORTIVE ! { CONTINUEEXPER MENT I
FIsure 1.
_A A
- , Ju-8
• ,_ __-.,
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algal c_Iture medium _as piace_. Tnls flask served as the control culture. All
_4
flasks _re inoculated wit_ a !-_r_square slice of the agar culture of the alga.
:[ _ The flasks were stoppered with cotton plugs containing glass t@_e cotton filters,
; and maintained tradercontinuous light at ro_m temperature.
k • •
• The cultures _re allowed to stabilize for three days. Absorption at 650 nm
. on the spectrophotometar _s recorded for the control and each experimental
culture on day 4, 7, 8, and 9. After the reading on day 9, each flask _as
#
Inoculated with 1 ml of the algal culture medium. Thereafter, readzngs were made
b
: on day 10, ii, 14, 16, and 18.
-_2.
g,.
Radish seed germination tests were run with LI, TI, L2, and T2 leachates.
Germ__nationtests were also run with lunar fines particulates and terrestrial
ash. To six separate filter paper-lined petrl dishes, I ml of an undiluted, a
;
1:2 dilution, and a i:I_ dilution of LI and TI leachates was added. Glass
. distilled H20 was added to a seventh petri dish which served as a control. Five
radish seeds were placed in each dish approximately 2.5-3.0 an apart. The dishes
_re covered and maintained in the dark. Measurements of root length Were made •
at 24, 36, and 48 hours. During the 3-day period, the filter paper was kept
' moist with the respective diluents. The experiment was repeated with a parallel
rum of L2 and T2 leachates.
Aaaitlonally, to each of two filter-lined petri dishes I ml of distilled H20
was added. Five radish seeds were placed approximately 2.5-3.0 cm apart In each
dish. The seeds in one dish were sprinkled with 5 ,g of lunar fines. Those in
: [ the other dish were sprinkled with 5 mg of terrestrial ash. The dishes were
_ covered and maintained in the dark. Measurements of root length were made at 24,
_ k
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36, and 48 hours. During 'l:he three-day period, the dishes were kept moist wlLh
glass-distilled _2_. "_
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_abaena flos-aqua cultured in a medium specific for blue-_reen algae and
maintained under continuous fluorescent light demmstrated a four-day lag 1_ase
followed by exponential growth over a four-day period. Inoculation with
" ,additional culture medium after a slight decllr_ in growth on the ninth day
resulted in exponential increase to the 14th day.
t
_ Alga cells cultured in leachates floralunar fines or terrestrial ash did not .
; demonstrate growth comparable to that of the control. Comparison of growth in
_._ the algal cultures is shown in figure 2. At all concentrations of the lunar
<
leachates, the algal cultures were essentially still in lag phase at day 4 and
there was decline of growth to day 9. Inoculation with culture medium at that
: time resulted in exponential growth but at a much slower rate than the control
- culture. The undiluted terrestrial lea._ate culture demonstrated a growth :
pa_tem approximating that of the control. However, the rate of growth was much
less. At day 14, undiluted leachate cultures of both lunar and terrestrial
mlmples showed comparable levels of growth. On day 15, the level of growth in
the three lunar leachate samples was greater than that in the control culture as
wmll as that of the terrestrial leachate samples.#
The mean average root length of control radish seedlings exceeded that of all
expert._ntal samples at 24 hours of growth, with the exception of T! and T2
undiluted, and the TI l:lfldilution samples. At 36 hours, TI and T2 undiluted,
T2 1:2 dilution, and the terrestrial fines samples surpassed the c_ntrol by 1-3
_ mm while at 48 hours the mean average root length of all experimental samples was
', greater than that of controls (figure 3). Root growth in undiluted terrestrial
•' 20-11
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leachate and the terrestrial ash samples _s much greater than all other samples
at 48 hours.
CHLOROPHYLL CONTENT
AS INDEX OF ALGAL GROWTH
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MEAN AVERAGE
ROOT LENGTH AT 48 HOURS
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OR_2LUSIONS
Preliminary findings presented here suggest that amounts of nutrients
sufficient to interact with the growth of plants are H2B soluble from Apollo 14
sanple number 14148-6. There is indication that the lunar material has an
_, initial inhibitory effect followed by a sthmctlatoryeffect. However, there is .
evidence that addition of some nutrients may be required to permit optimal
growth. These nutrients may be HO, Mo, and Zn. In the case of nitrogen fixing
_" blue-green algae such as Anabaena flos-aqua, additions of nitrogen may not be
_ required since these organisms can utilize _lecular nitrogen when Bo, Mo, and Zn
_ are available. It Is not possible to arrive at definitive conclusions based on
_ the data obtained here. It is recomme_ed that more controlled follow-up
experiments be run. These controls should include:
a
:. (i) bubbling of a measured amount of C_2 through the algal cultures;
• (2) a measure of the incident light;
(3) constant shaking of the algal cultures to dispel the build-up of
oxygeflgas; _.
(4) microscopic study of algal cells for detection of morphological changes;
(5) measurement of bio-mass quantity in each culture;
(6) tests to determine whether the algal cells produce in the environment
volatile substances that are toxic to higher plants;
(7) radish seedlings should be gro_ to maturity in hydroponic lunar
leachate medium with ad_Itions of measured amounts of specific
nutrients. Growth of root and shoot systems should be monitored during
the growth period and measurement of final blo-mass production should
_ be made.
- 20-14 "h
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ABSTRACT
A preliminary investigation was made to determine estlmatls of the number of
:: ralngauges needed in order to measure the variability of zainfall in time and
apace over small areas (approximately 40 mi2). The literature on rainfall varia-
bility was examined and the types of empirical relatlonsh_ps used to relate rain-
fall variations to meteorologlca_ and catchment-area characteristics were considered.
Relations between the coefficient of variation and areal-mean rainfall and area
have been used by several investigators. These parameters seemed reasonable
ones to use in any future study of rainfall variations. From a knowledge of
an appropriate coefficient of variation (determined by the above-men:ioned
relations) the number of rain gauges needed for the precise determination of
areal-mean rainfall may be calcualted by statistical estimation theory. The
number of gauges needed to measure the coefficient of variation over a 40 mi 2
area, with varying degrees of error, was found to range from 264 (10% error,
mean precipitation - 0.i in) to about 2 (100% error, mean precipitation - 0.i in).
Center Research Advisor: Dr. David E. Pitts
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5 IN_fRODUCTION
'i This paper discusses some preliminary considerations necessary for planning
a more-extenslve study on _he determination of the spatial and temgoral varia-
bility of rainfall over small areas. These variations may be important in
affecting the variability of soil moisture that, in turn, may affect crop yield.
_"q%eforecasting of crop yield by the remote sensing of the status of crops
can provide routine assessments over larger geographical areas than measurements
made at a few sample plots on the ground. Relations are sought between the
!
amount and frequency of energy reflected, scattered, and emitted (the signature)
back to the sensor from the crop _t a particular stage of crop growth. The
factors that can cause variations in signatures are numerous and the reduction
of these faators to measureable prcportlons i_ an essential aim of remote-
7
sensing research. Some of these factors are planting date, row direction, row
+:- width, leaf area index, spectral properties of individual leaves, the geometry
&d
- of the canopy, soil background, crop stage, and crop condition ( Pitts et al.,
19s3),
Weather-sensitive factors may produce significant correlations between yield
and particular meteorological elements but these factors may not act in a direct
. cause-effect relation (Munn, 1970). Insect infestations and crop diseases
are usually related to weather conditions but their impact may not be immediate.
Many investlgator_ feel that soll moisture is the best environmental predictor
of crop yield (Munn, Ibi____d,).However, once adequate rainfall has occurred,
variation in rainfall amount seems to have a small effect on crop yield. Pitts
e__tal, (1983) compared rainfall _mounts with the prediction of the date when _
spring wheat would be ripe. These dates were obtained from a sprlng-wheat phenology
model developed by Doraiswamy and Thompson (1982). Across small areal segments
(5X6 nautical miles) the influence of rainfall on the phenology of spring wheat
did not vary appreciably when rainfall amounts accumulated for periods of a day
or longer were used. Variations, of the elapsed days to the ripe stage were
o_ly 1 to 2 days out of approximately 225 days necessary to attain the ripe stage.
However, some slight variability, found within a few segments, did appear to be
related to variations in rainfall. Changnon and Neill (1968) compared the
association of corn yields from 60 farms with 10 weather and 4 agrlcu]tural
: variables, Nine years of data were used and the authors found that, among the
meteorological variables, monthly rainfall amounts did not seem to be too
+:+: 21-2
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h important. For a growing season extending from May until August., the best
rainfall-related correlation coefficient was between August rainfall and yield.
_ The value of this coefficient was 0.29. Rainfall amounts during July, June, and
the preseason months correlated more poorly.
_ The increasing use of sensors that can resolve spectral signatures of ever smaller
areas suggests the desirability of understanding variations of rainfall within
: areas smaller than 40 square miles. A preliminary understanding of these varia-
° _ ;ions is the object of this study.
Previous studies of rainfall variability were examined and the emplrica] relation-
ships, from these studies, were chosen that showed the association among rain-
_ ; fall variability and mean precipitation, size of sampling area, season, type of
_:_
_ precipitation, and synoptic weather type. When these relationships were combined
with statistical estimation theory, a simple expression was obtained that indi-?
cares the number of rain gauges needed in order to measure rainfall variability,
within certain error bounds, at a predetermined level of confidence.
THEORY
t
In order to find approximate empirical relationships between rainfall variability
aRd meteorological quantities, the extensive studies performened by the Illinois
State Water Survey (Huff and Neill, 1957, Huff and Shlpp, 1968, and _uff, 1970)
J
were chosen as being representative ones of rainfall during the growing season
over relatively flat terrain. Catchment areas ranged from I0 to 550 square miles
and they have been studied by this organization since 1955. Gauge densities
ranged from 0.12 to 0.50 gauges per square mile. Uniform spacing between gauges
, was used. Such spacing is preferable when rain is produced by convective
motions (Rodda, 1972). Convective rainfall is the type most likely to occur dur-
ing growing seasons.
The coefficient of variation (V) is a useful statistic for showing both variation
about the mean and variability relative to the mean.
V= p
!
• where s is the sample standard deviation and P is the sample mean rainfall amount.
_1-3 _.
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l_ff and Neill (1957) have shown the following relations involving V_
V o&I/P,
V _ A,
where A is area,
V _rainfall gradient,
and
V _I/D_
where D is the duration of the rain event.
-
_ Rainfall gradient and duration are strongly proportional to mean rainfall.
Thus, to a first approximation, the natural variation of rsinfall, expressed
by V, is
log V = log k + a log P + b log A, (I)
where k, a, and b are constants obtained by regression analysis. Logarithms
of P and A were used sin a they range over several orders of magnitude. Typical
values, for shower-type precipitation, are k = 9, a = -0.44, and b = 0.15 when
V is in per cent, P is in inches, and A is in square miles. The correlation
coefficient of Eq. (i) is about 0.7. _
To relate the coefficient of variation, obtained by Eq. (I), with the minimum
number of gauges needed for adequate measurements, the following expression for
confidence intervals, for V, i3 used, v__iz.,
_ Z V
v 2, (2)
where Z is the standardized value of V and N is the number of observations (rain
gauges) (Spiegel, 1961). This expression gives the interval for (]-_)100%
confidence.
21-4
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Solution of Eq. (2) for N gives
N - + 2V2, (3)
where d is the percentage uncertainty in the measurement of V that is acceptable.
To be 95% confident, i -_ = 0.95, and Zo_ 1.96
RESULTS
?
An illustration of the results anticipated by the method explained above is shown
in Table I, An area of 40 square miles was chosen to correspond to the sizes
I
of areas recently observed by the Landsat Multi-Spectral Scanner (Pitts et al.,
1983).
: _ Table I. Required number of gauges (N) and gauge density (G_ tc measure the
variation of rainfall over an area of 40 square miles with a confidence
of 95%.
P V N G !
Miles 2inches - - --
Gauge
0.1 0.43 264 0.15
0.5 0.21 209 0.19 d- 0.1V1.0 0.15 202 0.20
2.0 0.11 198 0.20 _ _
0.I 0.43 66 0.61
0.5 0.21 53 0.75
d - 0.2V
, 1.0 0.15 51 0.78
2.0 0.ii 49 0.82
0.I 0.43 ii 3.6
0.5 0.21 9 4.4
1.0 0.15 8 5.0 d ,,0.5V
2.0 0.11 8 5.O
0.1 0.43 3 13.3
0.5 0.21 2 20.0,
1.0 0.15 2 _0.0 d = 1.0V
r 2.0 0.Ii 2 20.04"
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CONCLUSIONS
!
The relationship betwaen V and P and A, from the Illinois State Water Survey, is
consistent with results of other studies of the characteristics of shower-type
rainfall_ The effect of mean rainfall i_ greater _han the effect of area in the e.m-
plrical determination of V.However, area of rainfall is not independent of rain-
fall mean. i_.(1) with a correlation coefficient of 0.7 and a coefficient of
l
determination of 0.49 means that only 4% of the variation is explained by a
!
' linear relation of logarithms. It remains to be seen whether or no_ non-linear . [
relations and/or the incorporat'on of o.[.er variables will produce higher
correlations, f
d
Huff(1970) indicates that Eq. (I) may have an uncertainty of 2 orders of magnitude.
This range of uncertainty is xtotunusual for many geophysical measurements but it
:_ may be large enough to affect the estimate of the minimum number of gaugesd
determined by Eq. (i).
The regression coefficients for Eq. (I) vary, to some extent, with locality.
This varlation, in the coefficients, _uggests a survey of rainfall characteris-
tics in a variety of crop-growing regions during the growing season.
)
Continuation of this research will consist of an investigation of rainfall data
collected during concomitant surveys of crops by remote sensing from Landsat. '_
Sites from several climatic zones were surveyed with each site having dimensions
of 5 x 6 v mi. Terrain is relatively smooth and the number of rain _uges varies i
from 1 to 23 per site. The rainfall data can be stratified in several ways and
regressl )n relationships other than linear will be investigated. Since the
ralnfall-produclng processes are complex, an initial investigation, as suggested t
here, is needed to de_act some of Lhe predominant relations between these
processes and the res,lting rainfall characteristics.
I'
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ABSTRACT
- In the linearization of systems of non-linear differential equations, we consider those
._. systems which can be exactly transformed into the second order linear differential
" equation YJI-AYI-BY=0 where Y, Y_ and yUare n x l vectors and A and B are constant
" n x n matrices of real numbers. We use the 2n x 2n matrix M= to transform the
; above matrix equation into the first order matrix equation X I = MX. We study _,.
specilically the matrix M and the conditions which will diagonalize or triangularize M.
We indicate transformation matrices P and P'! to accomplish this diagonalization or
triangularization and how to use these to return to the solution of the second order
matrix differential equation system from, the first order system.
We conclude with a study of the relationship between the diagonalization of M to that
of the submatrices A and B.
Center Research Advisor: Victor R. Bond
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Introduction
(Szebehely, 1976), (Bond and Horn9 197g), and (Bond, 1982) have studied the
linearization of systems of non-linear differential equations. In each of these cases
the transformation of one system to the other involves square matrices A _ B of
' : order n.
In the present paper we consider only those non-linear differential equation systems
which cap be exactly transformed into the second order linear differential equation
_ system Y"-AYI-BY=0 where the matrices A and B are constant matrices of real
numbers and where Y, Y_, and Y_'are n x ! vectors.
We form the matrix M =I; "_Jwhichis a matrix of order 2n which arises in the standard
-: transformation of the second-order linear equation to a first-order linear equation by
the transformation
Ze-- Y
whereY_ thev_tor (Y,,Y_,...,Yn)_ndY': (Y/, Y_,...,%)rI
z,---Ylj _,
i yi i ,IObserve that this transformation yields Zp = = Za and Zz = Y = AZ. + BZ_.
v/ritten in matrix form we have
z;J- " z,
LettingX =Iz:]andM = [;Altheeq uati°n Yu= AYl+ BY can be reduced l:o the linear
first-order matrix equation X_= MX,
This research is concerned with the following questions:
(1.) V/hat are the conditions on the matrix M which will allow us to solve the matrix
'.
differential equation system X ° = MX.
,=,
::! 22-2
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i.
' (2.) Under the assumption that this system can be solved, how does one actually
:' recover the matrices to return to the original second order differential equation
• systemYH AYt_BY=O.
r
This paper shall try to answer these questions as completely as possible.
v
.!
,Jl
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Theory
/
The solution of the first-order linear differentia! equation system X = MX depends
heavily on the matr_,x M given. We consider two cases. The most satisfactory solution
occurs when the matrix M is similar to a diagonal matrix and much of our research has
centered _)on what must be known about the submatrices A and B of M =F__1in order
to assure that M can be diagonalized. We give some elementary linear algebra theory
to familiarize everyone with the ideas.
1
For a linear homogeneous transformation such as M above, there exist scalars _and
" vectors X. which satisfy the equation MX_ : _ X_ • The values of _ for which this
equation is satisfied are called the eigenvalues of M and the vectors X.t which are fixed
for each _ are called the eigenvectors. There are manyunder the transformation M
other names associated with these values and vectors, some of which are
characteristic values and vectors, latent values and vectors, arid proper values and
.-.
: vectors.
Clearly, the zero vector will always satisfy the equation MX = _X for any _ chosen.
However, we desire to find nontrivial solutions to the problem. Rewriting the equation "_
as (M-)_I) X = 0 we see that any nontrivial vector X will satisfy the equation if and or ,y
if det (M-_I) = 0 where det stands for the determinant of the matrix M-_I.
The determinant of this is a polynomial equation in _. Since, in our case, M is of order
2n, the polynomial equation f(_) = 0 will be of degree 2n, and hence there _ill be 2n
: eigenvalues associated with M. These values may or may not be distinct, and we shall
discussthe consequences later in the paper.
,r,
iv,,
-- , 22.-,_,
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d• For each distinct eigenvalue,_, satisfying f (A)= det (M-hi) = 0 there will exist at least
_ one non-trivial eigenvector X satisfying (M-_I) X = 0. (Stein, 1967).
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors play a central role in the solution of the differential?
y.
equation X I= MX and this is our purpose in discussing them here.
. A matrix M is said to be similar to the matrix C if there exist a nonsingular matrix P
. such that M = P CP -_.
i The matrix M is diagonalizable if it is similar to a diagonal matrix
D=Lo,..jr
where the large zeros indicate that all elements off the main diagonal are zeros.
i
Supposenow that the matrix M of our system X S = MX is known to be diagonalizable,
then there exists a nonsingular matrix P such that P_MP=D (AI, ..., _. ) where the
notation D (),a, ..., Aa_ ) will always mean a diagonal matrix where the _j, Aa, ..., A_._
are the eigenvalues of M and they lie on the main diagonal of D. See Theorems 6.7.1
and 6.8.1 of (Stein, 1967) for a proof of the above statement. _.
/
' If we now :set X = PZ where P is the matrix which diagonalizes M, then X _ = PZeand Z
= P-IX. So PZ t=Xl= MX or Z I= P'_MX = (P-IMP) Z Thus Zs = DZ where D is our
, diagonal matrix. Using elementary differential equation theory, it is known that a
solution of Z s = DZ is
" [ i l't
_. Cll
i [o'.,,
t a
4 -:
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So X = PZ will then solve the original system simply by multiplying the matrix P by the
vector 7.. Thus it is of paramount importance first • determine whether or not the
original matrix M can be dJagonalized and if it can, then how does one obtain the
matrix P which both diagonalizes M and gives the final solution for the X once we have
Z as shown above.
i Now consider the second case where the matrix M is not diagonalizable. Every square *
._. matrix M is similar to a triangular matrix T with the eigenvalues of M as the diagonal
3
. elements of T. A constructive proof of this fact is given in (Stein, 1967) as Theorem
_; 6.8.5. The process again generates a nonsingular matrix P such that P-IMP = T. Using
k
• the same construction of X = PZ given above, by elementary differential equation
-'- theory (Murdoch, 1957), one can solve the system for the original vector X : (X I , X_,
X;J T. If we assume the matrix T is upper triangular then after computing PZ, weem._
will have Xz** = C2_p., _'* _ as in the preceding case, and in general depending on the
multiplicity of the eigenvalues, i_ _ is an eigenvalue of multipl;city r, then the solution
for this case will be of the form eJt_(t ) where/o(t ) is a polynominal of degree r-I.
Thus a solution is possible even in,this case although not as easy to obtain or use. If
,, the _ )s are distinct then, for example, if X_,_ =Ca,,,=,_Cp then the solution for
X=,_-a = C_-j,=_. I -/- C__,_
where the c_._ 's are the nonzero elements in the upper triangular matrix which
correspond to each row i and column j position. One can use these solutions then to
s_'Jbstitute in and solve for the next X_ , and so on, until a complete solution is
obtained.
I
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We next describe the process of actually obtaining P which will diagonalize or
: triangularize the matrix to give us the solutions indicated above. We consider each of
the casesseparately.
I
, Suppose first that M is diagonalizable, then there exists a set of 2n linearly
' independent eJgenvectors, say Uj, U=, .., U_and this is true regardless of whether or
not any eigenvalue has multiplicity greater than one or not. See (Edelen, 1976) for a
_ discussion of this property. If we supposethat UI corresponds to _l, U_ to/_=, ..., U_to ,_j_
_- even if some of the _ 's are equal, then the matrix P = (U_ , U=, ..., U_) where each
column of P is a vector of length 2n will be nonsingular since these 2n vectors are
J linearly independent. We observe that if _:=,_; for instance, there will still be distinct
p
eigenvectors UX and Ui which are linearly independent when M is diagonalizable. P
r nonsingular implies that it has an inverse and the product p-i MP will actually be a
djagona! matrix with the eigenvalues down the main ,'iagonal.
We will address the process of determining the eigenvectors for a given _ later in the "_ -
paper.
!
We now consider the problem of finding the nonsingular matrix P When the matrix M is
, no_._tdiagonalizable.
The process is given as follows. Process;
i (i.) Find an arbitrary eigenvector, X l for the first eigenvalue _l of your matrix.
" (We shall assume _l, _a_ ...,_are successively on the diagonal from top left toi
'r._ lower right.) I .£
" 22-7
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(2.) Form PI = (Xl,e_, ..., Ca,,. ) provided that P so formed is nonsingular.
(3.) Compute p-I and calculate the product pj-iMp I where M is our original
matrix.
(4.) Using _l MPI we now I_.ve _lin upper left corner. Call the submatrix formed
by crossing out the row and column which contains _l, M =. If MI is a 2x2 matrix
skip to step 10_...Otherwise compute an eigenvector for _. using M I (not M, but it ,
will be the same eigenvalue, _, as for M).
(5.) Form Pa = (X_ ,0j, ...,e_) where X_ is the 2n-I eigenvector found in step g.
(6.) Compute P_Jand calculate the product p_l M i Pa • This matrix is of order
=
2n-l.
- (7.) P_IM I PZ will now have _=. in the upper left hand corner and zeros in the
column belo, it.
2
(g.) Form the submatrix M._by crossing out the row and column containing ,_=.
t
(%) If M_ is 2x2 goto step tO__.If not continue the process as illustrated in steps
5-8 until a submatrix which is 2x2 is finally obtained.
(10.) When Mj is reached which is 2x2 the process will be changed as follows:
22-8
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Process (Continued)
(a) Compute an eigenvector using M3 for _a__l.
(b) Compute an eigenvector using Mj for /_a,_-
(c) Let Pd'+l = (X_,.: Xj_). Note it does not contain standard basis vectors as in
• p
",e
previous cases.
' (11.) Finallyform the matrix P as follows:
p= Pl0 , ,.
: e3 0 z,=l, ,etc.
_. (12,) Compute p-i, Then the final product P-iMP will triangularize M and leave
" the eigenvalues on the diagonal of P-IMP. Note that this form will create an
,- upper triangular matrix.
i
Note: Each successive eigenvector is found by reducing Mj-)_I to canonical form
t
" for j = 09 ...,an-l. Then multiplying the reduced matrix by the appropriately sized
vector made up of the X; 's to be in the eigenvector. 5olve this system of linear
equations by ch(x_smg appropriate values for the arbitrary X's. You can choose X2 =
,2
1 for arbitrary X's if so desired. This then will make up the necessary eigenvectc_ for __,
, that _.
t
2
=
i,r
wj
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In determining eigcnvectors for an M which is diagonalizable, there are two cases to
consider. The first case is that for which al ) eigenvalues are distinct. In this case use
Gaussian elimination to reduce the matrix M -_I to canonical form (we use this name
to imply that the matrix has ones on the main diagonal and zeros off the main diagonal
in so far as possible and always zeros below the main diagonal). Other authors use the
" u t
phrase"row echelon form to describe this.
I
if C is the row echelon form of M -_I, then setting CX = O, where X is the 2n x 1
vector X = (X I , X z, ..., X_) r, will allow us to obtain the elements X I , X z, ..., Xa. of
_" the eigenvector for _ by solving the homogeneous system CX = O. Any convenient
". choice of the arbitrary X'swill give us an eigenvector for_.Since al! /_ 'sare distinct
- in this case, then each of the eigenvectors will be linearly independent so the matrix P
formed from the eigenvectors will be nonsingular.
. The second case is that where some of the eigenvalues have multiplicity greater than
one. In this case, if _is an elt'_nvalue of multiplicity _'; then tilere will be K;-linearly
independent eigenvectors associated with each such _. Recall that we are assuming
; the diagonalizability of M at this point, otherwise we would not know that this is
possible. For each i, one can obtain distinct eigenvectors by choosing different values
for the arbitrary variables in the equation CX = 0 when solved. Each of these
eigenvectors will not only be linearly independent of each other but also linearly
independent of eigenvectors obtained from distinct eigenvalues. See the proof of
Theorem 6.8.4 of (Stein, 1967) for a proof of this fact.
i
l Thus all 2n of the eigenvectors so obtained will be linearly independent and thus the
J
t m_ "rix P formed from the eigenvectors as previously indicated will be nonsingular.I
22-10
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We have made the assumption in the above work that M is diagonalizable. Consider
now the question of what conditions on M will guarantee that M is diagonalizable.
The most well-known theorem says that every real symmetric matrix is diagonalizable
, (Stein, 1967). See Theorem 6.$.6. However, our matrix M=[_ _1 is in generalnot
symmetric so we seek other criterion.
' A second theorem (6.8.2) indicates that M is diagonalizable if and only if M has 2n
linearly independent eigenvectors.
The difficulty with using this theorem is that we would like to determine whether or
not M is diagonal; :able before we compute the eigenvectors so we will know wt her
to use the diagonalization or triangularization process which we have described above
in finding the matrix P and its inverse.
< One further theorem (6.$.#.) tells us M is diagonaiizable if and only if for each '_i, the
multiplicity of _ is equal to k=2n-r where r _ the rank of M-J;I. (Stein, 1967).
/
Although this theorem is better than those above and works on all matrices, it still
" requires checking the multiplicity of every _" against the rank of M-_'I which could
be a rather formidable task.
P
Thus we look specifically at the form of our matrixM =[__] to determine, ii possible,
conditions on B and A which will help us decid _ the diagonalizability of M. To this
end, consider the following little known theorem from (Hohn, 1964).
22-11
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'i
IfPismxn ,Qismxn_Risnxmand Sisnxnandnonsingular, then
(let = detS-det (P-QfR). ._
J
We now assume thatP, Q, R, and S above are allsquareof sizen x n and alsothatSQ
= QS. W,=can thenprovethe followingtheorem.
det = det(PS-QR) I
Proof= Bythe,irsttheoremabove.detI: ;] =detS-det(P-QS"R). Thenusingthe '
well-known theorem that det AB = det A'det B when A and B are square n x _ *
matrices we apply this to the right member above to have det S" det (P-QS-' R) = det i
=:: (S(P-QS"R)) : det (SP-SQS'IR). Since we are assuming SQ = QS we have
det (SP-SQS"R) = det (SP-QSS" R) = det (SP-QR) since S'S" =I. F
commutes with every hlatrix of the same size, we have IA - AI so det M = IO'A - B'II=
det (-B) = (-I) _.det (B). i
F ,
Consideringthe eigenmatrixM-_I we have det(M-_I)= detLs
J
det ((-_IXA-_I)-B)= det(-_A.+_'I-B)= de'.(_21-_A-B). _,
Our purpose in looking at (let (M-_I) is to observe that (let (M- _, l) = 0 is the '
J
characteristic equation of the matrix M, but since det (M-Jl)=det(_I-_-B), then
(let ( _ _"I- /_A-B) = 0 is also the characteristic equation for M, and it is a polynomial
equation in terms of the matrices A and B which are submatrices of the original
matrix M. Assume first /_=0, then M =[_ ;] and even though wecannot use the
theorem just proved (S = r) is not nonsingular) we can still see that det M = (-l)'_.det B
22-12
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by Laplace'sexpansion.To compute thedeterminantof M-_ Iinthiscase we have det
i (M- _ I) =Jet 16 "El and since -_I is nensingular, ;he theorem does apply in this case toI.
.I
give us
det (M- A I)= det ()_zI-B) = (-l)']-det (B-_'I). Since for a fixed n, (-I) " is a
constant, it will not affect the eigenvalues in the polynomial characteristic equation.
t
Thus if,_x, i = I, ..., n are the eigenvalues of B, then _ = t _I/_-_ will be the eigenvalues
' of M. (Note: det (B-/f;I) = 0 implies det (M-_,.I) = 0.)
Assume now that B is diagonalizable. Then for each_(;, i = I, 2, ..., n there exists an
,. - eigenvector UI , i = I, 2, ..., n such that the set (U l , U_, ..., Un) of eigenvectors is
linearly l_,dependent. Thus let T = (U) , U_, ..., Un) be the matrix of eigenvectors as
columns in the matrix. Then T-IBT = D (_Ys,_'_, "*) _, ) will be the diagonal matrix of
eigenvalues.
Let S = _.. be the matrix where the
4q
_/'s here are the positive square roots of the_.'s and thus are half of the eigenvalues of
M. Consider first the case whereg.t0 for all i = I, 2, ..., n. Then S -I exists and .
,,..¢.,j• Inthiscaselet P :Lr __.]andP-= _L-'r-'-r-'J
. ][: ]p_, r,T,-,or MP:_Ls_"-T""ojLT -T -iL-T"ers"vs -r"_rS"-
f ,.
' .,--,_-, r%o][;,.o]=r',,,:o].r_,o],, _, Computing BT we obtain, LO ,._.j , _. Lo '"_I ""-,, LO_.J
" 22-13
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_m_ "_" " '_t ] ' , - ' i
F',,,ol T-,
:L 0 Jd= s. Since BT diagonalizes B to its eigenvalue matrix.
[:_s]Thus P-_ MP = ½[-S+_; -S-S --- "
l
Hence this choice for P will diag_alize M where the positive square roots of,_ are
down the diagonal of the upper-left n x n matrix aM the negative square roots of ei are
the diagonal elements of the lower right n x n matrix. Thus we have shown how to
• diagonalize M given any diagonalizable B provided the eigenvalues of B are nonzero. °
J
: Thus M is diagonalizable when B is diagonalizable provided none of B's eigenvalues are
%
.- - zerot and provided that A = 0.
_..
Now suppose A = ,8 I, where _ is any n,'nzero scalar. We then obtain
det(M -_I)= det(AzI- _(/31)-B)
" :det((4tA_ )l-B)
- = (-l)_.det (B_(_L,_ )I).
Again let _., i = 1, 2, ..., n be the eigenvalues of B. We then have _- _,,_ =_. or
_- _./3-,%.= 0, for i = 1, 2, ..., n. By solving these quadratic equations we again obtain
the eigenvalues for M from the eigenvalues for B.
If we assume _ _0 for all i and that all of the eigenvalues for B are distinct, then the
eigenvalues for M will be distinct, and thus M is diagonalizab_e.
\
• ®
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i
._ _ ABSTRACT
" _ The effects of 5 KeY argon and oxygen ion bombardment on FeTiO 3
(ilmenite) at low temperatures have been studied using X-ray photoelectron
0
spectroscopy (XPS). Also, using this same technique, the adsorption
of 02 , NO, N20 , and CO at 300 _ and the adsorption of 02 and D20 at
_ 150 K have been studied.
_ Argon and oxygen ion bombardment of ilmenite have confirmed earlier
studies on metal oxides that argon ions generally reduce the anion species
while oxygen ions generally oxidize the anion species. The two iron
Fe+2states involved were and Fe0. The reduction of Ti +4 was not verified
t
although a significant shift in the Ti(2Pl,3 ) binding energies toward
the metallic state was observed after oxygen ion bombardment at low
:_ temperatures.
_.
At temperatures above 150 K, 02 adsorbs dissociatively on ilmenite
,!
while D20 adsorbs molecularly below 170 K. Above 300 K NO, N20, and
P
CO _o not appear to adsorb dissociatively. Low temperature adsorption
of D20 was found to be inhibited by predosing the ilmenite with 02 .
Center Research Advisor: Dave S. McKay
° !
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INTRODUCTION
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has been used extensively
I-6
to study solar-wind reduction mechanisms on lunar samples and more
7-9
recently• to study ion-bombardment damaged metal surfaces. The earlier
experiments ehowed that under ion bombardment• the surface Fe+2 in the
iron rich lunar samples could be reduced to metallic Fe or Fe0. In
general• studies have shown that under ion bombardment the reduction
to the metallic state is (I) accompanied by the loss of the anion species,
e.g 0- in the case of FeO and (2) is nearly independent of the incident
_ 4,7
:" ion mass. In contrast to the reduction of the cation species under
_ argon ion bombardment, the dominant process during oxygen icn bombardment
8
has been found to be cation oxidation.
Recently this laboratory has been using the technique of XPS
10-11
to study the adsorption properties of gases on transition metal surfaces.
In the present work we have begun a sequence of experiments designed
to investigate the adsorption ef small molecules on FeTeO 3 (ilmenite)
as a function of ion-bombardment parameters and temperature. Specifically
we have considered thus far the adsorption of D20, 02. NO, N20, and
CO on polycrystalline terrestrial samples of ilmenite under varying :
conditions of radiation damage.
EXPERIMENTAL
The present experiments were performed in an ultra-high vacuum
i
chamber having a base pressure on the order of 10-9 torr which was equipped
with a quadrupole mass spectrometer, a 0-5 _,eV ion gun, an electron
gun for Auger spectroscopy, a magnesium X-ray source (1253.6 eV), and
a high-resolution double-pass cylindrical mirror electron energy analyzer.
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The XPS data were obtained by coupling the energy analyzer to a 1024
channel analyzer and microcomputer. The ilmenite sample was cut from
a larger rock sample with a slow speed diamond saw. The unpolished
sample was attached to tantalum foil by bending tabs over the edges
i of the ilmenite. The foil was then spotwelded to tantalum posts which
._ were in turn attached to a liquid nitrogen-cooled cold stage. The sample
0
could be heated well above i000 K by passing a current through the tantalum
foil. The temperature was monitored by a thermocouple spc_weiaed to
; - • the tantalum foil. The ilmenite was ion bombarded in situ by raising
; _ the chamber background pressure of the desired gas to around 10-5 torr
._ with the ion gun in the rastering mode. All adsorbates except D20,
were admitted to the sample chamber through a leak valve after being
_ passed through an appropriate cold trap in order to remov_ any water.
ION BOMBARDMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSIOJ
_' In order to characterize the ilmenite sample and in order to
f
" establish a baseline for the present studies, the effects of 5 KeV argon,
7 hydrogen, and oxygen ion bombardment on the sample at 300 K and 150 K
were considered. Typical XPS spectra in the Fe(2Pl,3 ) region taken
after oxygen and argon ion bombardment at 150 K are shown in figure I.
• Also _een is the O(KW) Auger peak near 742 eV. Ion bombardment was
found to have little effect on the position of the O(KVV) or O(ls),
not shown, binding energies but does alter the peak intensities (oeak
areas). The Fe(2Pl,3) peaks were found to be very sensitive to ion
r bombardment. Argon and hydrogen ions reduced the Fe+2 to Fe0 with
_ approximately the same efficiency. The Fe binding energies from computer
ii_,_" deconvolved spectra are given in table I. The Fe0(2Pl,3 ) states are
clearly seen in figure I near 710 eV and 722 eV respectively. !
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ATABLE i. Fe Binding Energies (B.E.) in Electron Volts.
Fe 0 Fe +2
, State 2Pl 2P3 2Pl 2P3
B.E. 711.7 707.8 724.3 720.7
As was expected, very little difference was found between the
spectra after argon and hydrogen ion bombardment. Both ions were found
to reduce Fe+2 to Fe 0 but neither ion would produce any reduction of
_= the Ti +4 state of ilmenite. Kim, et. al, 12 using XPS, found that Ti+3 8
%
in Ti203 was not reduced during argon ion bombardment. In contrast
_: to argon and hydrogen ion bombardment, oxygen ion bombardment would
_- Fe+2 Fe 0not reduce but would oxidize any present near the surface.i
The O(KVV) intensity during oxygen ion bombardment increased as expected.
Figure 2 shows the XPS spectra in the Ti(2Pl,3) region for oxygen ion-
bombarded FeTiO 3 at 150 K and 300 K. Somewhat surprising was the nearly
i eV shift to lower binding energies at 150 K. This shift was observed
only after oxygen ion bombardment at low temperatures. Work is continuing
to determine the origin of this shift and the states that are involved. _T
Oxygen ion bombardment did produce much sharper spectra at 150 K than
at 300 K. The spectra after argon ion bombardment gave no indication
of any temperature dependence.
ADSORPTION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The adsorption of 02 , NO, N20, and CO on ilmenite between 300 K
and 800 K, and D20 and 02 at 150 K has been studied. One difficulty
in studying these molecules on ilmenite is the presence of a strong
O(ls) XPS signal from the FeO and TiO 2 complexes. Additional O(ls)
23--/. k/'_"_.
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, contributions are thus hard to observe unless the adsorbate contributions
are either very large or several eV's removed from the substrate O(is)
binding energy.
The present study showed that the oxygen-containing molecules\
NO, N20 , and CO do not adsorb dissociatively on ilmenite between 300 K
and 800 K. This was indicated by the lack of oxidation of Fe0 on an
argon ion-bombarded surface. Oxygen was found to adsorb dissociatively
above 150 K. The oxygen would oxidize the Fe0 but not as well as oxygen
, ions during ion bombardment. This suggests that _he radiation damage
extends many atomic layers beneath the surface _ereas the oxidation
tn
_ _ that was observed occurs only at the top few atomic layers. Future
#_ studies using angle-resolved XPS would be useful in examining this problem.
Figure 3 shows XPS spectra taken in the 0(is) region for argon
ion-bombarded ilmenite followed by exposures of 50 L and 250 L (i L = 1
Langmuir = 10-6 torr-sec) D20 at 150 K. Also shown is the spectrum for
200 L D20 adsorbed on ilmenite predosed with i0 L 02 . The D20 adsorbed
7
molecularly at 150 K with an O(is) binding energy of 534.4 eV as opposed
7
to 530.8 eV for the O(is) of FeTiO 3. Mass spectrometer data yielded
a D20 desorption temperature of 170 K. At 215 K, XPS spectra verified _
• the absence of D20 from the O(Is) region and also verified the absence
" • of any Fe0 oxidation which would have occurred if the D20 had dissociated
upon warming. Curve (d) in figure 3 indicates that the presence of
, preadsorbed oxygen atoms tends to inhibit the adsorption of D20. Similar
results were found after oxygen ion bombardment.
!
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CONCLUSIONS
Hydrogen and argon ion bombardment reduced the surface Fe +2
• _
to metallic Fe of FeTiO3 with approximately the same efficiency. Neither
ion reduced Ti +4. Oxygen ion bombardment oxidized a previously reduced
surface much more efficiently at 150 K than at 300 K. At 150 K, oxygen
:,, ion bombardment produced I eV shift in the Ti(2Pl,3) spectra that was
not observed after argon and oxygen ion bombardment.
At 300 K NO, N20, and CO would not adsorb dissociatively on
an argon ion-bombarded surface of ilmenite. Oxygen was found to adsorb
dissociatively above 150 K while D20 was found to adsorb molecularly
X ':
s below 170 K. Finally, an argon ion-bombarded surface having a preadsorbed
_r
_' oxygen layer or an oxygen ion-bombarded surface inhibits the formation
of D20 ice layers.
p
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ADVANCEDALGORITHMFOR ORBIT COMPUTATION
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VictorSzebehely
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; ABSTRACT "
Th}s paper is a reporton the continuationof the author'swork with
Y V. Bondof NASA-JSCperformedin 1981-82. The subjectis the formulation
z of computationaland analyticaltechniqueswhich simplifythe solutionof
_4
complexproblemsin orbitmechanics,Astrodynamicsand CelestialMechanics.
The major toolof the simplificationis the substitutionof trans-
formationsin placeof numericalor analyticalintegrations.In thisway
the rathercomplicatedequationsof orbitmechanicsmioht sometimes be
reducedto linearequationsrepresentingharmonicoscillatorswith con-
stantcoefficients, i
i
= The first partof thiswork was reportedin severalpapersand reports
: by V. Bondand V. Szebehely,which are listedand discussedin the body
of this paper. One outcomeof the previouswork was the derivation
of an equationfromwhich the transformationsmay be computedfor a given
problem. Thisequationis knowntoday in the literatureas the "Szebehely-Bond-
EqL._ion."
The recentlyperformedwork r_nortedhere,generalizesthm p _inus
resultsto multi-dimensionalproblems,investigatesthe roleof in_egrals
in conjunctionwith the transformationsand discussessome of the,as yet
unsolvedproblems.
_ CenterResearchAdvisor: VictorR. Bond,
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INTRODUCTION
i The method of transforming non-linear differential equations of
,_ orbit mechanics into linear differential equations is one of the major
I
: problems in celestial mechanics. Hamiltonian canonical transformations
in the extendedphase-spaceattack this problem and the relation of this
approach to regularization is discussed in detail in several reference "
(
books, see for instance Szebehely, 1967. Regularization is the technique i
_':: to eliminate the si_Igularitiesof the differential equations of motion
_* and the associated transformations often lead to linearization, see for
.-
: instanceLevi-Civita, 1903 or Stiefel and ScheiTele, 1971.
" One of the first general investigation of regularization was performed
; by Sundman, 1912 who introduced a new independent variable and regularized
binary collisions in the general problem of three bodies. The purpose of
Sundman's work was not to linearize the equations of motion but to show
the existence of solutions of the non-linear bu_ regular differential
equations of motion. For this reason Sundman's work was not generally
accepted and was seldom used by workers in orbital mechanics until close-
• I
approach trajectories had to be computed in connection with lunar and planetary
missions. Regularization and linearization were rediscovered and were
described usually as "transformations"since, as it will be shown, new
independent and dependent variables are to be introduced to linearize.
24-2
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I The basic ideaof this projectis deceivinglysimple. The execution
is, on the other hand,extremelycomplicatedand difficult.
" " The equationsof motion in Astrodynamicsare secondorderdifferential
equationswith non-lineartermsand with singularities.All threedifficultiesi
" (secondorder,non-linear,singular)werealreadyknown to Sir I._aacNewton;
theyare due to Newton'ssecondlaw of motion (accordingto which the
ol
accelation,x is relatedto the force),and are connectedwith Newton'slaw
of gravity(accordingto which the force is inverselyproportionalto the
squareof the distance). The simplestdemonstrationof the problemuses
a one-dimensionalexamplewhich is representedby the equation
- Ux: , (1)
where dots denotederivativeswith respectto time, x is the distance
betweenthe participatingbedies_nd U is a constantdependingon the masses
of the participatingbodiesand on the constantof gravity. Equation(1) is _.
a secondorder,non-lineardifferentialequationwith a singularity
q
at x=O. In this,simplesto,=all _ases,linearizationis easilyaccomplished
by introducinga new independentvariable and consequentlymeasuring
time (t)with a new clock. The two times {sand t) are connected(Sundman,Igl2)
, by:
ds : dt (2)
X
I
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: It might be seen that this equation introduces a new time s. As x _.
; becomes small and the usual time step _t is reduced during numerlcal
integration, the new time step As remains approximately constant. This
might be looked upon as a built-in time step control, popular in numerical
_" integration techniques. If we rewrite Equation (1) in terms of s instead ,
of t we obtain another non-linear equation, which, however, with the use
of the integral of the energ#, might be written in a linear form. The
analysis is simple, nonetheless, it reveals some fundamental aspects of i
the problem and, therefore, it will be reproduced here. The two
_ "time derivatives", i.e. the two velocities
_= dx X' dx
_-_ and = d'-_
* X !
; are related by x = -_- (3)
: and the two accelerations by
X n
---¢ - (x')Z/x3 (4)
,.
So the new equation of mot4on becomes
X II -- " _-J _../_.i_/¥1'_x (s)
which is just as unpleasant as the original equation was, see Equation (1).
s
So the famous Sundman transformation (Equation 2) neither re.qularizes nor
lineariz_s the equation of motion. Nevertheless, it might be shown that
_ 24-4 _,
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., the term
,. (x')21x
becomes linear when the principle of energy conservation is used.
Equation (1) has an energy integral which might be written as
..
. ;_2=2u + 2h__
x (6)_ v
_-_; or as
(x,)2
_ x - 2p + 2 h x . (7) I
T
Consequently, Equation (5) becomes
• x" - 2 h x = p (8)
{
; This simple example reveals several difficulties of fundamental importance . !
in the theory of linearization, some of which have still not been over- I
come in the case of the n-dimensional perturbed motion.
I
As we have seen, the use of Sundman's transformation was not sufficient
to linearize the equation of motio, and an integral of the system had to be
y
used to accomplish linearization. Furthermore, the dependent variable x
i was not transformed. The fact is that with a proper x:f(y) transformation,
t,
i Equation (1) may be linearized without the use of the energy integral.
..I
"_' i _t _
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iConsequently, in principle, non-linear equations without energy conservation
might be linearized when the proper dependent variable is selected. This
is discussed in considerable detail in Szebehely(176a,b) ; Schrapel (1978);
Szebehely and Bond (1982 and 1983); Bond and Szebehely (1982)_ Mittleman and
Jezewski (1982); Belen'kii (1981), etc.
Now that the basic approach and some fundamental problen,s have been
presented, we are ready to increase the dimensionality from one to two. One
: of the recent papers on this problem is by Szebehely and Bond (1983) in
_: which the Szebehely-Bond equation is derived in the form:
_" Ap + B = "/2H-_ [(__.)2 G], (9)
I
; where r=F(_) is the transformation of the old radial cordinate r to the
new one p, g(r) is the function controlling the time transformation which ,
now becomes
ds--g- rt), (lO)
) the functioFJ
2
G=2h + _ _ c
r r_ (ll)
represents the,energy integral and
dF _
do" (12)
Those functions (F and g) which satisfy Equation (9) will linearize
)
the two-dimensionalequatioas of motion. Various combinations of these
functions were and are discussed in the literature (beginning with Kepler).
24-6
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:i The most recentis by Ferrer,to be publishedin CelestialMechanics,
,,_ [Ferrer,1983].
"d
Similartechniquesare availableand applicableto accurate
: f_rdockingof 'orbit calculations for relative motion of satellites ,
" space probes,etc. [Nacozyand Szebehely,1976;Szebehely,1975and 1976c;
-. etc.]
_I ° Transformationsleadingfrom unsolvedr._r_-lineardifferentialequations
_i to solvednon-linearequationsare also popularin the mathematicalliterature.
_ Thesetransformationsdo not transformthe independentvariableand,
.=
L consequently,might not be idealfor problemspertinentto celestialmechanics,
=. nevertheless,theyare mentionedhere sincetheymay open up new avenues
of research[Dasarathyand Srinivasan,1968;de Spautzand Lerman,1967
? and 1969].
- 1
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" RESULTS
The generalizationto n-dimensionalmotionwas performedduring
I
the periodof May g - July 15, 1983. The resultswill be summarizedin
this sectionusinganalyticaldescription.The verbalevaluationof these
resultsis in the sectionentitJed CONCLUSIONS.
The two-prongedattackmay be describedas using the directand 4
; the inverseapproaches.
L
The analyticalformulationmay be representedby matrixnotation
_J
_ or by subscriptnotation.
_Z Consequently,fourbasic equationsrepresentthe results.
m
The directapproachstartswith givennon-lineardifferentialequations
and attemptsto findthe transformationswhich resultin lineardifferential
equations. The transformationsof the independentand dependentvariables
are __.
ds:dt (13)g
and
Yi = Fi (xj);xi = Fi (Yj) (14)
Using matrix notation these become
(
_; 'I t
,l P = F (R) ; R : @ (P) . (IS) , .
I
i
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Here g=g(xi) or g=g(R) is the function which controls the transformation
, of the independent variable t. Furthermore xi is the i-th component
of the pjsition vector appearing in the original, nonlinear differential
equation. The corresponding vector in matrix notation is R. The dependent
• variable of the transformed linear equation is Yi or in matrix notation P.
• Consequently, Equations(14) repre._entthe c_ordinate transformations in
subscript notation and Equations (15) in matrix notation. All symbols
represent vectors (R, F, R, _ ) or components of vectors (Yi'Fi'xi'fi)
_-: excepting the function g which is a scalar depending on the original *
• dependent variable. The function g in the literature is often called a
scalar- vector function.
; The original nonlinear equation to be transformed is
,T-
: Ri + Hi(xj, xj, t ) = 0 (16)
or R + H (R, _, t) = 0 (17) i
>
4
where dots represent derivaC'ves with respect to time.
The d)sired result of the transformation is
P
,i
ss e
Yi + aij Yj + bij Yj = 0 (18)
_:*' I or
:_: i. P"+AP' + BP = 0 ,
, (19)
*: 24-9 _._._-._. _, d
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where primes are derivatives with respect to the transformed time s
and A(aij), B(bij) are matrices with cc-stant or s -dependent elements.
Equations (16) and (17) are the equations to be transformed and are
• ?
represented here in their most general forms. After the transformations,
Equations (16) and (17) become
,Jg-1 g2
_ . , ,
_: Yl + g F1 i (fi )'k YkYj- F1 iHi = 0 (20)
_.; , ,
.._"
_ and
p,,+ (@.)-I [(_**__ I dg _*)p,]p,_g2(¢*)-iH = 0 (21)g d@
o i
Here
y0 : d_ , p, _ dP
1 dT ds ' _;_
: * d_
_Fl and ¢ -
Fl,i @x dP
1
Consider Equations (Ig) and (21). In order to accomplish linearity
the two last terms of Equation (Ig) must be equal to the two last terms
of Equation (2!). Similarly for Equations (18) and (20). These are the
conditions to be _.atisfiedby the transformation fui_ctiens,g and F in order
to obtain linearizaticn.
!
"1
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' The problemsassociatedwith these requirementswill be discussedin
the sectionentitledCONCLUSIONS. Severalexampleswere investigatedand
• interestingand unexpectedresultswere obtained.
++ The inverse approachstartswith the linearEquations(18)and (19),
then the transformations,givenby Equations(14)and (15),are appliedand ,
the followingresultsare obtained:
,
_ . /
+_;: Rl + C+ljk x.] xk + 81k x k + Yl = 0 (22) _'
_+ and C
'- +. i
! R + [A R ] _ + BR + I"= 0 (23) !
where J
+'- _ljk ' Blk ' Yl' A, B and r dependon
xi, R, F, g, aij,A, bij, B .
Equations(22)and (23)describethe type of non-linearequations._:hich
might be linearizedby properlyselectedtransformations.Once again,
the requirementsplacedon the transformationswill be discussedin the next
section. It is notedhere thai Equations(22)and (23) _,orin otherwords
l
B y,A,B,r) are availablein formssimilarto the detailsgivenin
Equations(20)and (21).
+
,+
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CONCLUSIONS
(I) The two major approaches,using two differentnotationswere
formulatedand a thoroughstudy of the comparisonrevealedcomplete
agreement. Fromthis it may be concludedthat the main results,i.e.
I
Equations(20)- (23)are reliable.
(2) Specificexamplespertinentto orbit mechanicshave shownthat
-
_- ir,tegralsof the motionplay an importantrole in additionto the tran'-
formationsselected. _,
_- (3) Transformationsgiven in the literaturewere substitutedand the :
requirementsmentionedin the previoussectionwere satisfied. !
(4) Itwas foundthat the linearizedsystemsdid not necessarily; j
representth:_finalsolutionsof the problemsand presentlydiagonalization
and triangularizationrequirementsof the matricesA and B are investigated.
(5) The literatureconcerningtransformationsof nonlineardifferential
7
equationsis impressive,to say the least,and the numberof references ,,.,j
. given here couldbe easilytripled. I
(6) The transformationsdescribedIn thisreportare restrictedand
their generalizationsmight be of considerableinterest.
(7) Lineardifferentialequationsdo not necessarilyhave Lyapunov-stable
C
sulutions. Thisshouldinfluencethe selectionof the transformationfunctions.
(8) Thereare severaldynamicalsystemsof considerableimportance
_ in orbit mechanics which represe_,_, so-called non-tntegrable systems. If
24-12 *
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thesesystemsare investigatedin the lightof the presentrepo,.,we arrive
' ' at one of the followingconclusions:
(i) Non-integrabledynamicalsystemscannotbe transformed
to linearsystemssince linearsyst,;r,,sare integrableand _;._r
integrals,transformedback intothe systemof the original
_" variables would produceintegralso; the system. The con-
trad_ction,_ht be resolve_by claimingthatthe transformations "
do not exist.
¢7
_ (li) Anotherresolutionis th,ar.non-inte9rables_stemsare in reality
_ -
_ i not-integratedsystems,n:e_ningthatthe non- ._._grability
i conditionexistsonly undercertainconditions,see Pol_care's
'_ and Brur_s"assumptionsconcerningthe non-integrabilityof
the restrictedand of the generalproblemsof threebodies.
: Accordingly,transcendentaltransformationfunctionsmight
resultin linearizationand corsquentlyJr.showingintegr&bility
of these famous"non-lntegrable"dynamicalsystemssincesomeof _
the above-quotedconditionsclaim non-inteT..aoilltyin termsof
,, algebraicfunctions.i
_, (
(lii) Furthermore,it i_ knownthatcertainnon-lntegrableSystems
I
, have 1ocallyvalid Integrals.Theseshouldcorrespondto locally
f
valid transformationswhich s,,ouldsatisfythe requirementsmentioned
i in the previoussection.
I
e
............................. L , _ ._ ., t
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J(9) The two, seemingly most significant conclusions are left ._
to items (9) and (I0). From a practical point of view, transformations
which reduce or eliminate numerical integrations are of the utmost
importance. Numerical accuracy is increased and the time requirement
for computations is reduced. Autonomous operations require such im- _
provements and their executions are associated closely with the success
!
of establishing the proper transformations.
" i
i 1
(lO) Establishing transformationseither to linear systems or to
_j integrated non-line_ systems might be considered one of the greatest ii
accomplishments of modern celestialmechanics. Accurate long-time
predictions would be possible for any length of time. This is intimately !
: associated with the study of the stability of the solar system and of the }
origin and evolution of the Universe. To integrate "non-integrable"
!
systems would show that these systems should have been called "not-integrated"
systems to begin with and would challenge the foundation and the famous
t and classical results of celestial mechanics.
1
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' _ SOLAR CONCENTRATO_ DEGRADATION - ".....
IN ;
"- LOW EARTH ORBIT (LEO)
%
y Richard G. Thomas, Ph.D.
.,, Professor of Physics
_ _ Prairie View A&M University
Prairie View, Texas
,
ABSTRACT ,'
=_ The use of parabolically or spherically-shaped mirrors is being considered
_[;-_ in order to increase the solar energy intensity on solar cells. Their use _
will significantly decrease the size and number of the cells needed for a
particular application, hence the total array cost. Questions arise, however, j
• !
regarding the long-term (five to ten years) efficiency of these devices.
Performance degradation of the mirror surfaces might result from known hostile
elements in the low earth orbit (LEO) environment (150-350 nautical miles).
This study addresses the degradation issue in light of present knowledge of
y
this environment.
The following characteristics of the LEO environment are identified for x
study: (1) the vacuum of space; (2) sputtering by the residual atoms and
particles in space; (3) solar electromagnetic radiation; (4) contamination
_ of the mirror surface; (5) atomic oxygen interactions with the surface; (6)
," _ bombardment of the surface by meteoroids; and (7) irradiation of the surface
" _ by ionizing particles (protons). Using the best available information for
the magnitudes of the necessary quantities, we carry-out a mathematical
loss caused by each characteristic. Otherwise, reasonable estlm-_tes are made
of corresponding losses, based on already published data. i '
--"" ."
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It is concluded that vacuum effects on a reflecLing surface are negligible
for the temperatures expected in space. Also, negligible is the effect of
r
bombardment of the surface by meteoroids. Solar electromagnetic radiation
is found to cause a slight (two percent to six percent) degradation in
reflectance within the first year or two of exposure, after'which no further
change is expected. Atomic oxygen interactions pose great danger to a
reflecting surface, because large effects have already been observed on
: relatively short Space Shuttle missions.
_ Based on the results and studie_ of solar radiation and atomic oxygen "
interactions, both of which are fairly well defined at LEO, it seems likely
_ that these two will combine to produce a degradation in reflectance of at
least lO percent over a five to ten-year period. The low energy (<20 key)
protons could play a major role in the degradation in the reflectance. If i
the flux is as high as |01°/cmZ/sec, the degradation is likely _o be much
higher than 10 percent. This will also be the case if atomic oxygen inter-
actions turn out to be considerably higher than assumed here. On the other i
hand, if the flux is less than 108/cm2/sec, proton effects will probably be
negligible.
Center Research Advisor: William A. Chandler
!
i
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, INTRODUCTION ..
• _ As the space program expands and the Space Station becomes a reality,
' there will be more, and no doubt, larger devices needing electrical power.
At least..part of this need is likely to be satisfied by the use of solar
i cells, continuously changed in position to track the sun. In order to mini-
; mize the number needed (and hence cost) of these rather expensive devices, ,.
consideration is now being given to the use of concentrators that will
increase the intensity of energy falling on each cell. The concentrators
are likely to be of some parabolic or spherical design, with a reflective |
i! coating of aluminum, nickel, silver, or some other suitable material. The
mirror coatings may or may not be protected by a thin, transparent outer
_i oxide layer of silicon, depending on circumstances. For both kinds (coated
, _ and uncoated), but particularly the bare unprotected surfaces, there is some s
concern that their initialIy high reflectivities might decrease significantiy ,}
I
before the period of planned use (five to ten years) has expired, as a result
of their exposure to the LEO environment. The purpose of this study is to
investigate the long-term (five to ten years) effect that the near-earth
(150-350 nm) environment is likely to have on the specular reflectance of
these mirrors. _
( THEORY AND RESULTS
At LEO, we will consider the following known characteristics of space as
being potentially damaging to optical surfaces: (a) the vacuum of space;
(b) sputtering phenomena; (c) solar electromagnetic radiation; (d) contami-
_'_ nation by thin films; (e) atomic oxygen interactions; (f) bombardment by
" meteoroids; and (g) irradiation by ionizing particles.
!25-3
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The Vacuum of Space
At a dlstance of 125 miles from the surface of the earth, atmospheric
_ pressure is about I0-6 mm of Hg. At this low value, there is the possibility "
that molecules of the solid reflective surface will evaporate into the
surrounding vacuum much faster than they return to it. 1_e Langmuir equation (|)
describes this process and is written:
Is 8
(l) W - P/17.14 (Ms/T)-/2 where
W - rate of evaporation (gm/cm2/sec)
P = vapor pressure of the material (mm Hg)
• 1
T ffitemperature (OK)
: -
Ms " molecular weight of the surface material in the gas phase
The vapor pressure of AI is lO-I° arm at 744°C. U_ing these figures in
equation (I), one finds an evaporation rate of 0.084 n_n/year. This is a i
]
: rather large rate b_t poses no serious problem, because the temperature is !
P
much higher than will be encountered at LEO. At LEO tempezatures (-70°C to
+50°C),the vapor pressures of all commonly used reflecting metals are consi-
derably smaller than lO-l°atm, it is believed, therefore, that this effect
will at most cause a very slow decrease in optical reflectivity due to possible
differences in evaporation rates in different grains of the metal. _" (
Sputtering Phenomena
The removal of atoms from the reflecting surface as _ result of its )
bombardment by low energy (<I mev) atoms and ions in the environment is
called "sputtering". A threshold energy exists for doing this that depends
on the nature of the impinging atom or ion and of the surface. For protons
hitting an aluminum surface, this threshold is found to be about 0.5 key,
while it is about 0.1 key for nitrogen or oxygen atoms. For atoms and ions
with energies above their threshold values, it can readily be shown that
25-4
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" (2) _ts = _ C Ms/pAv where '
_ts - rate of decrease in thickness of the film (cm/sec)
, , %
= incident flux of atoms or ions (no/cm2/sec)
= yield, the nhmber of surface atoms liberated/incident atom
0 " density of the reflective material (gm/cm a)
Av - Avogadro's Number
, The greatest uncertainties in the use of equation (2) for LEO are in the
eyield factor and the incident flux of protons. Using the best available
_ estimates of these, we find the sputtering loss due to residual air (oxygen J
• and nitrogen) will be about 0.15 A/year. This is considered a negligible {
amount. On the other hand, the low energy protons at LEO will potentially
_ o
_L" t
sputter off about I00 A/year, which is a relatively large _mount.
_ Solar Eleetromag_etic Radiation _
The effect of ultraviolet radiation on a hare aluminum surface has been i
studied (2), and a reproduction of one of the graphs resulting from this _
study is shown in figure I. In this study, a mercury-arc lamp was used as
the source of U-V radiation. The most striking feature of these curves is
the saturation effect that appears after about 2,000 Equivalent Space Sun
• Hours (ESSH). After this time, there is essentially no further change in
' _
reflectance. If one assumes contznuous sun exposure, 2,000 hours will be
accumulated in about three months. At an exposure of 8 hours/day, one sees
that maximum degradation of two percent to six percent will occur in about
nine months.
Contamination by Thin Films
At every stage in the assembly and deployment of a mirror, great care
most be taken to see that the surface is kept clean. Additionally, a thin
[
' _ film of carbon or other contaminant material can form from organics used in
w. ! ' %
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surrounding parts of the structure, if they outgass significantly. Bremer
(3) has calculated the maximum allowable contaminant film thickness that
will lead to a degradation of I0 percent in reflectance. His conclusion is i
that a film about one nanometer thick will produce such a loss. In a study
of this _roblem, Gillette (2) used a source of protons. It has been observm -
4! over the years in the laboratory that radiation, too, can cause the buildu_
#
_, of a contaminant film. He estimated that a film from 0.5 to about 1.5 nano-
t
meters accumulated in three to four hours exposure at 16 key, 10Z3/cm2/sec.
• i
If one assumes tbat the buildup time varies inversely with beam intensity, . ,
-i
_ then at the assumed intensity of the protons in LEO (~10Z°/cm2/sec) a I0 :
I
_ percent degradation in reflectance, du_ to this effect, might be expected to i
_ occur in about five or six months of exposure. On the other hand, if the
flux is less than 10e/cm21sec, as has been estimated in another source (8),
no film buildup will occur.
Atomic Oxxgen Interactions
t
On the first three missions of the Space Shuttle, it was observed that
physical changes occurred in some of the commonly used materials after expo- 1
sure to the space environment. Following this observation, a series of I '_
specially selected materz_Is was set up in an experiment designed to investi-
gate this effect. A report of the results of this exposure has been made
(4). In the series were a group of thin films (I00 _ - 2,000 _) of silver, )
carbon, and osmiam. The osmium was completely lost through evaporation,i
while the silver was completely oxidized. In another test, aluminum was
j exposed, but the results were inconclusive. It is no_ thought that these
changes are due to the chemical action of oxygen in the environment on the
surface atoms. Because of its similarity to sputtering, this process is
f
sometimes considered to be a form of it. (8) No loss rates have been
%
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t-_ _ established for the metals likely to be used as reflector coatings. On the
other hand, a large loss of 5.25 mils is predicted for kapton and mylar over
a ten-year period. On the basis of the size of this effect, the behavior of
silver in a very short time, and the uncertainty in the behavior of aluminum,
one has _o be concerned about this interaction.
_t Bombardment.b_ Meteoroids
J Meteoroids are very small solid particles moving in interplanetary space.
A model of the flux-mass distribution has been constructed and is given in
figure 2. (5) To simulate the behavior of these particles striking a mirror
surface, Bjork designed a mathematical model. (6) This model, which has been
_i_ verified experimentally, predicts that the bombardment will result in
_ hemispherical craters being formed in the mirror surface. The radius of a
crater is given by:
(3) r = C (mv)_ where
r = radius (cm)
m = mass of projectile (grams)
v = impact velocity (kmlsec)
C - a constant that depends on the target t_.
Bjork found C = 1.09 for A1 on A1, and 0.606 for Fe on Fe. In this study,
we sat C = 1. The analysis of meteoroid damage consists of calculating the
fraction of the total area of a reflector damaged by strikes. It is assumed
that no two particles strike the same area, that atl are moving with the
average speed of 20 kin/set (5), chat the damaged area has a lower constant
average reflectance, and that meteoroids have the mass and flux distribution
given in figure 2. The result of this analysis is that there will be no
damage from this source, because of the smallness of the flux and masses of
' the meteoroids.
25-7
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Irradiatio n by Protons
While the very low energy protons will be unable _o penetrate the reflecting
surface and will interact basically by sputtering, those at some slightly
4
higher energies will penetrate to depths that depend on their energies. If
the energy is too high, they will pass through the thin film with little or
no damage. In the range of energies that resu_ in their being stopped in
i
the film, radiation damage may occur. This phenomenon was observed for a b
I
ti
bare aluminum reflector by Gillette. (2) He found _hat severe blistering of
i
the film resulted from an exposure of I0t7 protons/cm 2 of 16 kev energy. He
O
estimated their range in AI to oe 3500 A. Using these figures, one readily
finds this to be a radiation dose of 2.7 x 10llrads Cl rad = lO0 ergs/gm).
"J Fuller (7) estimates that radiation damage occurs for an exposure between "'
!
I0e and I0u rads. Another estimate (8) places this threshold at about I0TM
¢
rads for AI and other metals. Gillette's results tend to support the smaller
estimate. We have previously assumed a flux of l0x°/cmZ/sec of low energy I
{
solar protons. Their average energy, however, is lower than 16 key. Assuming # '
!
I
this value is sev 2 key, we find the dose rate to be 8.54 x I0n fads/year.
On the basis of the above results, one would certainly expect blistering of
this material under these conditions.
C_NCLUSIONS i
' iSince all of the processes that have been considered are actually occurring
simultaneously in LEO, the question naturally arises as to their combined effect ! IL
on a reflecting surface. There do_s not appear to be a way, a priori, of
combining these effects. Nevertheless, Some reasonable conclusions can be
drawn. I
!
Vacuum effects on a reflecting surfa:e are negligible fo:rthe temperatures i-
_ expected in space. Also negligible is the bo_.bardme,_tof the surface by
25-8
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ii!i meteoroids. Of the remaining five characteristics considered, protons are
involved in three. The remaining two, s_iar e' .tromagnetic radiation and
_! atomic oxygen interactions, are both fairly definite processes that have
[. already been observed, and to some extent studied. Based on these studies, _-
N
i it appears likely that they will combine to produce a degradation in reflect-ance of at least I0 percent over a five to ten-year period. Such a minimum
-3
.._ degradation will be independent of the material used, its size, or how it is
exposed (bare or protected) _o the environment, lae fact that protons are
involved in three of the characr,eristics emphasizes the need to know this
• flux distribution more accurately. If the flux is as high _; we generally
_t assumed (101°/cm2/sec), the degradation in reflectance is likely to be much
higher than lO percent. This will also be the case if atomic oxygen inter-
actions turn out to be considerably higher than assumed here. On the other
i hand, if the flux is less than lO8/cm2/sec, proton effects will probably be
p
negligible.
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Fisure 2. Average Cumulative To_al He_eoroid Flux-mass Model _or | A.U.
(From Reference 5)
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FORTRANPlotting Subroutines for the Space Plasma Laboratory
Raymond wt I 1tams, Computer Sctence and Mathematics Department
Mississippi Valley State University
ABSTRACT
f
The computer program outlined In this paper referred to as PLOTRN was
custom made to satisfy some of the graphics requirements for the data
collected in the Space Plasma Laboratory at the Johnson Space Center (JSC).
.[
The general requirements for the program were as follows: (
L
(1) All subroutines shall be callable through a FORTRANsource program.
(2) All graphs shall ftll one page and be properly labeled. )
(3) There shall be options for linear axes and logarithmic axes. _:
(4) Each axis shall have tick marks equally spaced with numeric values
printed at the beginning tick mark and at the last tick mark.
(5) There shall be three options for plotting. These are I) point plot, !
2) line plot and 3) point-line plot.
_ The subroutines were written in FORTRAN IV for the LSI-11 Digital ,
equlpment Corporation (DEC) Computer. The program is now operational and can
be run on any TEKTRONIX graphics terminal that uses a DEC Real-Time-11 (RT-11)
operatt ng system. )
: INTRODUCTION ,
There are numerous plotting packages on the manet today. Some of which
:i are very general and comprehensive, while others are written for specific
,I
t: applications or tasks. Many of the comprehensive graphics packages require a
i
:'_ great deal of computer memory for its operation and therfore operates moret
I'
"t effectively tn a main frame computer envirc,_ment. But most small science
£ 26-2 i '
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i
_-_ laboratories employ a mlcrocomputer for thelr data reductlon and data
_. analysts. Thus, a comprehensive plotttng package may not be very useful in a
small laboratory environment.
Additionally, the spectftc application software packages very seldom if
ever satisfy the many approaches a scientist might, employ to study anexperiment. For these reasons, amongothers, small laboratories strive to
4
-_ obtain custom made sof_.,are that is compatible with their present computer)
.! system for their data reduction and data analysis.
m
• THE RT-11 OPERATINGSYSTEM
:!
I A computer system is the concerted efforts of the computer hardware and
computer software working together to make it as easy as possible for a
programmer to use the computer to solve problems and/or process data. The
hardware elements are the mechanical devices in the system, the machinery and
:_ the electronics. While the software elements are the programs that are
:[
) written to perform logical and mathematicaloperationsand providesa means
,, for you to control the system.
The LSI-11 computer employs an RT-11 operating system, the RT-11 is a
%
i disk based, single-user, real-time operating system designed for interactive
I ( program development. It offers optional support of a number of high-leveli language processors, including FORTRANIV, BASIC, and APL.
A minimum RT-11 system must include the following: (1) a processor such
as the LSI-11 processor, (2) at least 24K bytes of memory, (3) a console
;L terminal, (4) a line frequency clock, (5) a system device (random access mass
!
sotrage device, and (6) a system backup device, t
)
i.
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SU_RY - DOCUMENTATION PLOTRW
PLOTRW ts written on a single side, stngle density flexible dtsck. The
program consists of some three hundred and seventy two (372) ltnes of codes
and twenty-one (21) subroutf_s. (See figure 1). Some of the subroutines are
! mdtflcattons from a'_ existing plasma program at JSC, others are TEKTRONIX
; soft]ware and the remainder were developed by the writer.
j
PLOTRW ts very easy to use,. The hardware requirements include an RT-11!
!
! operating system, a DEC processor, a TEKTRONIX graphics terminal, and a
.I
1
TEKTRONIX printer. The program ts started by typing on the terminal the "
string RUN PLOTRW followed by a carriage retm_. The followlng message wlll
•.hen be displayed (see figure 2):
IDATA = 1 INPUT DATAAT TERMINAL
IDATA = 2 INPUT DATA OTHER SOURCES
NDPTS = NO. OF DATA POINTS
• IDATA? NDPTS?
c
The user should now enter a one or a two followed by a comma or blank,
the number of data points and a carriage return. The string X? Y? is now
written to the screen. The ordered pairs of reel data points are now entered.
Each ordered pair of points is followed by a carriage rett,,rn.After all data
points have been entered the screen will now dtspl_y:
MODEP- I POINT PLOT )
MODEP" 2 LINE PLOT
MODEP= 3 POINT-LINE PLOT
MODEP?
,, The number 1, 2 or 3 should now be entered followed by a carriage return to
:; continue. The next message displayed on the screen gives options for i
,.I i
• plotting. The choices are linear-linear scales, log-linear, linear-log, and
l ! •
t lo9-1o9. _ ,!
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It ts not mandatory that all data tn a data set be graphed. PLOTRW
; ailois you to enter the numberof data potnts you it sh to be graphed. Aftert
entertng thts nuuber and a carriage return another messagels dtsployed on the
)
screen. To contlnue enter any single dtgtt Integer and a carrtage return.
The destred graph wtll now be displayed. A copy of the graph can be
transferred to the prtnter. PLOTRWitll rake ten cycles with the same data
set to allow the user optlons for changtng graph requirmnts such as MODEP, i
7 L
o MODE, etc. To Initialize another cycle enter any single dtgtt integer
G
followed by a carrtage return. To teminate the programs short of ten cycles,
._:i enter a control (CTRL) C. )
_:
¢
r
t
(
!
!
!
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SUBROUTIHESFORPLOTRW
.MAIN.
$C_.EP
MII'CIAX
SCALE
RANGE o
A,_SET
RNDTIC
ZINIT
AXES
AXTIC$
AXLABL
TIC
NUMBER
PLOT
ZPLOT
XPLOT
TITLE
YULOGX
i LOG'YVX
DATA1
_ 1_'
t
• FI_"I_I
4
"I
I
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-_ TERHI,ALDISPLAY- PLOTRMINITIALIZATIONCONSTANTS
RUNPLOTRM _|DRTR-,| INPUT DRTRRT TERMXHRL
IORTR-,2ORTR|HPUT OTHERSQUR_(_.E S(X.IRCEPROGRNI)
:'/ HI:)PI'S=140 OFtORTRPOZHTB
|DRTA? HDPTS?
l.e,3.e
4.e,5.0
MOL'F.P-!PO|HT PLOT
MODEP-2L2HEPLOT
+ HOOEP-3.POIHT-LIHEPLOT
fl-
Y • l,lOl:FO?
..,
:+ IqODE"!Y UERSESX
HODE=2LOG(Y) US X
HODE'3Y US LOG(X)
MODE,,4LOG(Y) US LOG(X)
MOOE?
: 4
XUHII,I:HIH URLIJEX-RXIS )<t,_1RX-I'IAXURLUEX-AXIS
YIHIH,YIPIAXmMIHN',IDMAX URLUESY-AXIS
×UMIH? _IMAX?
e.e,3.e
YIIIIN?, YII_
3.e,5.6
HPTS=HO.OF DRTR1:O1141'8TO BE PLOTTE0.HPTS SHOULDBE LESSTHRHOR
RL TO HO.DRTRPO|HTII
roTS?
FZG1.1t_ 2 _+
w
t
0e
e
e
I
ii
o
i
ii
O(l(i e I el _,
I "
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_: COMPUTER GRAPH ICS APF'L ICAT IONS
_ TO CREW DISPLAYS
Joan Wyz koski
Assistant Professor
°' Departmer.t of Mathematics
L
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, _ ABSTRACT •
c
-¢j
- Astronauts are provided much data and inTormation via the
monchrome CRT displays on the orbiter. For this project two
_- _ areas were investigated for the possible introduction of computer
graphics to enhance and extend the utility of these displays.
: One involved r_viewing the current orbiter displays and
identifying those which could be improved via computer graphics.
A_ an example, the tabular data on electrical power distribution
and control was enhanced by the addition of color and bar charts.
The other dealt with the development of an aid to berthing a
payload with the Remote Manipulator System (RMS). This aid
consists of a graphics display of the top, front and side views
of the payload and cargo bay and point of resolution (POR)
position and attitude data for the current location of the
payload. The initial implementation was on an IBM PC clone.
This program previews the demonstration software installed in the
Johnson Space benter Manipulator Development Facility (MDF). Due
to current hardware limitations, the MDF version is slow, i.e. "t,,
about a 4c_+ second update rate and, hence, not "real-time. "
Despite thi_ fact, the evaluation of this additional visual cue
as an RMS operator aid indic'ates that this display, with
modifications for _peed, etc., can assist the crew. Further
development is appropriate.
(
k
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INTRODUCT ION
_" Color and graphics, if carefully selected, enhan_.e the
display and understanding of data. Computer graphics, in
particular color graphics, furnishes an excellent means to
improve the presentation of information. This, in turn,
encourages quicker interpretation and, hence, response to data.
" T
More efficient response to information facilitates man-machine
interaction. !
Orbiter computer CRT displays provide much data and '.
t
_j information to the crew. Reviewing these displays and
_ identifying those which can be enhanced via computer graphics was
one facet of the project. The other area of investigation
- involved the development of an aid to facilitate payload berthing
by the Remote Manipulator System (RMS) operator.
Displays
Numerous CRT displays are selectable by the crew during each •
flight of the shuttle. These -how data and information in a 4
variety of formats. Some are quite specific and apply to the
ascent and reentry of the orbiter. Others indicate the status of _ ;
the various shuttle systems and typically are in tabular form.
All the di_piays were reviewed. A display of the data on
electrical power distribution and control was chosen to
demonstrate a possible enhancement of displays. Color and bar i
charts replace tabular digital data. Most entries have a
high(H), medium(M) or low(L) range. Red, green and yellow,
_i respectively indicate each range, In order to respond to the I
-,., 27-2 l_,..
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; high range of a particular portion of the electrical system,
spotting a "red" condition is easier than spotting an "H".
\
Payload Berthing Aid
|
To berth a payload _he RMS operator, working in the aft
4flight deck, currently uses several visual cues. In most cases a
portion of the payload can be viewed from the two aft payload bay
_-_ viewing windows. Starboard and port TV cameras are positioned on
e
_ _ the fore and aft bulkheads of the cargo b_ty. Two otf,ers are
_:_. located at the elbow and wrist, respectively, of the manipulator
-<-!
a arm. On monitors, located in the aft flight deck, the operator
t
can select views from Lip to four of the cameras. Digital
o _ information about the position and attitude of the point of =
!
: resolutiod (POR) of the payload (This is explained in the Theory ' ,
section.) is also available.
An additional visuel cue to aid in payload berthing was i
!
: developed. This aid consists of a computer graphics display of
the top, front and side views of the payload anO car oo bay along
with the POR position and attitude data. See figures 1 and 2..
THEORY
t
T_,e choice of colors and the selection of an appropriate
i_ graphic p'ayed maj°r r'°les in the implementati°n °f anenhanceddi_pl=_yfor the 0rbit_ . i_.:
-_ 27-3
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: Developing the software to display the updated views of the
payload required some mathematical analysis and computation. As
shown in figure 3_ the orbiter coordinate system is a "*,
right-handed system. The positive _:-a,,:isis forward, the y-a,,:is
is starboard and z is down. The POR is a preselected point
within the payload. The position is indicated as x, yj z values
in the orbiter coordinate system. The attitude of the payload,
or the pitch, yaw and roll of the payload which would orient it
- into its present attitude., is a series of rotations about lines " p
i
;2_ passing through the specified coi_trol point and parallel to the
appropriate orbiter axis. Pitch is a rotation about the orbiter
y-a,,:is in a clockwise direction. A counterclockwise rotation
+ about the orbiter's z-a,'is produces yaw. While a clockwise
rotation about the >:-a:.:i_of the orbiter causes the payload to
roll. _
l
Three dimensional data bases along with th_ appropriate
move/draw specifications were defined for the cargo bay and _.!
payload, respectively. These data points are placed in n(# of
data points for the cargo bay or payload) by 3 matrices. The
updated position of the payload is a translation by the change in )
,x, y and z, respectively. The_e changes are added to the
respective coordinates o-_" each data point for the payload. The
rotations to accomplish pitch, yaw and roll are easily
represented as 3 by 3 matrices (See Foley and Van Dam_ 1982, pp.
255-25B. Note, 4 by 4 matrices are not necessary for this
application.). Composition of these matrices and then a matrix
mult_pl_ ....tion of the data __et with the POR centered at the
I •
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origin of the orbiter coordinate system, create ne_, transformed
data points of the payload.
[" To show the top vi___w, the _:,y values, transformed to screen
coordinates, are plotted. The front view is a plot of the y,z
I values and the x,z values are drawn for the side v._ew.
tT
" 9 IMPLEMENTATION
p
_[ The sample orbiter display, the current and enhanced
_ versions, and the RMS berthing aid were implemente _ in color on
i_
_ an IBM PC clone. These programs are basically for
:_ den,onstrations, although much potential exists for application
L
i of computer graphics on the orbiter. Using the POR data fro,_.
an
_: actual berthing procedure, the berthing display updated
appro_:imately every 12 seconds. See figures 1 and 2.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of this payload
berthing aid, the displays were implemented on a ZSO
microprocessor equipped with a Microangelo card and displayed on
a monochrome graphics monitor. This is interfaced with the SE1
}
i
_ ( computer which controls and monitor_ the Manipulator Development
Facility (MDF). [The MDF is a JSC training facility for RMS
operators.] During a _ayload berthing maneuver, current POR data
is sent to the Z80 microprocessor, which draws the appropriate
,_ display for the operator to view. Due to _he limitations of the
_f h_,r'dware, especially tho 8 bit processor, i-he update rate is
_,_ut 40 seconds for a full display.
1
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1 RESULTS
The sample displays appear to have potential but have not
been adequately evaluated. This is mainly due to the emphasis
and time devoted to the MDF berthing aid.
,_ The response by the MDF/RMS operators to the payload
berthing aid has been very favorable. The present system was
developed with the hardware which was on hand at aSC and costs
_" less than $4000. Viewed as an initial step in the development of
a close to real-time berthing aid, the current system shows much
_._._ potential. The slow update rate of the display, except as a
_ demonstration, is not acceptable. This is easily remedied by a
better, more powerful processor which is readily available.
]
FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS AND DIRECTIONS
• An obvious direction of the orbiter display portion of the
project is addition_l review of the displays in order to identify ,_
specific categories of the displays and the corresponding color
computer graphics enhancements. This review will also benefit
current definition of space station systems display requirements.
The utility of the payload berthing aid has been
demonstrated. It is apparent that speeding up the refresh rate
of the display is the first goal. Other enhancements could
include graphical indications of the collision of the payloa_
with the cargo hay and the ability to select, via keystroke.._,
-_i 27-6 i
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• light pen or some other interactive device, a portion of the
display on which to zoom. Zooming in on a particular segment of
: the display would allow the operator to see the fine detail that
-I .is helpful in the final stages of berthing. Further development
of this computer graphics payload/cargo bay display will
°
_certainly indicate additional refinements and enhancements.
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FigureI. IBM PC demonstrationof a typicalpayloadb6rthingdisplay.
Beginningin the upper left-handcorner in a counterclockwise
: direction,the top, front and side views of the payloadand
cargo bay,and the point of resolution position and attitude
data are displayed ._
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Figure2. IBFIPC demonstrationof a berthed payloaddisplay.
Beginning in the upper left-handcorner and moving in
a counterc)ockwisedirection,the top, front and side
views of the payloadand cargo bay,and the point of
_" resolution position and attitudedata are displayed. ,
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S|GHAL PROCESSING OF ANTIfROPOFRTRIC OATA
Vayne Jo Zlmmnmrm
Asset Ie_ Professor
: Delhlrtment of Computer Science
£ast Texas State University
Commerce, Texas
A83TRACT
The Anthropom_rt¢ Reasursments Laboratory has accumulated
_ • large body of data frcm a number of previous experlmml:s. The
_- del:_l Is very noisy, therefore It requires the application of
m_e sliest processing schemes. Mortover, It _as _ _gsrded
as time series measurements but as positions| Information; hence.
• the data Is stored as coordinate points as defined by the motion
of the human body.
The accumulated data defines two groups or classes. Some
of the data was coTlected from an experiment destgntd to nma_ure
the flexfbtllty of th_ limbs, referred to as radial movement.
The remaining data was collected fro_ experiments designed to
determine the surface of the ra_ch envelope. _
The purpose of this project Is _o design and Implumnl; an
Interactive signs| processing package. Since the data does not
( tn¢lude time this package does not Include • time series element.
Presently the results l• restricted to processing dltl obtained
from those experiments destgned to measure flexibility.
Center Research Advisor: |srbere Vo_Tford
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1ltTRODUCT ZOIq
An accurate analysis of human eel:tab Is required tt' eubstan-
_ tie1 Improvements In suit and control panel design are to be obtained.
- Zn (I] It has been Indicated that efficient, yell designed york-
stations must take Into consideration the interactive role of the
, human operator. Garg a_d Kohll. (2], Indicate that cawplex equap-
sent produced durtng th_ second world _r operating as high speed , |
_1
9mnerel|y required unusual capabilities beyond the operator,, They
_*:. further indicate that the design of equipment must take Into account
human capacltt=s and |i,_ltattons. Thts requires the acquisition, _-
:_ processing, end tflterprstatton of large amounts ot' data. !i
: At NASA/0SC the ac_uts11;Ion is accomplished by the use of a
_odtfted SELSPOT system as Illustrated in Figure 1. The _y _ 1_
: i
consist of four cameras used to measure position, a _o_l_or to vtev
the experiment and data transrfer, a pair of ES_2 microprocessors
for handling the data _nd controlling the hard_are, and 8 vldeo tape
recorder. This system can provide for the acquisition of _hree
dimensional date with t_me end LED _dentlftcctton numbers. Thus each
point can be defined by the ftve-.tuple: (x,y,z,t,i). The VRA (Video
Recording Adapter) records not only visual Image but data. Posit:lone1 _
date from: up to thirty, LEOs which emit XR Psalteries are measured and
digitised by the cameras. The qcqutred data vhich Is s_ored on the
video tape is _h_m processed by the HP-Z|NX system. Elxon, (3],
provides • functional descrllption of the ecqulsltlm Iqfste_.
The procesmlstg ¢o_slst'q)f several programs iklsi_ed to format
t.
end plot the _ This plSl_lect provided son mtlsttcll processing
b_
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i
, capabl_ty_ The _oftvare system consist of tl_., fo_ p_Nmmm
I_IN| A package designed to transfer the cbc_e.f_w
ICR 1_o the HP disk on the HP-Z|HX
&ClflCFL A package to rearrange the pocked bite
reconstruct|aS the actual data.
,_ &FRI"O! A pa:kage to de_ermtne the frequency, range,
and mean of the data assoc1.eted with each LE_L.
&SELV_ _ package which computes the coordinates of
LED.
* &CAL_L A package which compu_4s, calibration po:m.Q
i ": &XY'KrP A package used to genmte I tape coati,at?q;
XYZ coordinates for transferrt, _ to the YAX-78R.
:
__ At preseqt the time Is not ira • ,-rred.
i!_ _A:m • package.sed to g_,phlcdl,pl,_ 'generate
some
Is Implemented on the VAX. An Interactive pack_
I ' ' P_ A package used to aid in filtering the date wain-.
"_ tatned on the VAX. The package Is Interactive. ;
-;
-i The Interpretation segnent w111 Involve two primary segments:
--!
," fornmlatlonef mathematical models for various limbs and tmple- .
me_ta_ton of these models for simulates. The_ are nwab_r_us p_pere
on the sub_, see (4), [5] and [6]. The tnlttal stage Is to acquire
!
e data bank of statistical Information, related to human m_tton.
This dal_ _ must Include data rela_ed to the design of seats, ._
?
control pm_e|s, control modules_ and opera,tonal procedures. Vtth
such I data tank a system can then be deviled which v111 _ermtt ). t
the designer to use a g_ephfcs terminal for delfg_tng a par_clcullr
_. take,face, t_en test the de_tgn for general use by alloying I bubble-
man, Refs.C_ and [S), to york through the vertous operations.
Such a lWOJa_ will require Inlny new techniques: 1Nrttern recognltlonu
artifice1 I_telIfgence, computer gr_phtcs_ data base _r_bedology,
_e
end the 1_ At present work Is 3_r_ beginning I_d t_ pro3ect
consist prl_:srtly of data acquisition.
i
!
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: OE .POOR QUAUTY
A SIGNAL PROCESS SYSTEN
It has been Ihdlcated that there are two problems. One relQted
to radial moven_nt, the other related to reach envelopes, his
section considers only ?he first. Since th_ rldlal movewent invol-
ves I 1tab moving through a f_ed Fattern the data w111 closely
approximate • circle as seen fn Ftgur_ 2. Hence this geometrical1 _ !
structure Is Implemente_ In the system, i
In looking for existing technique some varllrttons of a number
_ of time series ,_odels were tried. See [g], [1El. (11]. and (12]. . ;
A design of one of these methods w111 be Included mat=r, but the !
._: process presently consist o_ employing manual selection, moving averages,
_; and som_ stattstlc&l methods for removing the noise. These techntquers
.* are designed to use the best flttlng ctrcle.
In quickly reviewing the package, we note that the sys_c_m begins
by asking which file Is to be processed. The data is read. Znltlally ,'
•" It contains the coordinates for all LEDs _n a multiplexed _orm. If
_e select a s_ngle LED :!_e data ts demulttplexed and the correspondfn_j
data ts re_atned. Then we may select to display or no_ _o display
this data on _he termln_1, a Digital VT_Z5 or equivalent. Thl_ should
be done stnce It provides us wtth the opportunity to Judge _hlch daft
_" Is valid Ind _hlch Is noise. In a_dttton, the plotting gives us I
feelt_g fc, r tne particular mo_ton envolved. _e then estimate the center
an_ radius of the best circle. Next, the system sppltes a moving average. I
fm" the purpose of removing Isolated spikes. On completion of these
Iml_thlng processes we _re liked If we _lsh to Itlnually r_m_ve any dat=
_mmle_ as noise. Agatise are querted vtth regard to plotting. _e may
elt_mate the parameters for the best cSrcle again, a_ter _ht_h the system
Ile11_lrelnes the parameters for the best clrcle and prompts _or replacing the
i
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generated valP_ of" leaving ttMm as ¢•lculeted. Once thQ Imz'•_terl
• re determined the circle fs used to _move any data not lying wlthfng
• spectfled band defined by the circle. Th_ reW_lntng dlta Is ILhen
used to generate the par•meters of the best ctrcle. The center of
this bes_ clrc|e Is then used to p_rtlt;lon the plane Into v number" of
v_dges. The data lying within • _dge Is then used to deftne• nw
set of values, mmel¥ the dlsl;ance fret _he center of the best circle
- to the data paler. These dls_ances a,-e then ordered, smallest t;o
largest. Next, • set of differences. D|:T(O+I)-OXSTfJ), are fornmd.
t This last set o,B walues Is used to define a cluster me_sure which
- Is the s_andard deviation of these d_fference. This cltnrter _asu_
Is then used to c_uster the Te_ of dls_4nces. Set Figure 3. The mean
and the s_andard deviation o_ each cluster Is _;hen determined and
retained. These averages and standard deviation are r_nver_ed to
plane coordinates us!ng _he angle which btsec_s _he _edge. _f the_
-_e Ere too few data points the s_stem assizes *.hat the wedge doe_ not
contain any data. Using _he wedges a set of expected values for
the angles ts de_ermlne along wtth the number o_ data potn_= tn
the wedge, and the associated s'r.a_dard deviation. This tnfor_natlofl
_s made available for writing to a disk file. Clearly, small san_le
Statistics must be employed. Finally, the user Is querted on
whether he desire _o write the results to the file or Simply qul_;. _
FUTURE
Zn closing • number of future dlr_c_tons should be potnted
ou_. Som_ are related to the •re• of signal processtng_ c_hers
are rela_ed _o _ use of the computer •s • designing tool In the
e • re• of human factors. These Include:
• Implement • t1_e series •ppro_u=h, t.e.t use In FF'r.
• he, try l_e system to permit hardcop¥ of all grIphtcs.
28-5 ,,
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\* Iqodtf¥ the rtmd file eubrouttm, to _ m dmtJ
_ files co,raining tt_ end LED nm_ers.
t Oevelo_ and Implement an algorithm for processing
reach d11t11 11rid thereby determine a re11¢h envelope.
• ;ncrellse the Intelligence of the system I_ providing
It with the ability to relove any data tdtlch Is no_
within reach.
• |mplement Ted Kt11*S subroutlrm to pgrltt urmollctted
! nput.
_ * Begin the task of deslgntng II dotal base for the over-
'" iill prc.blem of computerized control panel design.
* Try to develope a srtatlsttcal theory for convex
¢omblnstlons of norr_111 distributions.
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